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VICTORIA SCRUTINY FALL CLEANING UNDER WAY
NDP 'Housewife' Prowls About In The Attic
V
• VICTORIA (CP) — Like a 
housewife armed with cleaning 
utensils prowling around a 
dusty attic cluttered with the 
old and the used, British Colum­
bia’s New Democratic govern­
ment is busy scrutinizing estab­
lished programs and policies in 
the province.
There are very few comers 
not peered into or pieces of fur? 
niturc left untouched in this all­
out clean-up, campaign launched 
by the government during its 
first two months in power in
B.C.
The list of projects includes a 
10k at health services, labor 
tws, the public school system, 
argaining rights for civil serv-
ants, Indian problems and even 
a glance at the state of the gov­
ernment’s airplanes.
The NDP government appears 
anxious to implement quickly 
programs it has held dear for 
many years and to relegate to 
the trash can some long-stand­
ing pieces of legislation brought 
in by the Social Credit govern? 
ment during its 20-year reign in 
B.C.
Besides reviewing and updat­
ing what it considers to be old, 
enciusted programs, Premier 
Dave Barrett’s administration 
also is launched on some crea­
tive legislative proposals. 
STUDIES INSURANCE
In this latter category the
major job belongs to Highways 
Minister Robert Strachan, now 
engaged in a complete study of 
the government automobile in­
surance schemes in Manitoba 
and Saskatchewan with, a view 
to drafting a bill for a similar 
program for B.C. in time for 
presentation at the next session 
of the legislature likely to begin 
in late January. ;
A major review is being or­
ganized by Labor Minister Wil­
liam King on B.C. labor laws. 
During the last session the gov­
ernment stated that it would 
hold public hearings throughout 
the province to get opinions on 
the best method of redesigning 
labor legislation and creation of
a better labor-management cli­
mate. ■
Mr. King says no timetable 
has. beep set for the hearings 
but he hopes the study will be 
under way before the next ses­
sion. During the. last session the 
NDP repealed contentious legis­
lation dealing.with government 
back-to-work orders and binding 
settlements of labor disputes.
It is understood the govern­
ment will bring in a new labor 
bill at the next session to re­
place the rescinded legislation.
> An ongoing study is also being 
conducted by the research 
branch of the labor department 
into, the effects of the govern­
ment’s . move to increase the
minimum wage from $1.50 to $2. 
The rate will climb to $2.50 by 
June 1, 1974.
NAMES COMMITTEE
Also in the field of labor, the 
government has appointed a 
five-man committee to study the 
whole question of collective bar­
gaining procedures for civil 
servants. Provincial Secretary 
Ernie Hall is on record as fa­
voring the'right to strike 'by 
public servants.'
Mr. Hall says he hopes to 
have the committee’s report by 
Christmas so as to give the gov­
ernment time to prepare legisla­
tion for the^pring session.
The government is also pro­
posing an industrial develop-
ment corporation to help stimu­
late secondary industry. Attor­
ney-General Alex Macdonald is 
responsible for . this , and Is re­
ported negotiating with Eric 
Kierans, former federal Liberal 
cabinet minister, to act as con­
sultant and adviser. .
■ Another priority of the NDP 
administration is a study of the 
health facilities and programs 
InB.C.
The name of the study Is 
Health Security Program Pro? 
ject which indicates the govern­
ment’s interest in a possible 
health security program similar 
to welfare security programs. .
Health Minister Dennis Cocke 
is quoted as being- in favor- of
community health centres, rec­
ommended to the federal gov­
ernment In the recent Hastings 
report ■■■
PLANS REVIEW
Education Minister Eileen 
Dailly is bent on a complete 
review of the public school sys­
tem and a change In the compli­
cated education finance for­
mula.
Mrs. Dailly said she will be 
setting up a “roving commis­
sion” to travel the province and 
will .seek opinion on the philoso­
phy, and goals that the majority 
of people would like to see for 
education in B.C.
Mr. .Strachan has set in mo-
tion a study of the state of the 
government’s nine airplanes 
with a view to replacing some 
and upgrading others.
Municipal A f f a I r a Minister 
James Lorimer Is looking Into 
urban transit needs In the prov­
ince's major cities and is re­
viewing’ all plans for low-cost 
housing at the municipal level 
throughout the province. •
Frank Calder, minister with? ; 
out portfolio and the only Indian 
in the legislature, will make a 
study into the needs of native ■ 
Indians in the province.
And finally, Agriculture Min­
ister Dave Stupich has been 
asked to review all marketing? 
board policies in B.C.
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INCENTIVES EXPLAINED
•
of the government and Kelowna right are Purvis Freden- 
Department of Industry, Trade Chamber of Commerce repre- burgh, prbgram officer of Ex- 
and Commerce J. F. Murray, 
of Vancouver, centre, out­
lines objectives bf department 
sponsored industrial seminar 
at the Capri today. Business,
.' Regional manager
sentatives attended the all­
day session designed to ac­
quaint those attending with ■ 
federal government financial 
incentive programs. Left to
port, Marketing and Develop­
ment branch of th? depart­
ment; R. S. Linden, division 
chief of the Technical Assist­
ance Division of the Mechani-
cal Transport branch; S. B. 
Shaw, of tire Aerospace, Mar­
ine and Rail branch; and 
John McKeown of the provin­
cial department of Industry, 









A Riti Oiioctinn Federal Graup Pro<>oses Wa^ 
h mg wuesuon ToCutRale
At Paris Talks
PARIS (Reuter) — The Viet­
nam peace talks continue, today 
-bmid intense speculation that 
iLsL security adviser Henry Kis- 
singer m~ay return for final se­
cret discussions now that Presi­
dent Nixon has been re-elected.
The big question js when will 
Kissinger, come to Paris for 
what is hoped will be a conclu­
sive session with Hanoi emis­
sary Le Duc Tho that would end 
the Vietnam war.
The delegations have had 
talks for four years and during 
the last - year attention has 
shifted from the weekly gather­
ings to the secret .discussions 
between Kissinger and Tho, 
North Vietnam has consist­
ently opposed new negotiations 
with the Amercians unless the 
agreement for a ceasefire was 
signed on Oct. 31. But U.S. dip­
lomats say Hanoi will agree to 
another round of secret talks.
The North Vietnamese delega­
tion to the talks has reacted to 
Nixon’s re-election with allega­
tions that he was stepping up 
and prolonging the war.
They quoted North Vietnam­
ese Prime Minister Pham Van
Dong’s statement in Hanoi that 
his people would fight on until 
they expelled “the U.S. imperi­
alist aggressors and their val­
ets.”
EXPRESS WILLINGNESS
• Despite the North Vietnamese 
leader’s remarks, diplomatic 
sources here have said that 
Hanoi and. Washington how are 
indicating- to each other their 
willingness to hold another. se­
cret parley.
Nixon allowed the deadline for 
the Oct. 31 signing to pass be­
cause he-wanted the nine-point 
ceasefire agreement to be clari­
fied further.
The United States wants the 
withdrawal of part of North 
Vietnam’s 145,000 regular forces 
who are fighting in South Viet­
nam.
Failing this, the Americans 
would like to see these forces 
confined to three areas, in­
formed sources said here.
These areas would be along 
the Laotian border from the 
northern part of South Vietnam, 
in the Mekong Delta and in the 
central highlands on the Laos- 
Cambodia border.
' MONTREAL (CP) - Home­
owners left without electric 
power since Monday threatened 
legal action Wednesday as a 
strike by 8,500 Quebec-Hydro 
employees entered its fourth 
day today with no sign of a 
return to the bargaining table.
• Of 236 power failures since 
the walkout began at 7:30 a.m. 
Monday, 175 remain unrepaired, 
leaving 7,800 customers in 
Montreal, Quebec City and the 
Laurcntlans area without elec­
tricity.
In the Montreal suburb of 
Cote St. Luc, where more than 
4,000 persons have been without
electricity since Monday morn­
ing, residents said at a meeting 
they would seek a court order 
demanding the repair of the 
broken cable , that caused the 
blackout.
A member of the union com­
mittee responsible for handling 
emergency calls said in an in­
terview the break would not be 
repaired until the strike ends.
In the national assembly, the 
second request in two days for 
an emergency debate on the 
strike was turned down. 
Speaker Jean-Noel Lavoie told 
Camille Laurin, Parti Quebecois 
leader in the assembly, that the
Conciliation Board Seeking
<b»nger Postal
^■viTAWA (CP) - A concilia.
tion board established to deal 
with the contract dispute be­
tween postal workers and the
Dispute Talks
After presentation of the 
dilation board report to
con- 
thc
government has asked 
indefinite extension, a 
service staff relations 
spokesman said today.





for the conciliation board 
headed by Owen Shime of the 
Ontario Labor Relations Board. 
The first extension—of a week 
—ended Wednesday.
Under federal laws, a conciii- 
a! on board has 14 days to meet 
li-.ote icpoiting results to the 
* 1.11. man of the public service 
-•a(( relations board. but the 
t mo p-. rkxl can be extended lf 
■ - appear to bi- mak-
DOLLAR STATIC
NEW YORK <UP> — Uamidinn
•lt.il m lr’> nn of U S fund-' at
" > 'i n c h n r <! at St
staff relations board chairman, 
Jacob Flnkelman, the union 
would have to wait seven days 
before a legal strike epn begin.
Talks for a new contract be­
tween the 28,000 postal workers 
and the government began early 
In the year, but broke down In 
August. The Council of Postal 
Unions asked for a conciliation 
board.
Wages are among the chief 
Issues in dispute, with the union 
initially seeking a 66-cents-an- 
hour straight increase. The gov­
ernment’s last public offer was 
a 13-per-cent wage increase 
over a three-year contract.
Average wage for the employ­
ees in the bargaining unit is 
$3 66 an hour. Postal clerks and 
letter can lei s are included In 
the council.
situation was not serious enough 
to warrant an emergency de­
bate.
CONTRACT EXPIRED
The linemen, maintenance 
workers, engineers and office 
personnel are represented by 
the Canadian Union of Public 
Employees and have been with­
out a contract for 11 months.
Talks broke down Nov. 2 and 
union and company officials 
have met only once since then. 
Details of the meeting, which 
broke up about 4 a.m, Wednes­
day, were not revealed.
'The workers want a three- 
year contract with wage in­
creases of 31 per cent for tech­
nicians, , 19 per cent for office 
workers, and 24 per cent for 
manual workers.
Average weekly wages for the 
three groups are $188, $129, and 
$160 per week, respectively.
Hydro-Quebec has offered 
lump sum payments to each 
group as a retroactive increase 
for 1972, with increases of nine, 
6Mi and six per cent for the next 
three years of a four year con­
tract.
BELFAST (CP) - One of the 
Irish Republican Army’s top 
five commanders In Belfast has 
been captured by British troops 
along with two of his officers in 
raids which followed renewed 
guerrilla bombing here.
The army said the guerrilla 
leader was the commander of 
the IRA Provisional wing’s first 
battalion which operates in the 
Roman Catholic Andersontown 
area where the man was ar­
rested today. Tlie army did not 
immediately Identify him.
The army reported the cap­
ture Wednesday night of the 
first battalion's explosives offi­
cer and another senior IRA 
man.
Hixon Plans Cabinet Shuffle
■ ' ' ' ' !
C ANADA'S HIGH-LOW
TV.n'M Skilt.ig do\ui Tl€l all UtiibiMge






coach l.co Cahill of Toronto Ar­
gonauts. who guided the Argos 
into the Grey Cup In 1971 but 
couldn't get the team out of the 
Eastern Football Conference 
cellar this season, was fired 
today.
There were few details availa­
ble Immediately.
Owner John Hassett emerged 
Inieflv from hr; office shmtly 
t'ffo’r I p m. r.*,T and 'rod that 





OTTAWA (CP) - A team of 
22 Canadian government hnd 
industry officials will visit 
China later this month in an 
effort to Increase co-operation 
between the two countries in 
mineral production nnd trade, 
the federal mines department 
announced Thursday.
Body Located
NEWPORT, Wash. (AP) — 
The body of a man believed 
to be one of two hunters miss­
ing in the nigged mountains 
of northcast Washington has 
been found, tho Pend Oreille 
Sheriff's office said today.
Israelis Attack
TEL AVIV (AP) — Israeli 
planes bombed twn guerrilla 
bases in Syria today in re­
taliation for recent raids on 
the occupied Golan Heights, 
and later shot down two 
Syrian warplanes in a dog­
fight, a military ajwkcsman
WASHINGTON (CP) — Presi­
dent Nixon planned a cabinet 
shuffle today and new foreign- 
policy initiatives following his 
landslide victory over Senator 
George McGovern.
A series of summit meetings 
with West European allies and 
new moved to try to bring peace 
in the Middle East were ex­
pected to be among Nixon’s 
priorities at the start of a sec­
ond four-year term in the White 
House.
Nixon, who flew to his Key 
Biscayne, Fla., home Wednes­
day night may make up to four 
changes In the heads of the 11 
cabinet departments over the 
next few weeks, political ob­
servers sold.
Defence Secretary Melvin 
Laird, who has presided over 
the gradual w 11 h d r a w a 1 of 
500,000 American forces from 
Vietnam, is considered certain
to leave the Pentagon post at 
his own request, after four 
years in the job.
ROGERS MAY GO
State Secretary William Rog­
ers, who has often been over­
shadowed by White House for­
eign policy adviser Henry Kis- 
singer, may also depart.
There is speculation, too, tha, 
Nixon will replace Attorney- 
General Richard Kleindlenst 
and Housing Secretary George 
Romney.
Main speculation in Washing­
ton centred on who might re­
place Rogers. The state depart­
ment has lost prestige and influ­
ence since Nixon concentrated 
foreign policy-making machin­
ery in the White House.
A name frequently mentioned 
is that of the former treasury 
secretary, John Connally, head 
of the Democrats-for-Nlxon Jn 
the presidential campaign.
OTTAWA (CP) — The ECO-. । 
nomic Council of Canada pro­
posed today a set of perform­
ance goals it says should reduce 
unemployment and cut down the 
inflation rate.
At the sametime, the federal 
advisory body said all govern­
ments should hold the line on 
tax rates or reduce them.
The performance goals pro­
posed in the council’s annual re­
view should reduce the unem­
ployment rate'to 4.5 per cent of 
the labor force by 1975 and cut 
the inflation rate to three per 
cent annually, it says.
Unemployment this year so 
far has averaged 6.3 per cent of 
the labor force. Prices have 
risen nearly tout per cent in the 
most recent 12-month period for 
which broad statistics are avail­
able. Consumer prices alone 
have risen 5.3 per cent.
The council’s 1972 economic 
review is more specific than in 
the past about the goals the 
country should strive to achieve 
•in the next three years, and how 
to go about it.
SETS TARGETS
In brief, the goals are:
—An over-all growth rate of 
six per cent a year in gross 
national expenditure, the total 
outlay of governments, business 
and individuals. Equivalent to 
the gross national product, the 
GNP now is running at more 
than $102 billion a year and in­
creasing at roughly the sug­
gested rate.
—A 5.5-per-cent annual in­
crease in consumer expendi­
ture, and an increase of not 
more than five per cent a year 
in all government outlays on 
supplies and services.
—Annual increase of 10 per 
cent in outlays on machinery, 
plant and equipment, and in­
creases of five per cent a year 
in housing construction.
—Export increases of six per
cent a year, and import in­
creases of 6.5 per cent a year.
—Increases of total employ­
ment amounting to 3.1 per cent 
a year, with output per person 
employed rising 2.8 per cent a 
year, and productivity . in the-., 
manufacturing industries .rising ■■ - 
five per cent a year.
AIMS FOR 1975
All of these, the council said, 
should be the achievement goals 
for 1973 to 1975, .with spending , 
and investment figured on the 
basis of' dollars of unchanging 
value, not whittled,away by in­
flation. . . . ।
The report, the first to be pre­
pared under the council’s new 
c h a 1 r m a n, economist Andre 
Raynauld of Montreal, said the . 
c o u n c IT’s original long-term 
goals for the Canadian economy 
are still valid as things to be 
achieved. But they may not be 
attainable in the near future.
These goals were; Not, more 
than three-per-cent unemploy­
ment, two per cent annual price, 
rise,, a high and stable rate of 
over-all growth, a viable bal­
ance of international payments, 
and an equitable distribution of 
rising incomes.
The council’s new computer 
analysis of the economy, called, 
Candide, has been used to deter­
mine that the council’s new 
goals for 1973 to 1975 can be 
achieved with relative balance. 
The goals are interrelated, and - 
failure to achieve one will affect 
some of the others. .
The council said hew watch­
dog machinery needs to be set 
up to cheek an achievement of 
the goals and bring govern­
ments and Industry together. It 
proposed annual federal-provin­
cial premiers conferences on 
economic performance, as well' 
as annual meetings of private 
and public interests in various 
sectors of the economy to assess 
economic prospects.
High Standards Possible
He'll Lead World To Peace
WASHINGTON (CP-AP) — 
President Nixon says his land­
slide election victory indicates a 
mandate for his policies and in 
the next four years ho will con­
tinue to appoint conservatives to 
the courts and continue "lead­
ing the world In pence.”
Nixon said In an interview 
with the Washington Star-News 
he hopes to lend the U.S. out of 
a crisis of spirit— "the whole 
era of permissiveness"—toward 
a "new feeling of responsibility. 
a new feeling of self discipline.”
In the interview, conducted 
Sunday at San Clemente, Calif., 
The Star-News quoted Nixon as 
saying:
"I intend to continue to np- i 
point conservative judge’s to tln’i 
courts ... not reactionary! 
Judges but men who are <on-ti 
tutional ion*crvnthes, becau-'’ 
the tren.lbad gone too far In th'*' 





"It is possible to reach high 
standards of economic perform­
ances,’’ the council sold. "We 
must now determine how to 
move towards them.” The 
goals set by the council in a 
102-page report are "satisfac­
tory and attainable,” and en­
sure the avoidance of strains 
and imbalances that "might 
later deflect us from our long­
term objectives."
"The task that lies ahead is 
ambitious, but at this time there 
Is no reason to believe that it is 
too demanding..Of course, uncx- 
p e c t e d future developments 
could endanger the attainment 
of the interim targets. Never­
theless, we believe that the 
framework we propose hero will 
be a powerful aid to decision- 
making, no matter what direc­
tion the economy eventually 
takes."
The Canadian economy has 
suffered from great instability 
in the past, the report added. In 
some cases, foreign influences 
hamper the economy, but In 
others the fault Is domestic, and 
the latter can be tackled
Tho council expressed worry 
about two subjects—private and 
public investment, and the role 
of federal, provincial and mu­
nicipal governments in the econ­
omy.
The level of investment In 
construction and equipment has 
fluctuated widely, largely dUC to 
errots or misconceptions In
forecasting future needs. With 
Investment amounting to 21 to 
28 per cent of gross national 
expenditure, these swings have 
wide repercussions.
Such investment cannot be 
completely stabilized, the coun­
cil said. But better forecasting 
should smooth the growth, and 
better co-ordination between the 




OTTAWA (CP) — Prime Min­
ister Trudeau met with his cabi­
net today to discuss, among 
other things, the contents of the 
next throne speech and, pre­
sumably, tho date when Parlia­
ment will meeLx
Asked by reporters whether 
the date would be decided 
today, the prime minister said, 
“Perhaps.”
He said that in drafting the 
speech, which outlines the gov­
ernment's legislative plans, an 
effort would be made to meet 
aomc of the criticisms raised 
during the recent election cam­
paign.
Asked whether n cabinet shuf­
fle was Imminent, Mr. Tiudeau 
Wtd, "Ne, certainly nnt tn toe 
next two weeks.”
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Result Of U.S. Election
Grits Agree Campaign A 'Bust' Will Be Enigma Overseas
W'.>ar ; B~ wP By WILLIAM L.RYAN bers of the lower house of the more years without a congre
. ... . _ . _ . ... _«■< -r.. AP Special Correspondent ■ • national legislature. The nartv sional maiorhv.
Prime Minister Trudeau met 
his new caucus Wednesday and 
heard conflicting views on when 
Parliament should meet and 
some criticisms about bow the 
party ran Its recent election 
campaign. But Mr. Trudeau 
himself apparently emerged un­
scathed as most of the Liberals’ 
109 MPs, along with senators, 
cwiducted a post mortem into 
.flie campaign and decided, 
among other things, that it was 
xot positive enough. ”1 think 
there was a general consensus 
that we should have taken a 
more positive approach,” said 
fine MP. “There was also a 
widespread opinion that our 
theme of ‘The land is strong’ 
iwas a bust and that our adver­
tising generally had no punch.”
r- A recount in the federal nur- 
naby-Seymour riding requested 
by defeated Liberal candidate 
Ray Perrault will begin Friday, 
bounty court judge Frederick 
-Grimmett said Wednesday in 
^Vancouver. Mr. Perrault, who 
represented the constituency in 
. the last house, trailed Ed Nel­
son, the New Democratic Party 
winner, by 305 votes. There 
were 174 rejected ballots.
.• Dentists must provide more 
(’comprehensive care to more 
ipcople or face losing their mon- 
opoly over dental care to ■ a 
jjubUc institution, a provincial 
•government official said Wed­
nesday. Speaking at the open­
ing ceremonies of the Montreal 
'General Hospital’s expanded 
'dental clinic, Dr. Gilles Pelletier 
"said dentists must go into the 
^community, especially rural 
'areas, stress preventive care, 
and work with other profes­
sionals in a team approach.
RAY PERRAULT 
, . recount planned
West and East Germany in-
itialled a goodwill treaty Wed­
nesday in Bonn to end their 23- 
year cold war and ease a major 
source of tension in Europe. The 
historic event opened the way 
or normalized relations, Unit­
ed Nations memberships for 
both sectors of Germany and at
Hugh Harries, defeated in Ed­
monton-Strathcona by Conser-
AP Special Correspondent .
v
The completion Wednesday 
of a six-week airlift of Ugandan 
Asians, and arrival at Montreal 
of the last plane load to Canada, 
is a final act in Ugandan Presi­
dent Idi Amin’s “holy dream.” 
For the thousands of Asians ex-
least partial easing of the hu­
man suffering caused by the 
border between them. It came 
11 days before Chancellor WHJy 
Brandt faces a stiff re-election 
vote. ■ ■
■ Thomas A. Dohm was out as 
president of the Vancouver 
Stock Exchange Wednesday as 
a result of an impasse between 
him and the exchange board of 
governors over his acceptance 
of a directorship, with the bank 
of British Columbia. The gov­
ernors felt there was a conflict 
of interest between his duties 
as the professional head of the 
Vancouver exchange and those 
as a bank director. The bank’s 
shares are traded on the VSE.
vative Douglas Roche, had been 
quick to suggest shortly after 
his forced retirement from Par­
liament that Mr. Trudeau was 
largely responsible for the 
party’s losses in the West. Mr. 
Harries was less garrulous after 
his 20-minute meeting in the 
prime minister's House of Com­
mons office.
The lawyer for a young wo 
man who pleaded guilty in Van­
couver provincial court . Wed­
nesday to trafficking in LSD 
said his client was introduced to 
drugs while working for a com­
mission investigating drug use. 
Lawyer Michael Bolton, in ask­
ing Judge Graham Ladner for 
a suspended sentence, said 
Shannon MacFarlane, 19, was 
; employed by a drug commis-
Foreign reaction to President 
Nixon's victory reflects baffle­
ment. To people outside the 
U.S., the result seemed A man­
date for, continuation of Nixon 
policies, but in terms of the na­
tional legislature he remains a 
minority president.
That could not happen in a 
parliamentary system of the 
sort Britain implanted in many
national legislature. The party
sion in the summer of 1971.
pelled—4,400 of whom have 
come to Canada, the date is the 
end of a nightmare and begin­
ning of a new life, virtually, 
penniless, in countries of varied 
physical and cultural climates. 
The Ugandan dictator has said 
the move to oust an estimated 
55,000 Asians from the indepen­
dent East African nation was 
“an order from God,” given to 
him in a dream. He claimed the 
Asians, who ran most of. the 
businesses in the country, were 
undermining its economy.
Provincial Education Minis­
ter Eileen Dailly Wednesday 
suggested in Prince Rupert the 
creation of regional resource 
centres, to be controlled by local 
Indians, to deal with the needs 
of Indian education in British 
Columbia. Mrs. Dailly told the 
annual conference of the B.C, 
Union of Indian Chiefs that such 
centres would involve an inte­
grated effort of the departments 
of education and health, and 
social welfare.
The first losing Liberal to call, 
for a party leadership conven­
tion met' privately with Prime 
Minister Trudeau late Wednes­
day in Ottawa, but refused to 
comment on the discussion.
A memorial mass organized 
by rightist students 'for poet 
Ezra Pound nearly led to a riot 
Wednesday in Rome when 200 
leftist students showed up at 
the chapel at the University of 
Rome. The two groups ex­
changed shouts but police in­
tervened before any fighting 
broke out. Pound, an’ expatriate 
American who made pro-Fas- 
cist broadcasts in Italy during 
Second World War, died last 
Wednesday in Venice.
countries around the world. As ' 
for Communist countries, long 
sealed off from the democratic 
process,' the result likely Is be- 
y o n d the comprehension of 
most. •
The difference between the 
U.S. and other parliamentary 
systems stands out in bold relief 
this-year because only nine days 
before the Americans, Canada 
also went through a federal 
election.
The Continental results sug­
gest, among other things, an un­
likelihood that men ever will 
achieve the perfect democratic 
apparatus.
One British newspaper com­
mented that the U.S. vote 
makes Nixon one of the most 
powerful presidents of the cen­
tury, with a. virtual blank­
cheque.mandate. But that over­
looked Nixon’s lack of control of 
the Congress.
The parliamentary system re­
quires popular voting for mem-
whining the most seats forms 
the government.' Its - leader in 
the House of Commons becomes 
prime minister and he draws 
sis cabinet from Commons 
members, who remain mem­
bers.
In 1968, Pierre Elliott Tru­
deau’s Liberals in Canada won 
a landslide. House of Commons 
members tend to toe the 'party 
line rather than risk discipline, 
and this . makes a majority
sional majority.
s-
Foreigners are puzzled by the 
spectacle of a president, with a 
powerful-looking popular - man­
date subject to frustration by a 
legislature that is not obliged to 
bend to his will.
While some will not even try 
to fathom this, each capital is
prime minister powerful, sub­
ject to practically no legislative 
rein on his will. ■;
-This year, however, .the result
was close to a dead heat and 
meant neither major party 
could rule without the support 
of the NDP. Canada now, in all 
probability, must have a' new 
election soon and try to dispel 
some of the' confusion and un­
certainty.
' If Canada’s system had been 
like the United States, Conserv­
ative Leader Robert Stanfield 
would. have won hands down, 
since Trudeau carried only one 
province—Quebec. But Stanfield 
would have had a minority in 
the Commons.
If President Nixon were in the 
position of a prime minister, he 
could be ousted by a vote of no 
confidence from a hostile legis­
lature. As it is, he will rule at 
least two and perhaps four
likely to read the result as it 
chooses to see it.’
Thus in Indochina one side 
will see a popular endorsement 
of Nixon’s Vietnam course; the 
other will say the outcome re­
sulted from a vast deception of 
the voting population. In the 
Middle East; one side will see a 
strong endorsement of support 
for Israel, the other a confirma­
tion of the notion that U.S. poll- 
tips is dominated by Zionism.
If you want to make big 
money. ' . .
If you have a successful sales 
or management background. 
If you are financially stable 
with the capacity to invest 
between $15,000 and $25,000. 
It your background can stand 
investigation.
Then we may be interested 
in going joint venture with 
you. ■■ ■■■
Write for confidential infor­
mation, giving full name, ad­







GEORGE HAMILTON* SUE LYON-
TODAY'S STOCK QUOTATIONS
Submitted by Pemberton Securities Ltd.
1654 Ellis St.
TORONTO (CP) -- Prices on 
the Toronto stock market, con­
tinuing to follow, a pattern set 
Wednesday* slipped sharply 
flower in active mid-morning 
'■trading today.
i The industrial index, consi­
dered a major indicator of mar- 
ket trend; was down .81 to 208.33 
r.and western oils .24 to 253.96. 
sjctolds, however, were up .26 to 
$181.38 and base metals .05 to








Inter. Steel & Pipe 15
Kaiser Resources 2.20
83.85. 1- Volume by 11 a.m. was 1.02 
^million shares compared with 
51.06 million traded by the same 
• time Wednesday.
Communication, merchandis- 
ing, pipeline and industrial min- 
« dng stocks were sectors of the 
market r e cord i n g the most 
^losses while chemical and, real 
a estate issues were the only sec- 
Mors managing gains.
189 UNCHANGED
Advances held a slight lead 
- over declines, 119 to 117, while 
189 issues remained unchanged.
Great Lakes Power was off 
?2%.to $21%, Walker-Godderham 
!’/♦ to $48%, NSI Marketing Ltd.
to $10%, Simpsons % to $28 
Cand BP Canada % to $16%.
1 Maple Leaf Mills rose % to 
--$18, Sterling Trust % to $9'A, 
%Budd Automotive ’A to $15%, 
7, Laidfow % to $13% and Capital 
c Diversified 8 cents to 65 cents, 
n Bankeno slipped 20 cents to 
$8.65 and Shcrritt Gordon ’/a to 
u, $13%. Iso Mines climbed 30 
. , cents to $5.00 and Consolidated 











































































Trans. Can. Pipe 46% 46%
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President Salvador Allende of 
Chile faced a possible crisis 
Wednesday in his new cabinet 
as conflict erupted between its 
military members and his own 
Socialist party. The Socialist 
party secretary-general, Sena­
tor Carlos Altamirano, went on 
the radio to demand reprisals 
against participants in a crip­
pling 26-day employers’ strike 
that ended last Monday. Geh. 
Carlos Prats, who became 
Chile's first military interior 
minister in a cabinet shuffle 
last week, told reporters there 
would be no reprisals, as part 
of the agreement he negotiated 
to end the strike.
A 31-year-old woman was sen­
tenced in Montreal Wednesday 
to 10 years in prison for import­
ing more than 34 pounds of 
hashish into Canada. Elizabeth 
Marie Mortimer, formerly of 
Prince Rupert, B.C., who has 
lived in-England: and Morocco 
since 1963, was arrested July 6 
at Montreal International Air­
port. An RCMP officer told the 
court that the hashish, valued 
at $151,000, was found concealed 
in a specially-made under­
Threat Of Breakaway Unions 
'Tough Problem Facing Labor
; also Lee Van, Cleef


















ecutive secretary of the Cana­
dian Labor Congress said Wed­
nesday that the threat of 
breakaway unions is one of the 
most serious problems confront­
ing- the Canadian labor move­
ment.
William Dodge told the annual 
convention of the British Colum­
bia Federation of Labor, that 
the whole labor movement must 
take a complete look at its 
structures and needs if it is to 
overcome the breakaway prob­
lem.
“Unfortunately, the imperfec­
tions -within our unions are 
numerous enough that if mem-
? OPENING STOCKS
VANCOUVER (CP) — Prices 
were down in moderate trading 
on the .Vancouver Stock Ex­
change today. First-hour volume 
was 129,457 shares.
Most active industrial issue 
■was Thermo Plex, down .06 at 
$2.25 after trading 2,500 shares.
Leading trader in the oils was 
Albany, up .07 at .75 on a vol­
ume of 7,000 shares.
Mincx was the most active 
mining'issue,'down half a cent 
at .11 after trading 8,000 shares.
• .. TORONTO STOCK
EXCHANGE
(Today’s Opening Prices) 
INDUSTRIALS















































































Gt. Cdn. Oil Sands 
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Slocan Dev. 2.50 2.60
Torwest .20 .21
Valley Copper 7.50
Western Mines 2.50 2.55
White River .23 .27
Zenith Mines .23 .26
OILS
Albany Oil .75 .78
Ballindary 1.30 1.35
Chapparal .47 . .49
Coseka 3.05 3.10
Five Star .15% .17
Monterey .74 .77
Freehold .65
Peace River Pete .18 .20
Rand Resources .79 Bid
Stampede Int’l. .63 .67
Trans. Cda. Res. 1,22
Williams Gold .35 .40
garment Miss .Mortimer was 
wearing, as well as in her boots 
and two false-bottom suitcases.
New Democrat Elias Nesdoly 
was officially named Wednes­
day as winner in the northern 
Saskatchewan riding of Meadow 
Lake, with a 30-vote margin 
over Conservative Albert Ca- 
dieu. Mr. Cadieu said he will 
apply' immediately for a judi- 
ciaL recount.
North Vietnam charged Wed­
nesday that President Nguyen 
Van Thieu’s government has 
arrested nearly 5,000 people 
and shot several hundred in a 
new purge of Thieu’s opponents 
in anticipation of a ceasefire. 
Nhan Dan, Hanoi's government 
newspaper, said the crackdown 
amounted to an inteftsification 
of the -war and “seriously jeo­
pardizes" the draft peace agree­
GOALS LISTED
FOR ECONOMY
OTTAWA (CP) — The Eco­
nomic Council of Canada’s 
proposed performance goals 
for the Canadian economy for 
the period 1973 to 1975, in 
rates of average annual,in­
creases:
Gross national expenditure, 
6 per cent.
Consumer expenditures, 5.5. 
per cent.
Total investment, 9 per cent 
over-all. Investment In ma­
chinery, equipment, and non- 
residential construction, 10 
per cent, and housing con­
struction, 5 per cent.
Government current expen­
ditures, 5 per cent.
Exports of goods and serv­





























C.P.I. Wts. 2.60 2.65 INDUSTRIALS
C.P. Ltd. 14% 14% Athabaska Col. 3.00 . 3.05
Cominco 25 % 25q.t Halco Forest Prod. .11 11%
Consumers Gas 16% .17% Bank of B.C. 22% 22%
(fooper Canada 16% 17 Block Bros. 265 2.70











■Electrohome 17% 18% Dawson Dev. 6 7
Falconbridge 55% 56 Delia Hotels 2.50 2.60
First City Financial 15 15% Doman Ind. 13% 13‘ls
Ford Canada 9G JHJ% Field Stores 17% 17%
Greyhound 22% 23>'» i Finning Tractor 12% 12%
Gulf Canada 36% i Great Pac. Ind. 1.60 1.75
Harding Carpets A
Home Oil "A"
22% 22% Grouse Mtn. 2.35 2.45
38% 38% Hys of Canada 3,30 3.40
Hudson Buy Co. 17‘W 17 < 4 Integrated Wo<k| 3.20 3.25
Husky Oil 16% 16% Melton llenlty 2.60 2.80
Imperial Oil 42% 42% N.W. S;xnts 6% 7%





















































ment between North Vietnam, 
Hanoi and the United States.
Tokyo police filed charges 
Wednesday of hijacking, at­
tempted robbery and possession 
of a weapon and explosives 
against the Japanese resident of 
Los Angeles who tried to hijack 
a Japanese airliner and $2 mil­
lion to Cuba Monday. The man 
is Tatsujl Nakaoka, 47. The 
maximum sentence under the 
charges is life imprisonment.
Meyer Lansky, reputed fin-r 
ancier of underworld activities, 
has been admitted to a Miami 
hospital for treatment of "car­
diac insufficiency," a hospital 
spokesman said Wednesday. 
Lansky, 71, landed in Miami at 
6 a.m. Tuesday morning and 
was taken 11 hours later to 
Mount Sinai Hospital, His con­
dition was listed as satisfactory. 
He was arrested at Miami In­
ternational Airport by FBI 
agents and released on $650,000 
bail.
Imports of goods and serv­
ices, 6.5 per cent.
Per capita after-tax income 






Nearly 350 shipwrecks oc­
curred on the coral reefs sur­













bers are looking for an excuse 
to quit they can be sure of 
finding one,” he said. “It is not 
that our unions have been un­
democratic,- rather it is that 
they have been unresponsive to 
the needs of their members.
“The cries for help have been 
unmistakable; in . bargaining 
demands, in rejection of negoti­
ated settlements, ,in’contempt 
for the labor establishment, in 
the exodus from unions of Ion) 
standing which is becoming al 
too familiar to you in B.C. The 
message there had been louc 
and clear and again we haven’ 
munist leanings.
Mr. Dodge also clashed with 
delegates who the previous day 
had attacked the CLC leader­
ship over the question of re-af­
filiating the United Fishermen
Output per person em­
ployed, 2.8 per cent.
Output per person employed 
in manufacturing, 5 per cent.
* Total employment, 3.1 per 
cent.
Over-all price increases, 3 
per cent.
All Income and expenditure 
figures relate to constant­
value dollars, i.e., unchanged 
by inflation.
The council said Canada 
•should have an average of 
245,000 new housing units a 
year, and reduce the rate of 
unemployment in 1975 to 4.5 
per cent of the labor force.
and Allied Workers 
the congress.















’ Gates 7 p.m. — Show Time 7:30
Union with
a move to 
at the con-
vention in defiance of CLC 
policy. The fishermen were ex­
pelled during the 1950s for poli­
tical leanings, but have since 
rejected a CLC invitation to re­
affiliate < by merging with an­
other union.
He said the fishermen Issue 
is due to be dealt with by the 
CLC executive council in Ot­
tawa next month.
Mr. Dodge refuted charges 
the fishermen were being kept 
out because' of alleged Com­
munist ladings.
He told the federation that 
trade unions “are in love with 
their constitutions.”
' “But how many of us are 
really prepared to shake up our 
organizational and educational 
methods, or our union struc-1 
tions? I am as much to blame 
as anyone for that, but none of 
us has been willing to face up 
to the possibility that the tradi­
tional structures and methods 
may be totally outmoded and 
incapable of meeting the prob­
lems of modern industrial so­
ciety."
He said he was not arguing 
for greater militancy or tough­
ness.
"As with many other habits 
of ours, we have developed a 
stereotype about militancy," he 
said.
"If you haven’t been on strike 
lately you arc not with it. It 
may well be that our tendency 
to think strike action is the 
universal answer to all bur col­
lective bargaining problems 
may be at the root of some of 
our problems. Certainly it Is the 
principle cause of the shocking 
state of our image.”
The Federation also endorsed 
recommendations Wednesday 
calling for greater organization 
of working women in the prov-
, Ince.
The Easy fj Choice
The smooth taste 






Canada’s largest-selling rye whisky. 
BtaiM «n«| hj Jmcph E. Suftara A Sam LUiYtudM, Qat.
A LICENCE TO STEAL!
THAT'S WHAT YOUR FUTURE CLIENTS 
HAVE GIVEN TO THEIR CUSTOMERS 
AND .STAFF.
YOU CAN BE THE MAN THAT CANCELS 
THAT LICENCE.
We are looking for an exclusive distributor in, the 
Interior of B.C.
The product is a unique system that prevents up to 
90 per cent of all shoplifting and employee pilferage. 
It also protects against robbery, burglary, bad cheques, 
and stolen credit cards.
Systems are now on lease in hundreds of locations to 
all types of businesses, industry and government. 
Each lease brings the distributor a large immediate 
profit plus a continuing and growing income.
Distributors arc already working in the U.S., Canada 
and Europe. To be appointed you must be experienced 
in dealing with businessmen, have a proven success 
record, and be financially stable.
Write enclosing a brief resume. You will be contacted 
for an appointment.
Write: • .
Mr. B. A. Picked














Mrs. Evelyne Tebo, seated, 
of the Okanagan Telephone 
Company, demonstrates some 
of the intricacies involved in
.....
IT'S SIMPLE WHEN EXPLAINED
operating a private automatic School District 23. Students 
switchboard to part of a class learn the basics on seven dif- 
enrolled in the continuing ferent types of PABX switch- 
Adult Education program of boards. The class, which is a
popular one, is limited to 14 
people and runs for 10 ses-
sions. (Courier Photo)
Incentive Program Topic
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Membership Will Be Asked 
To Reject City Proposal
Night Of Harmony
On Stage At KCT
“A night - of complete har­
mony” and billed Barbershop 
Sing-A-Long. will be presented 
in Kelowna Community Theatre, 
Nov. 18 at 7:59 p.m.
The show committee is head­
ed by Don Jabor and will, in 
addition to Kelowna’s Ogopogo
Chorus, feature a quartet the 
Cat’s Pyjamas from Spokane, 
staging a comedy routine. The 
Evergreen Statesmen Quartet, 
of Seattle, will be among the 
entertainers at the concert. 
This group has , come near the 





entertainers will be 
Stylers from Pentlc- 
Rennie, Bob Emslie,
Ally Henderson and Dennis -Ge- 
race, who will make up the
some, and the “Penticton Cho­
rus", who will share the stage 
with the Ogopogo Chorus for a 
few songs.
(SPEBQSA)
The Society for the Preserva­
tion and Encouragement of 
Barbershop Quartet Singing in 
America is over 32,000 members 
strong in Canada and the U.S.
Membership in the Kelowna 
Ogopogo . Barbershop Chorus 
stands at 45 including men of 
many vocations and professions. 
They rehearse each Tuesday at 
8 p.m. in St. David’s Presbyte­
rian Church.
Chorus director Gordon Roper 
is an accomplished violinist anc 
teacher. He conducted the Ke­
lowna Men’s Choir during the 
1960’s and is now the Barber-
Executive mejnbers of the 
Yacht Club have decided to 
recommend to its general mem­
bership that they reject the 
city’s proposal for a new lease 
on the - Water Street dub 
grounds.
In a meeting between dub 
executives and news media, 
Yacht: Club commodore Doug 
Sutherland said the dub exe­
cutive absolutely rejected the 
five year lease as proposed by 
the city, for the property. He 
said the dub would never sign 
a lease, without membership 
authority, which would spell the 
end of the dub as it now • ex- 
sisted.
The Yacht dub commodore 
along with executive member, 
and dub solicitor Ross Lander, 
said the next move in the two 
year battle would be left to the 
city. Mr. Lander said he fdt 
the dub was jn good stead le­
gally if the dty should decide 
to have the matter go to the 
courts for settlement.
ng in its releases to the media 
that arrangements had been 
reached or that it was dose' 
to. agreement with the dub. Hei 
said never in the two years of 
haggling has either side been in 
such a position.
“As .it stands at this moment 
we intend to put the latest dty 
proposal to the general member* 
ship on Nov. 22 and if they de» 
cide on the advice of the exe­
cutive to reject it then we must 
wait for the dty to act,” he
Kelowna “Music Men”, four- shopper’s charter conductor.
One Of Golf Club Founders
Franklin Burkholder Dies
Local and out-of-town busi­
nessmen got a closer insight in­
to federal government develop­
ment incentive programs at a 
special seminar at the Capri to­
day.
Sponsored by the Department 
of Trade, Industry and Com­
merce tiirough the Kelowna
Chamber of Commerce, the one- 
day industrial seminar featured 
representation by provincial and 
federal officials introduced to 
the seminar attendance by 
chairman J. F. Murray of Van­
couver, regional.manager of the 
department
Official wdcome was extended
Retiring Bank Manager 
Honored By Associates
A surprise luncheon reception 
was given Wednesday by about 
35 friends and businessmen 
honoring Tom Melville, manager 
of the Bank of Montreal on his 
official retirement Nov. 17. It 
was held at Mountain Shadows 
Country Club.
Mr. Melville was born of 
missionary parents in Feng-sin, 
China and was educated in Eng­
land coming to Vancouver in 
1929, where he .worked with the 
Bank of Montreal^ Before arriv­
ing in Kelowna in 1966, he work­
ed as manager in a. Penticton 
branch.
Former mayor R. F. (Dick) 
Parkinson outlined Mr, Mel­
ville’s life history at the recep­
tion. Mr. Melville later com­
mented “he must have had a 
long session with , my wife”. He 
was presented with a years 
membership in the Penticton 
Golf Club by Bill Bennett and 
a humorous scroll commending 
him on his years of usurery and 
foreclosure!
On his retirement, Mr. Mel­
ville intends to "do a bit of 
travelling until I get my fedt
TOM MELVILLE
to delegates by Kelowna Cham­
ber of Commerce chairman, 
David Chapman, who described 
the seminar as a “very worth­
while way. to get together on 
problems” and a better means 
of understanding government 
programs.
The objective of the seminar 
was explained, by Mr. Murray 
as “exploring various programs 
of the department which pro­
vides financial incentives for re­
search and development of pro­
ducts and innovations” as well 
as the promotion of efficiency 
and’ market. development. '
Mr. Murray told listeners the 
department employed some 400 
trade commissioners in 79 of­
fices throughout 54 countries, 
and urged the attendance to con­
tact respective representatives 
on marketing problems “or to 
explore markets.” Another de­
partment function was spon­
sorship of trade fairs and trade 
missions, as well as distribut­
ion of incentive program litera­
ture such as the Automotive 
Adjustment Assistance Pro­
gram (AAA), Building Equip­
ment, Accessories and Materials 
Program (BEAM) and the De­
fence Industry Productivity Pro­
Challenge Cup
The local Community Chest 
committee has issued an urgent 
appeal for canvassers for the 
Belgo, South Kelowna and Ben- 
vouhn areas.
Campaign publicity chairman 
Glen Carleton said today the 
city could lose the challenge 
cup to Vernon this year if re­
turns don’t pick up. Current 
United Appeal returns are 
$60,750, or 79 per cent of the 
city’s $77,000 goal. Vernon has 
already 93 per cent of its $42,000 
target. , ’
Kelowna has- won the chal­
lenge cup two years running.
Part of the problem has been 
lack of enough canvassers in 
the stated areas, and interested 
volunteers are asked ‘to contact 
campaign headquarters at 2- 
3608 for offers of assistance.
The committee also reminds 
residents missed-in initial city 
or Westbank blitzes to bring or 
mail donations to campaign 
headquarters at 1564 Pandosy 
St. Residents missed' in the 
Westbank blitz • Tuesday, are 
asked to bring donations to the 
Westbank Pharmacy.
.Former Kelowna resident! 
and one of the founders of Kel­
owna Golf and Country Club, 
Franklin Deans Burkholder, 
died in Sun City, Calif., Tues­
day at the age of 90. I
^r. Burkholder was bom 
Aug. 1882 in Toronto and moved 
to Ottawa in 1907 to open a new 
fur business. He was president i 
of Burkholder Furs Ltd., until 
his retirement in 1948. He mar­
ried Elizabeth Violet Bell of 
Ottawa Nov. 3,1909.
Mr. and Mrs. Burkholder 
moved to Kelowna after his 
retirement where he had been 
active in the community. Mr. 
Burkholder was a member of 
the Kelowna Curling Club, and 
as one of the founders of Kel­
owna Golf and Country Club, 
held a life membership with the 
dub. He was also a member 
of the Kelowna Club and was a 
Grand Mason.
F. D. BURKHOLDER 
...in US.
“The city outside of relenting 
on their present stand may have 
no other choice but a court 
settlement,” he said.
COURT FIRST
The club according to both 
Mr. Lander and Commodore 
Sutherland would rather see the 
'matter go to court than have 
the club “go down the drain.” 
Mr. Lander explained that the 
city if they did not wish to 
settle for another lease, court 
action would be its only alter­
native.
Club commodore Sutherland 
said the city had been mislead-
said. ,
The latest proposal put foxy 
ward by the city calls for a 
five year lease with rent an­
nually amounting to $7,500 plus 
payment in full of municipal 
taxes on the city owned proper­
ty. The rent would, according 
to the city, be placed in a gen­
eral fund to be used to pur­
chase other land if the city 
should decide to evict the dub 
at a later date. The club con­
tends that such an agreement 
would not even cover a small 
percentage of the loss incur­
red should it be asked to give 
up its self-financed facilities as 
they now exsist.
The most recent city offer al­
so calls for.an annual re-adjust­
ment of rent.after the five year 
term expired. The city did how­
ever in the proposal allow for 
only nominal rent for the two 
years already outstanding in 
lease negotiations.
The yacht dub has been firm 
in its stand that it would expect 
full compensation from the city 
if the club should be forced to 
vacate its present facilities. '
Curtail Planned Expansion
... surprised
the ground". He is an avid 
golfer, enjoying th^ sport, for 
its “fellowship and exercise".
on
He is married with four sons.
Penticton Trustees Reject 
Vote On Ok College Entry
gram (DIP).
Businessmen could avail 
themselves of the services of 
nine industrial sector branches 
of the department from aero­
space to wood products, Mr. 
Murray said. These were re­
presented by head table guests* 
John McKeown, director of the 
trade and industry branch, of 
the provincial Department of 
Industry, Trade and Commerce; 
S. B. Shaw of the Aerospace, 
Marine and Rail branch; R. S. 
Linden, division chief of the 




A suggested plebiscite that 
Penticton join Okanagan Col­
lege was vctcod by trustees of 
School District 15 (Penticton) 
following presentation by, four
IN COURT
Seven of 35 young people 
picked up by Kelowna RCMP 
during a Halloween disturbance 
in Rutland will appear in Kel­
owna Provincial Court Jan. 17 
for trial, after pleading not 
guilty today to charges of loit­
ering in n public place and 
^obstruction. Two others rcscr- 
■tod pica and were remanded to 
H»v. 16 by Judge R. J. S. Moir, 
MWeadinK not guilty were Don 
•nLingor, 18, Ronald John Brad­
ley, 18, Don Hopewell, 19, Nick 
Malakoff, 18, and Keith Tltan- 
ich, 17, nil of Rutland; Steve 
Purdy, 18, and Robert J. Con­
natty, 19, of Kelowna. Reserv­
ing plea were Gary Ncld, 19.
and Gerald Kam. 20, both 
Rutland. Walter Miner, 17, 





Fay May Gendron, of Kel­
owna, wa« remanded to Jan. 22 
for trial, alter a not guilty plea 
was entered on a charge of 
driving with a blood-nlcohol 
count exceeding .08.
Joseph V. Mulligan, of Kel­
owna. was remanded to later 
this month for pre-sentence re­
port and sentencin'* after plead­
ing guilty to a charge of dan­
gerous driving.
members of the community edu­
cation committee earlier this 
week.
Trustees rejected the .plebi­
scite because of uncertainty 
about financial policies of the 
new provincial government re­
garding post-secondary educat­
ion. A recent letter from the 
college council indicated no fi­
nancial assistance would be 
provided on a plebiscite.
There have also been reported 
internal problems at the college 
and nb commitment for a cam­
pus in Pentieton. The school 
board will be presenting a $486,- 
000 referendum to ratepayers In 
December.
Trustees agreed the education 
committee arrange Informal 
meetings with the college to dis­
cuss problems relative to affili­
ation of Penticton with the col­
lege. Two previous plebiscites 
on the matter of joining the col­
lege have been defeated.
However, education commit­
tee spokesman, George Gay, 
said the committee hud decided 
there had been sufficient inter­
est shown to warrant another 
plebiscite. He added although 
no formal poll was taken, tire 
decision was based on interest 
shown to members of the com­
mittee, Penticton and the Dis­
trict Health and Welfare De­
partment.
branch; and Purvis Frenden- 
burgh, program officer of Ex­
port, Marketing and Develop­
ment branch.
Business representatives from 
Kelowna, Penticton, Clinton and 
Rutland, as well as directors of 
the Kelowna Chamber of Com­
merce attended the seminar 
which featured informal get- 
together sessions during the af­
ternoon portion of the program.
Orchard clean-up has begun 
in the Kelowna area in the wake 
of completioh of the harvest sea­
son.
The provincial horticulture 
branch adds grape picking 'is 
almost finished in all regions of 
the Okanagan, with some 
S-10878 being picked in the Oso- 
yoos area as well as Golden 
Chasselas in the Westbank re­
gion. Quality Is good, and re­
ports for Bath and Diamond 
range from "the same as last 
year" to “down 30 per cent." 
Growers report increased yields 
in all other varieties of grapes.
The government summation 
indicates sales of grapes to 
fresh markets through B.C. 
Tree Fruits Ltd., were above 
that of last year, with .prices 
close to 15 cents a pound. Sales
Mrs. Burkholder died in Calif They contin-
Kelowna in 1950 and nine years ued ,to ^vecin Kelowa before 
later Mr. Burkholder married m9vin§ to Sun City in 1967. 
Mrs. May Bloomquist of North Until recently they travelled 
~ ~ extensively, returning to Kel-
■ ft _ owna for visits with family andAnnihfir BfiUfllint friends. Mr. Burkholder is sur- riiiuiiiui uuuijuui I vived by his wifet May of Sun 
p Al f *aL City; a sister, Mrs. MelissarOI" Iwirs. □miTn Farley of Winnipeg; four daugh-
ters, Mrs. Margaret Kuennicke 
For some people, lending a of Honolulu, Hawaii, Mrs. Ruth 
helping hand comds as second Ruggles of Fort Churchill, Man,, 
nature and unfortunately they Mrs. Helen Mitchell and Mrs. 
never receive the recognition Joan McDougall, both of Kel- 
nor congratulations they de- owna; 12 grandchildren and two 
serve. great grandchildren.
Wednesday’s edition of the Private graveside services 
Courier carried a story about will be held in Kelowna at a 
a Rutland woman and her cru- later date.
sade to help the youth , in that -------------------------------------------
Commodore Sutherland said 
the. club has hed to severely 
curtail planned expansion of the 
services it offered because of 
the stalled negotiations with the 
city over a lease. He said the 
club as the city would have 
everyone believe, did not wish 
to get off scott free. He said 
the dub was more than willing 
to pay its share into the city 
coffers but felt the city was de­
manding things over and above 
what he felt were fair.
. He asserted that the club was 
in favor of creating a green 
belt for public enjoyment along 
the lakefront. He said the club 
would be willing to give up its 
property to public use if the 
city provided for proper com­
pensation in such a deal.
“We would definitely hot fight 
a green belt plan in the public 
interest,” he said.
1,400 MEMBERS
The club has approximately 
700 family members on its rolls 
which would work out to more 
than 1,400 active members. 
Commodore Sutherland hopes 
that as many of these members 
. as possible be in attendance at 
. the general meeting to state 
their position regarding the 
, executive stand.
i He felt extremely confident 
club members would agree with
the executive particularly in the 
face of evidence compiled to 
support that position. He said 
that the club had entered into 
an agreeemnt of trust with the 
City of Kelowna 22 years ago
and it was the city who 
violating that trust not
Yacht club. ■
. He explained the club 





which could never be duplicat­
ed by the city. He said tourists 
have had the free use of club 
facilities on the lake as well as 
citizens. Emphasis in his state­
ment was placed on the fact 
that the dub had no restrictions 
on membership which he said 
was open to every member of 
the community.
City Youth Faces 
Break-In Charges 
A Kelowna youth was sche­
duled to appear in juvenile court 
today to face charges arising 
from an Overnight break-in 
Tuesday at the Burger Baron on 
Highway 97 North.
Kelowna RCMP said today a 
quantity of money and cigar­
ettes went missing in the inci­
dent, which was reported to 
police Wednesday morning
Denn I-anc. of Kclmvnn,
SEEN and
HEARD
City council will go on a 
guided tour of the ncwly-coin- 
pleted control tower at Kelowna 
Airport Nov. 14. It had been 
hoped to arrange a look-see at 
the $235,000 structure 'earlier, 
but an official opening was put 
oft until after the federal elec­
tion to allow the federal trans­
port minister to attend.
Residents of the Don-Mar 
Apartment have once again 
come through for UNICEF dur­
ing Halloween and contributed 
$100 to the appeal. Each dona­
tion when received from the 
tenants was posted on the wall 
of a common room in the apart­
ment. Mrs. Deane-Freemiin, 
treasurer of UNICEF collected 
the donation.
to home markets are "gaining 
momentum" as prices reached 
between 13 and 16 cento a 
pound. Market points included 
areas in the Yukon and Alberta 
ns well ns throughout the pro­
vince.
Although quality Is good, late 
variety apples in the Summcr- 
land-Westbank region are re­
ported smaller than usual ancj 
crop yields have not come up 
to expectations. Some growers 
have also reported a drop In 
golden delicious yields. Most 
harvesting is complete and or­
chard clean-up is in progress. 
The government report indicat­
es soil conditions are "very 
dry” in the absence of rain 
since the last irrigation.
Harvesting of Anjou pears in 
that nrca was completed a 
month ago, with size and qual­
ity good but volume down due 
to the large number of light 
crop trees.
community.
This apparently, is only an­
other of a long list of good deeds 
performed by Mrs. Barbara 
Smith in this and other com- 
munities where she has made 
her home.'
White living in Princeton, as 
was mentioned in the story, 
she was instrumental in helping 
to gather funds to build a youth 
centre for the young adults of 
that icommunity. She did this 
under severe x criticism from 
some local people but the re­
sults were worthy of her effort.
This past Thanksgiving Mrs. 
Smith took it upon herself to 
treat two woinen from the 
Pleasant View Rest Home to a 
real family Thanksgiving din­
ner. Being parentless herself, 
Mrs. Smith wanted also to pro­
vide for her two sons grand­
parents, if only for tills one 
special day.
The charity did not end there, 
us Mrs. Smith now makes regu­
lar visits to the elderly pair, 
taking them out for country 
drives in her car whenever sho 
can afford the time and oppor­
tunity. In her own words she 
"doesn’t wish anything In re­
turn for tills, only the satisfac­





The majority of downtown 
businesses will close Saturday 
in observance of the Remem­
brance Day holiday, and open 
Monday for normal business.
The closure schedule will 
also apply to Orchard Park and 
the Capri Shopping Centre.
ESCAPES INJURY
No injuries were reported fol­
lowing a single-vehicle accident 
Wednesday <m Highway 97, two 
and one-half miles south of Kel­
owna. Driver of the vehicle wns
remanded without i>te« to.-Nov... idcaiUfictd bx-RCMP a« Vladimir
Ralph Coupland, son of Mr. 
and Mrs. John Heisler 160 
Taylor Rd., Rutland, has joined 
the faculty at Andrews Univer­
sity. Berrien Springs. Michigan, 
ns an instructor in music, ac­
cording to Dr Richard Ham­
mill, university president. Mr. 
Coupland was chairman of the 
music department nt Kingsway
Our relentless weatherman 
refuses to vary Ills forecast of 
cloudy skies and a few more 
showers for Friday. Tempera­
tures will remain mild with 
highs near 50 degrees. Temper­
atures in the city Thursday 
reached 50 degrees and an 
overnight reading of 33 degrees 
with a trace of precipitation re­
corded. High at the import was 
52 degrees with an overnight 
low if 2!) degrees. There was
Jung Yuen Wong 
Services Held
Funeral service was held 
from Day's Chapel of Remem­
brance, today nt 1:30 p.m. 
for Jimi;; Yuen Wong, 78, of 
Still Waters Nursing Home who 
died Tuesday.




hi, charged with hlteiing, a.Furjante. of Kelowna. Total 112 yrms. 1.. ............
viplatton of the provincial Motor! damage was estimated by police i the Berrien County, 
Vehicle Act. I at about 11,200. | pub (c school system.
College, Oaluiw*,. Ontario, for; also « trace of precipltiitton re-{one non and two grandchildren.
He has also taught iiv rented for the airpo. t. ‘ Over-! all of China. Rev. Alfred Fosse) 
Michigan I night lows today will be 35 u» ^officiated with burial following 
140 degrees. i in Kelowna cemetery.
Not l.nge, but plentiful. Is 
the fishing v.oid off the Kel­
owna Yacht Basin wharf. 
Dual (.,<■(.cm i Walter Ro/- 
rki, left, holds up good-sued
whitefish he caught this week 
with companion Andrew Mol- 
ner, right. The fish or* rm 
portcdly plentiful in Okanagan 
Lake and are also found In
Wood Lake. Favorite ball are 
worms or maggots and, of 
course, the inherent skill of 
the man liehlnd the reel is 
Impoitant too,
(Courier Photo!








one of their number elected as and we would not have had the
arrogant Canadians are to be
Strikers? As Lie-Detector Test Admitted













Phlllipn, said It was about the 
best means of determining the 
truth.
unit JIatThr* Fir*-
French took them over with
came to a standstill
Dr. Arboleda said that while 
Phillion confessed the murder 
to police Jan. 11, the polygraph 
test indicated he had lied.
dustries taking advantage of 
cheap, but semi-skilled labor,
touching on
Pinorol. as lie
50 YEARS AGO 
November 1922 
Rutland Notes—Scouts, Guides.
OTTAWA (CP) - Canadian 
legal history was made Monday 
with the courtroom admission 
as evidence of the results of a 
polygraph—lie detector—test.
Bmnhcildl, irerntlv leader of the Arm-
broadcast. In many 
parks, the radio programs are
Nanaimo, formerly of Kelowna City 
Police, spent the weekend here renewing 
acquaintances prior to proceeding to 
Vernon to attend the Murdoch trial, in 
which he wns a witness.
her husband in this role, the 
first time that would have hap­
pened in our history. Her hus­
band is Maurice Sauve who was
....... ------------ liament switch from the Liber-
more difficult. Canada is fortun- als to the Conservative ob- 
ate to have available a Speaker viously hurt. .
•*WE CAPS BRETOM GIANT
teresting reading—the result of
Canadian Legal History Made
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Rutland Residents- Tired 
Of Shelling Out Money
Residents of Rutland are getting 
tired of being asked to put their hands 
in their wallets.
In July they authorized the regional 
district to buy 20 acres near . Rutland 
Secondary School for a park. /Last 
year they did the same for a building 
at the swimming pool. In: December 
they will be asked to authorize money 
for school construction. Later ap- . 
proval will likely be requested to build 
an arena. Now there is talk of an addi­
tion to the health centre. And the 
young people say they want their own
".place. ■ '
All these services are necessary, but 
the qdcstion is, which , is more im­
portant? Purses, can only stand sb 
much strain at once.
Years ago, people could not have 
foreseen the. phenomenal growth that 
is taking place in this area. Otherwise, 
land.might’-have been set aside for a 
civic centre. .
When a meeting was held in- June 
to discuss plans for the arena, it was 
suggested a sports centre be erected. 
Why not do this in the Ccnteniiial 
Park? - ■ ■
The Centennial Hall could be used 
for banquets, dances and meetings, 
as it now is. The former community 
hall,: now used for kindergarten class­
es, is in poor condition and should be 
removed. There is talk that, in a year 
or so, residents will be asked to ap­
prove having these classes in public 
schools. In the meantime, space could 
be found in the many church halls 
that are vacant a large part of the
■■ week.-. .
Removing tile old building would 
give a large space to accommodate 
facilities for health and sports and, 
possibly, the regional library. This 
now is in a store. As the population 
expands, it too may be crying for 
more room,
h With the swimming pool and multi- 
l purpose slab on the same grounds, a 
t unique centre would be created. And 
having, these recreational services in 
dose proximity might lead to them 
■ being used more. For example, while 
waiting to get into the pool, or play in 
the arena, a child could go to the 
library and check the book supply, or 
go to the health centre and look at
by all the people. The only way to do 
this, of course, is through taxation. 
Many people who gave voluntarily to 
provide the present accommodations' 
no longer have their own children, 
and should not be expected to make 
voluntary donations ’ to facilities 
designed for someone elsc’s children. 
Younger couples are paying for their 
own homes.
Rutland Park Society gets a magni­
ficent $300 a year from die provincial 
government to promote recreation 
here. Assuming 10,000 residents, 
that’s three cents for each one. So the 
society has to rely bn proceeds from 
the annual Rutland May Days, hall 
rentals and memberships to make ends 
■ meet.' ■. .
There is a chronic shortage of vol­
unteers. For example, only 15 society 
members were concerned enough to
• attend the last society, meeting. Some , 
of the rest may say they forgot^ a 
“lame duck” excuse since meetings 
are always held the last Tuesday of 
each month .at 7:30 p.m. in' the hall, 
except for the October meeting.. Re­
minder cards are no longer sent out, 
but there is plenty of publicity;
Rutland Health Society is kept go­
ing by a small-group of people who 
saw the need for health services here J 
even before the centre was built in 
1965.
A meeting was called last month to • 
discuss arrangements for the rink on 
the multi-purpose slab. Although 
many children use this rink every 
year, only two parents were concern1*
cd enough to show up. They are two 
of the busiest men in the community.
Some men and. women have given 
unstintingly of their time and efforts 
for this community, even to the detri­
ment of their permanent jobs. They 
do so because others are content to 
sit back and let them do it.
The only solution is to have the 
regional district pick up the tab for 
all services. This would not mean 
doing away completely With such 
things as the May Days and sales, but 
would make the community less de­
pendent on them.
Two newcomers think teen-agers 
want to do more than hang around 
Rutland Road at nights. Mrs. Barbara
«T-AMN«,N-$<
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TilE WILD GRAG5E5 FROM 
WHICH OUR ANCESTORS 
DEVaOPEDWHEAW, 
BftRUY»WE,8UTWBCANT 
DISCOVER M WILD CORN
By JOHN D. HARBRON 
Foreign Affairs Analyst 
Thomson News Service
It will be 20, years next May 
since the Korean War ended in 
the permanent arrpistice signed 
at Panmungjon. Next year will 
also mark 20 years since the 
Republic of Korea was guaran­
teed, more-or-less, security in 
the southern half of the once- 
united Korean Peninsula.
With the. postwar future of an­
other Southeast Asian state at 
the stake, namely the Republic 
of South Vietnam, how has 
। South Korea managed after 20 
years of independence and con­
tinued reliance on the non-Com- 
munist world?
In terms of the difficult 
evolvement of postwar nations 
in Asia, Korea is well into an 
ecoonmic boom, yet on the
wing, dictatorial regimes. .This 
was true with Taiwan, the Phil­
ippines and Indonesia. Excep­
tions to the rule would be Hong 
Kong (still a British crown col­
ony), and Malaysia, (still a 
Commonwealth nation with re- 
preesntative government).
Laissez-faire economic poli- 
ties are more easily instituted 
by s t r on g m e n regimes not 
over-burdened with the para- 
phenalia of the welfare state.
This is about to come'true in 
South Korea as well where 55- 
year-old President and General 
Chung Hee Park is on the verge 
of submitting constitutional 
amendments to a national refer­




May I offer my sincere con­
gratulations on your editorial of 
Nov. 3, re: On French Power. 
At the same time may I add I 
do not believe we divided our­
selves into two groups.
We voted as Canadians and 
if our voting created a divided 
house, then it is up to those 
Canadians whom we put into . 
power to see they do the job 
they were sent to Ottawa to do 
—which is to properly run our 
country, and it matters not to 
which party they betongi
I am One of those English- 
speaking groups some of the 
news media seem to refer to so 
often, and if there is any French 
blood in my body it could , only 
have' Come by a joining of 
French and Norman before the 
Norman invasion of England 
about 1060; thence* to Canada 
where my folks brought me at 
the age of six months.
I am a Canadian and am 
proud of that fact. I "also be­
lieve if you really travel through 
the part of Canada so often 
called "French Canada” you 
will find more teal Canadians 
for Canada than any other part 
of this land.
In no way do I denigrate any 
other ethnic group when I say 
this, for the simple reason most 
of them are what I call. Cana­
dians. What I wish to point out 
is all those who did not come 
from continental Europe are no 
better than those who did. Of 
course we have a few of the 
fanatical types, but they come 
from any country you can name.
Another point I wish to make 
is many sources of news about 
separation, as well as other 
things, are questionable. The 
majority of people who live in 
Quebec and other places they 
tell us are French-speaking 
areas are in my humble opinion
to which they rightly belong.
It makes me almost UI when 
I hear some (possibly ignorant) 
person or persons sky, "let the 
damn frogs have their prov­
ince, they are no good to us any­
way,*’ or "let the Jews pack 
up and go back to IsraeL"
Go back to Israel indeed! If 
you search you will find very 
few, even of those who now live 
there, had ever been there be­
fore and many of them could 
not understand ; the language 
when they arrived.
I would like some of this type 
to really read some history.
They might be surprised to find 
many of those who became our 
greatest statesmen were ot 
French origin and some of the. 
world’s greatest statesmen were 
ot the Jewish faith. Please take 
note also, the people of Quebec 
for one, voted for a federal 
government
I would like to see a man who 
is more for Canada, for Cana­
dians, than Real Caouette, 
even though he speaks with a 
slight accent due to his mother 
tongue. His reasons are his own 
but he is a Canadian.
, IGNORAMUS.
some health pamphlets. _
The best time for removing the Smith is trying to organize something
building would be during the summer like a community concert, with pro-,
ceeds to help the community. Donald 
Ennis wants to organize students of
when kindergarten classes are closed. 
At least part of the new structure
•could then be up for next winter. ’
The new park is designed for ball 
games. It could include a stadium with 
provision for night games.
Since these facilities are for all the 
people, they should be paid for equally 
Welfare For
(Prince George Citizen)
If and when the new NDP govern­
ment in Victoria leads this province 
into the promised land as far as labor 
relations are concerned, we may never 
know the miseries of a strike again*.
In which case, there will be no need 
for the government to provide social 
assistance to workers on strike be­
cause there will be no such thing as 
strikes when that Valhalla is attained.
But obviously Social Assistance and 
Rehabilitation Minister Norman Levi 
Is not so confident labor strife is at an 
end in British Columbia.
He is proposing that strikers be 
given welfare when they hit .he bricks 
which is mighty generous of him con­
sidering he is suggesting it without so 
much as a by-your-lcavc of his gov­
ernment, not to mention the ordinary 
taxpayer, who will foot the bill.
verge of a one-man dictators,hip, 
has done well. ’,
Unlike Vietnam which has 
largely an agricultural region 
before the 1954 divisions into 
separate countries, the northern 
half of Korea was the seat of 
electric power potential and 
heavy industry. Most of the lat- . 
ter taken oyer by the People’s 
Republic of North Korea after 
1945 had been built by the Japa­
nese colonial power.
KOREA DIVERSIFIES '
South Korea was the bread­
basket of the peninsula, almost " 
totally devoid of industry and 
with little hydro power, Both 
have since been supplied- 
• through judicious agreement's 
and technical aid schemes with 
the United States, West Ger­
many and Japan. Offshore in-
his Rutland Junior Secondary School 
to help themselves and others, ......
We congratulate them and other have flooded to Korea. 
public-spirited citizens who give their . su^g“rCtStite£-flnifi 
time and talents for community im- - ■ 
provement. Why can’t every one do it?
Levi had proposed this haywire 
scheme during his election campaign 
he would not be enjoying the comforts 
of a cabinet minister in Victoria today.
Sure, there are isolated incidents of 
men and women who are deprived of 
their earnings and who are not deemed 
eligible for' unemployment insurance 
when a strike occurs at their place of 
employment, even though they arc 
not on strike themselves.
But surely this doQs not justify Mr. 
Levi’s proposal to supply welfare 
funds to every Tom, Dick or Harry 
who chooses to go out on strike.
There arc quite enough non-in- 
ccntive handouts available today 
without Mr. Levi adding to them.
It is hoped Premier Barrett will 
give such a piece of foolishness the 
fate it deserves if it comes to caucus,
parel already in existence in 
abundance in Southeast Asia in, 
Taiwan, Hong Kong, Pakistan, 
not to omit the giant People’s 
Republic of China—sprang up in - 
Korea.
' As with almost all postwar 
Asian states not submerged by 
Marxism, economic boom has 




and that is a good swift kick out the 
It goes without saying that if Mr. door.
10 YEARS AGO 
November 1962
Dr. Lotta Hltschmmiova, a director of 
the Unitarian Service Committee of 
Canada, gave a most Interesting talk 
on her Idlest trip around the world in 
which she travelled 32,000 miles In 
twelve days, managing to visit all of 
the U.S.C.’a eighty-five projects.
20 YEARS AGO 
November 1952
Fortescue Willes Pridham, a native 
born fruit grower, died at the age of 57. 
His ranch, immediately cast of the city 
border, is one of the largest in the 
Central Okanagan. Funeral services 
were held at St. Michael and All Angels*
Church, Ven. D. S. Catchpole conducting. 
The orchard was planted by his father, 
J. L. Pridham, in 1890.
30 YEARS AGO 
November 1942
With the Services—AC 1 H. N. Pbwley 
has returned to Eastern Canada after 
spending a furlough with his parents, 
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Powley, Winfield, 
L.A.W. Betty Dendy, R.C.A.F. (W,D.) 
arrived in Kelowna to spend two weeks 
leave visiting hcr mother. Sec. Lt. R. F. 
Parkinson leaves Sunday for Vernon
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where he will report for duty at 
Basic Training Centre.
40 YEARS AGO 
November 1932 
Provincial Constable W. Sands
and Brownies arc all preparing for the 
Armistice Day memorial ceremony to 
be held on the school lawn. The school 
children arc also practicing patriotic 
songs. Lt. Col. Moodie, D.S.O. and bar, 
has kindly consented to give an address.
C.n YEARS AGO 
November 1912
. The reproach under which Kelowna 
has laboiVd for moi c than a year in 
bring without a l.i,iss b.ir.d w,]I t.'-.n be
When Germany defeated 
France in the early summer of 
1940, the French government 
moved to Vichy about .halfway 
between Paris and the Mediter­
ranean coast. World War I nero 
Marshal Petain took over die 
leadership of whet became 
known as the “Vichy govern­
ment," assisted by Plprre Laval 
who was a traitor. In fact both 
Petain and Laval had congratu­
lated Hitler on his victory.
On the oilier hand there was 
a “Free French" government 
in London, led by General de 
Gaulle, and It tried to rally 
Frenchmen to fight for the 
eventual defeat of Germany.
Canada was hi a difficult pos­
ition. Britain did not recognize 
the Vichy government and gave 
full support to General de 
Gaulle. However, there was 
great sympathy in Quebec for 
the Vichy government, a sym­
pathy that was kept nlive by 
French agents and broadcasts, 
Canada did what it could 1<> 
help the Free French move­
ment but it was also thought 
useful to retain relations with 
the Vichy government. This 
task was entrusted to an out­
standing civil servant, Pierre 
Dupuy, while George Vanier, 
who had been Canadian minis­
ter in Paris, was moved to 
Ixindon and then back to Can­
ada.
The contact with Vichy kept 
the l|ncs of information opened 
between France and the Allies. 
It also enabled ninny airmen 
who were shot down to get ni<» 
the Vichy area and rctuin to 
Britain.
However, It was a dangerous 
situation mid it was often char­
ged that the arrangement with 
Vichy enabled the Germans to 
get valuable information about 
war production, troop move­
ments, and shipping. The 
French island* of St. Pierre 
mid Miquelon off the coast of 
Ncwtuui.dl.il.d wrie l-v.-il
CONTROLS ASSEMBLY
•* The national assembly would 
also be his tool, with'the voting 
majority of members appointed 
directly by the proposed perma­
nent president.
Perhaps this is the political 
cost for economic boom in 
Asian nations which have never 
known Western representative 
democracy. South Korea, 
though hemmed in over the last 
decade by puritanical military 
rulers who have tried to legis­
late public morality like a 
bunch of Greek colonels, and re­
strict the free mass media, Jias 
prospered as never before. '
Outsiders who visited Seoul, 
South Korea’s capital after the 
Korean War, or worse saw the 
city> in ruins- after its recapture 
during that event/ are over­
whelmed at the changes in the 
city and its people.
North and South Korea, once 
incorrigibly separate, have re­
cently met through the common 
needs of the Red Cross in, both 
states. And negotiations about 
Korean reunification are more
than figments of the imagina­
tion.
Assessing the bad as well as 
the good in South Korean recov­
ery since May, 1953, it appears 
if a similar pattern could be 
expected in an even more war- 
torn South Vietnam, it might be 
the best we can expect in the 
long run.
the best of Canadians, and 
there has never been any ques­
tion of their right to use their 
mother tongue.
This writer has one brother- 
in-law born to a French Cana­
dian family who -cannot speak- 
French at all. This matter ap­
plies to any other ethnic group 
as well, for wider the law if I 
am in court and speak no Eng­
lish, it is up. to the court to 
have an interpreter for my . aid 
if I am unable to have one of 
my own.
Give some thought at this 
time to the many members of 
those non-English groups from 
Canada who now lay ’n foreign 
fields who fought and died in 
Canada’s name. Let’s have done 
with it.
I know a number of good Can­
adians of many different ethnic 
origins and faiths and among 
them all you will find the so-
Canadian co-operation.
The arrangement with Vichy 
came to an end on November 9, 
1942, the day after Allied forces 
invaded North Africa. Vichy 
France opposed the Allies land­
ings.
The Vichy ambassador to 
Canada, M. Ristelheuber, had 
handled his difficult position 
with great propriety. He had to 
return to France but urged 
French-speaking Canadians to’ 
be loyal to the Allied cause.
OTHER EVENTS ON NOV. 9: 
1613—Argal expedition from
Virginia completed destruc­
tion of Port Royal, Acadia. 
1789—United Empire Loyalists 
received grants of money 
and land in Canada.
1799—Napoleon seized power in 
France and his plans In­
cluded the recapture of 
Canada.
1804—First shipment of lumber 
from Canada to Australia 
left Burrard Inlet, B.C.
1882—Railway was completed to 
North Bay, Ont., and first 
locomotive “Lady Dalton’’ 
arrived.
TODAY IN HISTORY
By THE CANADIAN 1‘RESH
Nov. 9. 1972 . . .
The first Intercolonial 
Railway train between Hali­
fax and Saint John, N.R., 
made its run 100 years ago 
today—In 1872. By 1876, the 
whole line of the Interco­
lonial Railway 'was open,
)><ii|;; and extending more 
Ilian 700 miles.
1912—Canada broke off 
diplomatic relations with 
the Vichy government of 
France.
1910-Former British 
j-i inie ip Inistcr Nev die 
Chamberlain died. .
1907—The Cullinan dia­
mond was given to Edward 
VH
IS?? The Winnipeg Fic<- 
| r. | ar>|rf-aied,
1R5X -The New Yoik S.vm- 
jJiony gave it* hot concert.
By FARMER TISSINGTON 
Ottawa Bureau
Of The Kelowna- Courier
OTTAWA—Had the election 
not turned out as it did it is 
possible another political first 
was in the making—this one in­
volving a successful woman 
candidate. There was a record 
in the fact three women candi­
dates won in Quebec, the first 
time that province has ever sent 
a woman to the Commons. But 
there was also a possibility that 
one of them—Madame Jeanne 
Sauve, might' have been ele­
vated to cabinet rank.
Madauve Sauve was elected 
in the Montreal riding of Ahunt- 
sic with a more than 14,000 vote 
margin over her nearest rival, 
the NDP candidate. She has 
made a mark nationally as a 
journalist, broadcaster and as 
former president of the Cana­
dian Institute of Public Affairs. 
Had she been elevated to the 
cabinet she would have followed
ministev. of forestry .in the Pear­
son administration. 'He gave up 
active politics and is now a 
vice-president of Consolidated 
Bathurst, one of Canada’s ma­
jor paper companies.
with Mr. Lamoureux’s experi­
ence, wisdom, tact and humor.
GET NEW DESCRIPTION
One of the opposition parties’ 
most scornful descriptions of 
the Trudeau government during 
the campaign was that it was 
"arrogant and complacent.’’ 
After the shock of October 30, 
' chances are the Liberals will be 
anything but that in the next 
and near election. "Humble and 
worried" will be a more appro­
priate label.
When Mr. Trudeau spoke on 
election night of the* many bro­
ken dreams of candidates he 
spoke true words. Most candi­
dates who seek publie office 
usually convince themselves 
they have a good chance of win­
ning, partly because they 
usually talk only to their own 
supporters or because people 
who plan to vote against them 
rarely admit it to the candi­
date’s face. Among the Liberals
of the last parliament there 
were a number who aspired to 
cabinet positions in the new one 
or who had their hearts set on 
becoming parliamentary secre­
taries.
Bruce Howard, the former 
MP for Okanagan-Boundary, had > 
been mentioned as a potential 
minister from British Columbia 
and the retirement'of Arthur 
Laing, of veterans’ affairs Min-
Incidentally,' the election of ister, had seemed to make this 
five women to the Commons is an even greater possibility. Mr.
also a new high but federal poli- , Howard was parliamentary sec- 
tics is still very much a man’s retary to trade minister Jean­
game. Of the 1,045 men who Luc Pepin but suffered defeat,
sought office slightly less than_ . ___ ____ With the Conservatives mak-
25 per cent were successful. Of ' ing such big gains all the Tory 
the 70 women who tried to make MPs of the last Parliament
it, only about seven per cent should have been safe, Yet
were winners. three Conservative members of
The closeness of the election the last house who sought re-
result emphasizes how impor- election failed to make it, all of
tant it is to have a Speaker who them losing to Liberals. Had
is an independent. With the they held their ridings the final
major, parties practically tied, totals would have been 112 for
neither one would Want to have the Tories and 105 for the Grits
called French Canadians are 
as true Canadians as any you 
will find anywhere. ’ - ----—_ — ---------- -------------- —
After almost 50 years roving Speaker, possibly putting them indecision about who should 
about places, especially Canada in a minority position in the form the next government.
I believe the most bigoted and' house- As it; is* Mr, Lamoureux The three were Ambrose Ped-
• - — ran and won as, an independent die in Newfoundland whose 735
for the second time and is the margin of 1968 melted to over a 
obvious choice as .Speaker, thus 5,000'deficit this time;..Georges 
eliminating the need for either , Valade,. the only Conservative 
major party to weaken its own elected in the Montreal area in
elected strength. And, of course 1968; and Perry Ryan in To-
Jn a House so evenly divided the ronto Spadina, whose mid-Par- 
job of Speaker will be much
found within the so-called Cana­
dian born Anglo-Saxon and Cel­
tic groups,
I am not trying to belittle 
Canadians—I am one myself, 
but in the greater majority you 
will find most of our troubles 
are caused by a loud-mouthed 
minority and most of the stupid 
things they say make more in-
course is they are the ones who 
get the greatest hearing.
, As for the people of Quebec 
I don’t believe they want more 
for themselves than they want 
for others. All they want is an 
equal chance to earn for them­
selves an equity in the country
Chinese Now ' 
Like English
PEKING (Reuter) — To the 
sound of such widely different 
phrases as "Workers ’Of all 
countries unite" and "How do 
you do?” China’s population is 
learning English,
For this vast country, this is 
nothing new since China has 
had an on-off love affair with 
the English language since the 
first British envoy to the Impe­
rial Court arrived in Peking in 
1793.
But the extent to which the 
Chinese man in the street has 
taken to the alphabet is un­
precedented.
There are about 333 million 
English speakers In the world, 
while more than 800 million 
people speak Chinese. But the 
Chinese language has many 
dialects, some of which are mu­
tually unintelligible.
The latest step in the Eng­
lish speaking craze was a 
series of English lessons on ra­
dio which began in Peking In 
early October.
The Peking radio lessons fol­
lowed the success of similar 
programs started In Shanghai 
about six months earlier. 
EVERYTHING HALTS
There, many businesses vlr-
heard on loudspeakers hanging 
in the trees and foreigners are 
often approached in shops and 
on the streets by Chinese trying 
out hesitant phrases such as 
“Long live Chairman Mao, 
comrade.”
The lessons In Peking begin, 
at 6 n.m. and are broadcast 
four times n day, with the final 
program at the usual Chinese 
bedtime of 9 p.m.
The Peking lessons contain 
less political dogma and 
Ideology than Ihe earlier ones 
in Shanghai and include every­
day pliraf.es like “How do you 
do?" and practical expressions 
such as “What time is it?"
Tlie radio lessons In Shanghai 
arc being followed by an esti­
mated one million people. A 
phrase book accompanying the 
fit st 10 programs was com­
pletely sold out within a few 
days of appeal mg .'.n the book­
stalls. Hiiudi cds of thousands of 
copies were snapped up at a 
price oGabout two cent*.
i It came about at the request anti-social personalities such as 
of the defence in the non-capl- Phllllon’s tended to lie to make 
themselves appear important 
and that he tended not to be­
lieve anything they said without 
substantiating evidence from a 
test such as the polygraph.
The polygraph, admissible as 
’evidence in the United States, 
was invented in 1896.
Although not infallible, it can 
indicate clearly the tendency of 
a person to lie by evaluating 
his breathing, pulse rate, blood 
■ pressure and the amount of
tai murder trial of Romeo Phil­
lion, charged in the stabbing 
death five years ago of city 
fireman Leopold Roy.
The landmark decision to 
permit the test as evidence was 
made by Madam Justice Mabel 
Van Cainp of the Ontario Su-■ 
preme Court.
Although Madam Justice Van 
Camp gave no reason for her 
decision, defence counsel Ar­
thur Cogan and Dr. Julio Arbo; 
Ieda, who administered the 
test. did.
Mr. Cogan told the court it 
was about the only means re­
maining to determine the truth 
in a case where several key ex­
hibits had been lost.
Dr. Arboleda, psychiatrist at 
Royal Ottawa Hospital who also 
administered sodium nmylol— 
the so-called truth serum—to
ekin reflex he has when an­
swering simple questions.
These are recorded on paper 
and, with use of control ques­
tions, a comparison of his reac­
tions when telling the truth and
wMcn lying can be drawn.
The tests usually arc run on 
n subject four or five times to 
give a full comparison.
The jury was expected to 
give its decision on the Phillion 
case soon.
One Way To Get Your Dream House 
If Income's In No-Man's Land
AYLMER, Ont. (CP) — Nine 
families, caught In that limbo 
where earnings are too high to 
qualify for public housing but 
too low for the kind of home 
they want, have found another 
way to get tliclr dream house.
They arc building it them­
selves.
The fhinilies of this commun­
ity southeast of Ixindon formed 
their own building co-operative 
in which they perform their own 
labor but qualify for a National 
Housing Act mortgage.
The nine new homes, eight 
with three bedrooms and one 
foiir-bcdroom, arc dur to be 
completed by spring. Each will 
be worth between $22,00(1 and 
$25,000 but will be achtovcd at a 
saving or at least $2,500 each.
“We wanted to show people 
who niy they can’t afford their 
own house that it can be done If 
you are willing Io do It .yourrolf 
and not just cry over spilled 
milk.” said Jack Groot, presi­
dent of Aylmer Builders Co-Op­
erative.
WORKED TOGETHER
The nine faniilic'i have annual 
earnings that range from $7,000 
to 111,000 and nona of the men
had sufficient experience / 
uldllfi to build a house on 
own.
The lots are 60 by 133 feet ft. 
cost nearly $5,000 each. The 
members divided In two groups 
for the building to keep It less 
congested and allow for shift 
work. They allowed about 500 
hours, mainly on weekends, to 
complete construction.
Their big mistake, said Mr. 
Groot, was trying to draw tip 
their own bhienrlnts instead of 
going to an architect.
The excavation work was 
tendered out and nil supplies 
.v'crc twilight In bulk, providing 
;> saving In inatcriul Some 
hued an Insulator, bricklayer 
and plrtf tri er.
The co-op obtained a $153,000 
mortgage from Central Mort­
gage and Housing Corporation 
pint $10,000 interim financing 
from the Ontario Credit Bureau 
in Ottawa. The Initial amount 
each prison put up was $850.
“Some people just like to 
watch television but I get rest­
less and like to have n sense of 
act omnlishment and besides 1 
wanted to show the community 
II could bo done,” said Mr. 
Gioot.
A
Curbs On Lead In Gasoline
May Be Regulated By Ottawa
OTTAWA (CP) — The federal i with low-lead gasolines, 
government has proposed regu- Mr. Winthrop said present 
lations that would reduce, the T
amount of lead in gasolines.
After Jan. 1, 1974, no gasoline 
manufactured or imported for 
use of sale in Canada would 
contain more than 2.5 grams of 
lead per gallon, Environment 
Minister Jack Davis said in a- 
news release Wednesday.
The regulations would be in­
troduced under the Clean Air 
Act, he said. Interested parties 
can submit representations .to 
the environment department 
concerning the proposed 
changes.
“We do not consider present 
levels of lead in the . . . air of 
Canada to be dangerous,” Mr. 
Davis said.
“However, we are concerned 
about the potential long-range 








CATHOLIC S. VIETNAMESE PROTEST
An estimated 5,000 demon- test. The English banners call mese with a
strators, mostly Catholics for political decisions to be the proposed
rally in downtown Saigon at made by the South Vietna- ernment.
a government-sponsored pro- _____ ■. . . ,■_____  -
I Canadian Teams , 
Not Interested i
‘ MONTREAL (CP) — Mon­
treal Canadiens and Toronto 
Maple Leafs have no desire to 
play a touring team of Russian 
selecta early next year.
Spokesmen for both clubs told 
the Toronto Globe and Mail 
Wednesday they were too in­
volved in the current National 
Hockey League schedule to give 
any serious thought to the Sov­
iet team.
\ “We might play them if they 
requested a game with us,” 
said Bill Ballard; Toronto vice- 
president, “but otherwise we’re 
not interested.
“We’re involved’ in our own 
league . . . If we had a game 
scheduled against the Russians 
the players likely would find 
themselves thinking about it a 
couple of weeks ahead.
denunciation of
three-part gov-







And companies might require 
change-overs in equipment it 
they were to alter formulations.
The proposed new regulations 
are similar to ones already sug­
gested in the United States, Ja-
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pan and several European only the first step for Canada 
countries, Including Britain and and “we expqct to take further
France. ‘ ' —measure to reduce permissible 
Mr. Davis said they were levels .. . subsequent to 1974.
levels of lead in gasolines vary 
depending on brands and go 
from about one gram a gallon 
for the low-lead brands now on
can be absorbed 
ingestion or inhaled 
cause lead poisoning
when taken in large amounts. A 
health department spokesman 
said that present levels in the 
air would not cause toxic symp­
toms, however.
Dr. S. O. Winthrop, director 
general of the air pollution con­
trol directorate, said lead in 
gasolines is used to improve 
performance by raising the oc­
tane levels and causing the
the market to about four grams 
a gallon in premium gasolines.
One other way to raise octane 
levels is through addition of 
aromatic components, he said, 
although such, components 
would increase hydrocarbon ex­
haust pollutants.
“Even with an increase in 
hydrocarbons, we’ll be OK,” he 
said.
• “There’ll be no greater pollu­
tant effect in the atmosphere 
because of the emission stand­
ards, which will eventually re­
quire up to 97 per cent of ex­
haust pollutants to be re­
moved.” "
Dr. Winthrop said he ex­
pected some gasoline com­
panies would be making repre­
sentations to the government 
because they would be con­
cerned about the economic ef­
fects.
Lead is the cheapest way to 






gasoline to bum better.
The more powerful engines 
require high-octane gasolines, 
but octane levels can be raised 
other ways besides the addition 
of lead, he said. As well, au­
tomobile manufacturers, realiz­
ing the changes were coming, 
are working on engines that 
will give better performance
• Local Cremation 
Facilities
• Services from $90
1134 Bernard Ave. 762-3040
FINAL DAY
Friday, Nov. 10,9 a.m. to 5 p.m
REGULAR HEARING AID WORKSHOP
WORKSHOP SPECIAL 
ALL BATTERIES -- pkg. $1 .85
FREE SERVICE TO ALL MAKES AND MODELS 
Have the people with years of experience service your 
hearing aid for better performance.
FREE HEARING TEST
For anyone suspecting a hearing loss. For all hea ing aid 
users to compare with your previous tests and mane the 




275 Leon Ave. Phone 762-2956 or 763-3407
1559 EUis St., Kelowna
BROWN, WEBER and CO. LTD
Phone 3-2335
The rules have changed. So has the uniform. But his special 
brand of raw courage is still the same. And his special brews 
Old Style Beer. Still slow-brewed and naturally aged. Still full 
of honest-to-goodness flavour. It’s his style. And your style* 
Tackle one tonight and see.
oldsfyle SLOW-BREWED AND NATURALLY AGEO.
■
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We invite you to come and view this fine home, located on El Camino Road in Rutland. If 
you appreciate a magnificent view of the lake and mountains, be sure to take time to 
examine this 3 bedroom home with a full bath and ensuite plumbing on main floor. 
In addition there is a finished bathroom and one bedroom in the basement. The bathroom
has a moulded fiberglass shower, carpeted living room and bedrooms on the main floor, 
up and down fireplaces, quality finishing throughout the entire house. Covered sundeck 
Aluminum siding and stucco plus landscaping and carport completes this perfect family 
home. .
As an added bonus you will have a built-in dishwasher in your kitchen and a gas barbecue 
on your sundeck.
OPEN HOUSE
NOVEMBER 11 - 12 - 13
NOVEMBER 14 - 15 - 16
1:30 P.M. TO 8 P.M
7:00 P.M. TO 9:00 P.M
NOVEMBER 18 -19 - 1:30 P.M. TO 8:00 P.M
BUY WITH CONFIDENCE FROM A MEMBER OF
THE KELOWNA HOUSE BUILDERS ASSOCIATION
HITHER and YON
WOMEN'S EDITOR, MRS. H. R. GREER
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Mr. and Mrs. Roy DesRoche 
of North Vancouver are house 
guests with their sister and bro­
ther, Mr. and Mrs; Elmer Des- 
Roche of Kelowna. The two 
wives are sisters.
Mr. and Mrs. W. Mawhinney 
and Mary Mawhinney have re­
turned to their home in Seattle, 
1 Wash., after spending several 
; days as the guests of Mrs. Maw- 
Ihinney’s sister and brother-in- 
law, Rev. and Mrs. J. Storey.
The annual Sadie Hawkins 
dance sponsored by the Kinette
A HEADY MOMENT OF 
excitement.1 Mary Beaulieu, 
far right, receives her guid-
ing instructions 






Hungarian Society Announces, 
Home Made Wine Winners1
The Okanagan Hungarian .Refanier, manager^ of Uncle 
Society held a wine competition
Club-of Kelowna is scheduled 
this year for Nov. 18 at the I 
Okanagan Mission Community ।
in conjunction with the annual 
Grape Festival and Supper 
Dance in the Rutland Centennial 
HaU. The display of home­
made grape wines submitted by 
members of the society were 
attractively arranged ' on a 
table and added to the grape 
therqp of decor. .
i The wines were tasted and
Hall. This event which has! judged by John Vielvoye, Hot- 
proved popular in years past |ticulturist with the Canadian 
with young married couples
and swinging singles, is an op­
portunity for the imaginative 
and those who love a fun night 
out. to wear ‘hard time’ clothes. 
Tickets may be procured from 
any Kinette dr at Coulters 
Shoes, downtown Kelowna; 
Carlton’s, Capri; Art in Flow­
ers, Orchard Park, South Pan- 
dosy. . . .
Department of Agriculture; Joe
Ben's Wineries; Bill Drink­
water, representative of the 
B.C. Grape Growers* Associa­
tion and Mayor Harold Thwaite 
of Peachland. Their wives'also 
assisted. . ,
Winners of' the competition 
were: first and second, Alex 
Szakal of Kelowna: third Bert 
Hunyardl of Peachland. AU 
prize winning grapes were 
grown in the Peachland area.
Though this contest of home­
made wines was held’on a ratfy-
er small scale; it is hoped that 
in the .future such an event can 
involve Kelowna and surround* 
ing districts annually.
Color TV Presented To Couple 
At 50th Wedding Anniversary Party
A small gathering, of friends 
and relatives surprised Mrs. 
Orin Rosengren Sunday after­
noon when she returned from 
visiting her husband in the 
hospital. The occasion was he 
couple’s 50th wedding anniver­
sary. Although plans for a larg­
er celebration had to be cur­
tailed, the good wishes of a 
multitude of friends and relativ­
es in the Valley and other points 
bin Canada were conveyed by the 
. . presentation of a color televi-
and another Brownie who. sion set. Emcee for the after­
graduated into Guides, Deb- noon was Harvey Larsen, who 
bie Ross, watch. also made the presentation.




Peter Pan and his.friend Tin- 
kerbell would have been right 
at home in the.Glenmore Ele­
mentary School Gymnasium on 
Monday night. They could have , 
danced with the elves, fairies, 
gnomes, imps, leprachauns, pix­
ies and kelpies as each of these 
Brownie sixes sang and danced 
around the central toadstool. 
The Tweenies, too, added their 
enthusiasm to. the excitement 
of the evening. Ten little girls, 
were the recipients of most of 
“ the i attention during the cere- 
mony which advanced them on 
to becoming Girl-Guides.
The Brownies of the First, 
Second and Third Glenmore 
Packs had gathered to honor 
their graduates. The Brown 
Owls of these Packs are Mrs. 
Wes Ginther, Mrs. Luigi Trozzo 
and Mrs. Harold Peatman. 
Judy Farris, the new Guide 
Captain for the First Glenmore 
Guide Company had her Guides 
in attendance to receive the 
new girls. * .
Mrs. Ginther conducted much
graduates had travelled all the 
way from “Tweenies" to 
“Guide Land ’. It was at this 
time that they were presented 
with their pennants by their re­
spective Brown Owls. A final 
salute from the Brownies was 
the Grand Howl after which 
they formed a pathway through 
which the graduates passed.
At the Guide end of the path­
way, those flying up *were pre­
sented with wings to . sew on the 
shoulder of their. Guide uni­
forms,. Mrs. Bradley made the 
presentation, after which a 
Patrol Leader took each new
Good Turnout Attends Sessions 
Of VernaMarie Bridge Club
Provo Corps in the Airforce, 
serving as Provo Marshal.
Their only son Andrew died 
on Oct. 10,1971. They have two 
grandchildren, Karen, Mrs. 
Oswald Carrisquiilo of Winnipeg 
and a great granddaughter, 
Mindy and their grandson Onn, 
Jr., is attending McGill Univer­
sity. Their daughter-in-law,
Twenty tables of players com­
peted for top honors in the 
weekly session of the Verna- 
Marie Bridge Club on Monday 
afternoon at St. Joseph’s. Hall.
Winners were:
SECTION A
N/S—1. Mrs. H. E. P. Sulli­
van and Mrs. J. S.D. McCly- 
mont, 2.' Mrs. Irene Hatherley 
and Mrs. Mary Arneson, 3. 
Mrs. Beatrice Marcell and Mrs. 
Ray Bowman, 4. Mrs. Robert 
Haldane and Mrs. R. J. Buchan-
Ray Crosby and Mrs. Stahley 
Guest and Mrs, Anne Douglas.
E/W—1. Mrs. L. T. Wall and 
Andrew LeBrun, 2. Mrs. Ger­
trude Lewis and Mrs. Doreen 
Frederickson, 3. Mrs.- Albert 
Audette and Mrs. Andrew Run- 
zer, 4. Mrs. L. Portwood and 
Mrs. D. Powell.
1st Raymer Pack 
Holds Enrolment’
' Twelve Tweenies were enrol­
led in First Raymer Brqwnle 
Pack during a special enrol­
ment ceremony. They repeated 
the Brownie Love and Promise 
to Brown Owl, Mrs.-Stuart Mal­
colm and received their Brownje 
pins from Mrs. Wilfred Aker* 
lund, Commissioner of Dist/ 
No. 3. t
New brownies are: Kak_ ^ 
De Boice, Lisa Craig, Kimber*, 
ley Kostachuk, Barbara Bowers, 
Kenna Marshall, Maria Strahg- 
ward, Suzanne Cullen, Marcy 
McMillan, Terri. McCaig, Doris 
Klapstein, Gabr’ela Van Laak, 
Annette Watson.
were married in Kipling, 
Sask., Nov. 7, 1922, during the 
time when Mr. Rosengren was 
a member of the provincial 
police force... From there he 
transferred to the Liquor Con- 
Itrol Board, at Radville which he 
headed from 1926,to 1958 when 
they retired to Vancouver. They 
moved to Kelowna nine years, 
ago.
Guide to be received into the SERVICES 
company by Miss Farris. She 
gave each a “diploma-type" -During their years in Rad- 
paper which told them of some ville they were both involved in 
of the things they can look for- community service. Mr. Rosen- 
— gren served as mayor for a
Mrs. A. 0. Rosengren, lives at 
Coquitlam.
Among the many congratula­
tory messages were good wish­
es from Prime Minister P. E. 
Trudeau, Governor-General Ro­
land Michener, Premier Dave 
Barrett of British Columbia and 
Lieut.-Governor John Nicholson, 
Premier Allan Blakney of Sask­
atchewan and Lieut. Governor 
Dr. Stephen Worobetz, MC, and 
George Whittaker, MP Okana- 
gan-Boundary; The silver sou­
venir spoon from the city of 
Kelowna and a message from 
■Mayor Hilbert Roth was es­
pecially appreciated.
During the ' afternoon old 
friends, Dr. M.. K. MacGugan 
and Mrs. MacGugan of Calgary,
an. ■ .
E/W—1. Mr. and Mrs. R. 
PoUard, 2. Mrs. Robert Jemson 
and Mrs. Leslie Real, 3. Mr. 
and Mrs. Ronald McLean, 4. 
Mrs. R. A. Embleton and Mrs. 
Norman Apsey.
SECTION B
N/S—1. Mrs. William GartreU 
and William Hepperle, 2. Leslie 
Real and George Wambeke, 3. 
Mrs. Roy Vannatter and Mrs.
Date Set
For Wedding
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Piddocke 
of Kelowna are pleased to an­
nounce the engagement of their 
daughter, Beverley Margaret to 
Charles George Edward Jeans 
of Francois Lake, B,C„ son of 
Mr. and Mrs, Elliott Jeans of 
Trenton, N.S, The wedding will 
take place on Dec. 22 in St. 






CUSTOM MADE OR 
BUY THE YARD 
uargesF'selec^  ̂
in the valley. Custom made 
swags and covered valances. 




ward to earning in guides. The 
girls walking up, did so in sil­
ver slippers.
The color party then removed 
the flags and the Guides went 
to their patrol corners, to re­
convene later : in a large- oval 
- with the Brownies, to sing 
“rounds” and other songs to 
entertain the-parents while the 
parents were served refresh­
ments. ' '
number of years and was in­
volved in many community ser­
vices such as the fire brigade. 
Mrs. Rosengren was also active 
in such organizations as the 
IODE and others.'
During the First World War 
he served as a corporal with the 
217th Regiment and during the 
Second World War he enlisted 
in the South Saskatchewan Re­
giment transferring later to the
arrived to wish them happiness 
and contributed a delicious fruit 
cake1 to the - buffet lunch. The 
cake was part of the 1,500 
pounds made .by ..Mrs. Mac- 
Gugan’s • church group at Cal­
gary, who rent a mixer to make 
the Christmas- speciality.
Other messages came from 
relatives and friends from many 
points and present during the 
weekend were Mts.-Rosengren’s 
sister and husband, Mr. and 
Mrs.. Charles Halliwell of Pen­








Mtins Indicating the road the
archw.iy holding
for Christmas
g. Ladies' Watch. Gold color, Cham-
Itsciuin,
Rntland TO-51«
<<> ?4-W«nr Tclenhnp: Krtnwn* 7&1-TRIt.Jewellery
Y.iiii..ol,.'t, K’u.i
of the evening for the events 
Involving the Brownies, while 
Miss Farris, assisted by Mrs. 
George Bradley, District Four 
Commissioner for the Brownies 
and Guides, conducted the 
Guide end of the affairs.
The Brown Owls presented 
each of their graduating girls 
with pennants containing the 
badges and awards they had 
earned during their Brownie 
careers. Mrs, Ginther, First 
Pack, introduced Mary Beau­
lieu and Bonnie Uuderna. who 
“walked up” to Guides, not 
having been in Brownies long 
enough to have completed all 
the “Fly Up” requirements. 
Flying up from the First Pack 
were Laura Parton and Carol 
Di Pasquale. Mrs, Trozzo’s girls 
flying up from the Second Pack 
were Briony Armstrong, Laura1 
Robertson and Laura Tinker, 
while Mrs. Peatman presented 
pennants to her Fly ups, D’­
Arcy Nicholson and Maureen 
Wasden.
Prior to receiving the new|| 
girls, the Guides displayed their J 
regular opening exercises with' 
the company falling into for-1 
mation, patrol leaders paying I 
the dues collected from the! 
members of their patrols, and ' 
then they sang a song while 1 
marching to form the Guide 
horseshoe. The Color Party 
placed the Canadian flag and! 
the Canadian Girl Guide flag.; 
bearing the words "1st Glen- 
more Company" In the center 
of those gathered, between the 
Brownie ring and the Guide I 
horseshoe. All in attendance, in-, 
eluding parents, then sang “O: 
Canada." ।
The younger Brownies formed
FAIRLANE 
BEAUTY SALON 
itniHiitni'i’s th*’ return of 
Enirl and tin* aikhtion 
of F.l’-ie Kou - *1 to it-- :t.i!(. 
Be,i I'.uM- r- 
I'll Molld.l. - 
Fild.iy <>r,L.
Ilie ic-t of our -st.tff Shill* \







a. Child's watch with chrome sweep sec­
ond hand, White dial, round face, 
, ea. 9.95
b. Boys' Watch Ih chrome, Red sweep 
second, Black dial, strap, barrel, 
radiolite, Black O-ring, Medium size.
ca. 16.95
d. Ladies' Watch. Gold color, copper 
dial, Beige suede strap, small oval 
face. .. ..   ca. 13.95
f. Men's Calendar Watch. Gold color, 
self-winding,- sweep second hand, ex­











SOFT COTTON KNIT SHIRTS
Man tailored but soft and supple for a woman. Wear 
by itself or also great for under skivvys. Available in 
white, yellow, or red. Sizes 10 - 18, The now fashion at 
low, low prices. Sale
Ladies' Wear, Kelowna
WARM ACRYLIC KNIT GLOVES
Ladies keep those hands soft and warm from the winter 
weather with acrylic knit gloves. So much for so little 
cost. One size fits all. Sale
Ladies' Accessories, Kelowna
Men’s Polyester, Double Knit
FLARE PANTS
All arc wash and wear. Choose from assorted plains 
and fancies in waist sizes 30 - 40, leg 30” 31”




Ilie New Bny Orchard Park Store Hours: Opcq. Daily 9:30 Io 6; 






# The second in the current 1 
Community concert series will ; 
feature Thomas Schumacher, ; 
pianist. ^This young American 
artist will appear at the Kel­
owna Community Theatre on 
junday at 2:30 p.m. A superb 
recitalist, he has been welcom­
ed as soloist with such major 
Orchestras as the New York 
philharmonic and the Toronto 
•Symphony.
• In 1965, he made an extensive 
Jour of Poland and was acclaim- 
rftd by critics throughout the 
•country. One concert was with 
Jihe prestigious .Warsaw Phil- 
,harmonic. In the autumn of the 
>same year, Schumacher travel­
led to Japan for guest appear- 
Jances with the Tokyo Philhar- 
>monic and a'televised concert 
♦with the Yomiyuri Nippon Or- 
’chestra.




Dear Ann Landers: The peo- : 
pie who adopted me are the i 
only parents I have ever known. 
They have been wonderful and 
everyone tells me how lucky-I 
am.
But there’s this big blank in 
my life. I need to find my real 
parents. I have to know what 
the circumstances were that 
made them give me away. My 
imagination runs wild when I 
think about what might have 
happened that made them aban­
don me.
I think about these things 
more and more. It’s getting so 
that I don’t think about any­
thing else. I have to learn the 
truth about, myself so I can stop 
brooding. Don’t tell me to forget 
it because I can’t. I need some 
advice.—Confused In Chicago
. Dear Confused: It Is natural 
for an adopted child to wonder 
about his blood parents—but 
you sound obsessed. If you* were 
adopted through a legitimate
involved with you socially.—We 
Like Gracious Living
Dear Gracious: I go along 
with 1-2-3 but not 4. I can tell 
you from personal experience 
that I’ve had to refuse invita­
tions (more than twice) from 
people I enjoy. A third or fourth 
refusal need not mean they 
don’t wish to ’’get involved with 
you socially.”
Study Group.Recommends Boost 
In 'Single' Veteran's Pensions
OTTAWA (CP) — The basic 
rate for an unmarried fully-dis­
abled ■ pensioner should be 
raised to $4,529'a year from the 
present $3,630 and adjustments 
should be tied to average in­
creases for five public servant 
groups, a joint, study group 
says in a report released Wed­
nesday.
The report probably will be 
referred to the Commons veter-
KELOWNA DAILY COUKIK1. THOU.. NOV. », IMS TASK T
Toronto University Ups Level 
Of Payments To Its Women Staffpartly-disabled veterans of the First and. Second World Wars 
and the Korean War and about 
60,000 to 80,000 dependants.
Canada has about 950,000 vet­
erans of the three wars.
The joint study group was led 
by Allan O. Solomon, chairman 
of the Canadian pension com­
mission.
The primary purpose of the 
study was to investigate basic 
rates and outline the problems 
related to,periodic adjustments.
TORONTO (CP) — Women 
are paid less than men at the 
University of Toronto but ef­
forts are being made at all lev­
els to correct this, said a report 
presented Wednesday to the As­
sociation of Universities and 
Colleges of Canada.
, The association’s committee 
on the status of, womep sur­
veyed universities across the 
country and generally found 
that either there were no differ­
ences in salary or fringe bene­
fits based on sex. or that if 
there were, the ■ differences 
were being corrected.
On another topic, David Sla­
ter, president of Toronto’s York 
University, said the association 
is looking into the case of Is­
tvan Meszaros, a Hungarian 
Marxist professor who was 
hired by York but denied an
immigration visa on security 
grounds.
Mr. Slater said the case has 
been referred to the associatl 
tion’s committee on academic 
freedom, which will also review 
the immigration laws, particu­
larly as they affect universities.
Air. Meszaros, a British citi­
zen since 1965, came here in 
September to apply for landed 
immigrant status after his ap­
plication was refused in London 
by the Immigration office. He 
now is waiting the decision of 
an immigration hearing on 
whether he can stay In Canada.
ans affairs committee for 
study.
The nine-member joint study 
groups made up of representa­
tives of veterans’ organizations, 
departmental officials and 
members of the pension com­
mission, said the basic- rate 
should be related to earnings in 
five categories of unskilled la­
bor. within the public service. 
Using these average figures; 
basic rates then could be- ad­
justed according to contract in­
creases for these groups.
The present basic rate is 
being increased Jan. 1, 1973, to 
$3,793 • under veterans legisla­
tion passed in April 1971, a de-
EGG MONEY
PRAGUE (AP) - A Czecho- 
Slovak housewife set a steel 
trap for the polecat she thought 
was stealing eggs from her hen­
house. The trap caught the 
thief, who turned out to pe her 
husband. He confessed he had 
been stealing the eggs to pay 
for his drinking.
Dear Ann Landers: Your re­
sponse to “I Hate Medicine” 
drove me to write.
Your suggestion that parents, 
when they don’t feel well, 
should keep it to themselves 
and not let their children know, 
was nutty. I have eight chil­
dren, six still at home, and I 
have plenty of splitting head­
aches. Why shouldn’t I let the 
kids know? Usually they are the 
cause.
The younger generation’s 
motto, “Tell it like it is,” is a 
good one. Rethink- your answer 
and change your advice.—No 
Phoney Baloney
GOLD AND WOOL
Wool growing is South Afri­
ca’s largest agricultural indus­
try and, next to gold itself, its 
mbst valuable exportFAMOUS WOOL
Merino*wool has’ been famous 
for centuries because of its fine 
texture and the structure of its 
fibre..
FRIDAYlast day
nartment spokesman said. 
These present figures include 
the 3.6-per-cent increase ap. 
Droved for all oensions under 
Pension Act legislation in May 
tb’s wear. ?
The report also recommended 
rates for married veterans, 
widows,, dependents and or­
phans. . . ■
A married pensioner' would 
receive the single rate plus 25 
per cent and a pensioned widow 
would receive, 75 per, cent of the 
single rate, fdr example’..
200.000 AFFECTED
A spokesman for veterans af­
fairs said the report would af­






Beaver colony densities 
usually range from one to three 
per square mile in southern On­
tario. . ..
There’s a difference between 
“telling it like it is” and telling 
mote than people need to know. 
Discretion is the greater part of 
valor. .
REMNANT






Park Free While You Shop Simptont-Soort, Orchard^Pork. Kelowna.
Mni|» ons-Sears: Vacuums (20) Phonr I rqulrlcwi 
. Kelewaa 7634&UL ...
...
ed In Butte, Montana. Fortunate 
n having musical parents, Mr. 
Schumacher believes that chil­
dren develop a love of music by 
making worthwhile music as 
much a part of the household 
as the telephone or the family 
car.
A graduate of both the Man­
hattan and Julliard Schools of 
Music, he is presently enrolled 
in the Doctor of Musical Arts 
curriculum at the Julliard, as 
well as filling the position of 
artist-in-residence at the Uni­
versity of Maryland.
Community concert members 
can look forward to a most 
musically rewarding concert on 
Sunday afternoon.
Guest ushers for this concert 
will be students of Kelowna 
Junior-Senior High School Band 
Department whose teacher is
• Brian Todd.
agency it was agreed at the 
time that the identity of your 
natural parents would never be 
revealed—and with good reason. 
Usually when an, adopted child 
locates, his' natural parents it 
means trouble—both for the 
child and for the. adoptive .par­
ents. I won’t tell you to “forget 
it” but I do hope for the sake of 
everyone concerned that you 
will not make this your life’s 
goal. Do yourself a favor and 
divert your thoughts to some­
thing more productive and less 
hazardous. -
Dear N.P.: Children are the 
world’s best imitators. Invaria­
bly they take on the physical 
symptoms they hear discussed 
at home. Mothers who complain 
of "cramps” will have daugh­
ters who will do the same. Fath­
ers with frequent backaches will 
have sons with frequent back­
aches.
SALE
Available in pieces or off the bolt. 
SAVE UP TO $4 PER YARD 
Open 9:30 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.
SWINGING PARTNERS
By K.M.
* Kelowna Wagon Wheelers 
* hosted their party , Saturday 
) evening in the Winfield Com- 
; munity Hall, with Jerry Walker 
as caller. Sixteen squares of 
* dancers attended from the var-
spectators. In square dancing 
we are the doers. Perhaps that’s
? lous Valley clubs. The Peach 
J City Promenadors hosted their 
party Saturday evening in the 
j Legion Hall, Penticton with 
f Bob Parrish as caller.
J Nov. 11 the Wcstsyde Squares 
I will host a party in the Winfield 
1 Community Hall with Martin 





Why do some of us call 
why do some of us teach? 
cause someone must do
Dear Ann Landers: Your col­
umn is an instruction course in 
good sense, good judgment and 
good, manners. Will you please 
print these basic rides for. the 
issuing of invitations? So far as 
I know, nobody has ever done 
it: .
1. Write or telephone. Don’t 
ask, a third party to relay the 
message. It’s an insult at worst 
and at best, an indication that 
you didn’t care enough to do it, 
yourself.
2. If you get a refusal, don’t 
ask why or make the person 
feel uncomfortable about not ac­
cepting. Say, “I hope we will 
see you another time.’’
3. It is always appreciated if 
you mention others who have 
accepted. People like to know 
who else will be present and are 
often reluctant to ask.
4. If your invitations are 
refused more than twice, take 
the hint. They do not wish to get
MOR-EEZE
SHOE MART
"Self Serve and Save 
f DRESS SHOES . , 
• SCHOOL SHOES
• WINTER FOOTWEAR 
• WORK BOOTS 
• COWBOY BOOTS
. 459 Bernard Ave.
'Phone 762-2743
Northgate Shopping Plata ;. 
Phone 762-3625 — 1955 Harvey Ave,
The same evening the 
“Saints” will host a party1 in 
the IOOF Hall, Penticton, with 
Ed Stebor of Tonasket as cal­
ler. - -
Nov. 18 the Twirlers will host 
a party in the Winfield Com­
munity Hall, with Art Zeigler
Ihat’s part of the reason. May­
be there’s more than that. Is 
it because the person who calls 
enjoys bringing the dance and 
the dancer together? Is it be­
cause he derives pleasure by 
being in front of others and de­
lights in watching as the dancer 
reacts to. his commands? Of 
course these are logical rea­
sons. Maybe it’s simply because 
we must each do our thing.






as caller; on the same evening 1 
the Wheel-N-Stars will host a 
party in the Legion Hall, Pen­
ticton with Bob Wright as cal­
ler. __o
; Nov. 18 the Kokanee Kickers 
will host a party in the Enderby 
Drill Hall with Wally Mallach 
as caller.
WHY DO WE DANCE?
' Because it satisfies our need 
jo express rhythm, to move to 
music, to be free; Why do we 
square dance? Because of our 
need to, dance, to be with other 
people, to play , as a group, to 
co-opcrate in a pleasure-filled 
pastime. Because it is possible 
for us to enjoy—husband and 
wife together—a couple activ­
ity. It has been said many times 
that we are a generation of 
Spectators. We sit and watch 
as 22 men on a football field or 
18 men on a baseball diamond 
entertain us. We watch our 
television and view our motion 
pictures. In all of these things 
we derive our pleasures as
EQUAL PAY
TEL AVIV (AP) — Employ­
ees in Israeli candy factories 
deman din g equal pay for 
women struck for 53 days, re­
turning to work when manage­
ment agreed to raise women’s 
wages from $1.90 a day to $2.50, 










• Eyebrow Arching 
• Skin Analysis 
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The Opal fireplace was 
designed for heating ef­
ficiency and offers 
charm and beauty to 
every style of home and 
cottage.
The Opal fireplace 
comes with a unique ash 
removal pan that offers 
easy removal of ashes 
and eliminates unwant­
ed mess when cleaning.
FircKing has designed the Opal fire­
place with a double liner for your 
protection.
Ideally suited for any 
type of home or 
cottage.
Unique design allows 
for simple assembly 
and installation.
14 gauge steel con­
struction ■— double 
lined for added 
protection.
Special ash pan acts 
as double liner and 
permits easy removal 
of ashes.
£“*' ' £>< -S
Today you can clean carpets more thoroughly, 
even under low furniture, with a Kenmore
Free Shop-al Home Service
A. fully qualified Kenmore Vacuum 
cleaner representative will be happy 
to give you a free home demonstration, 
at no obligation. Call today!
Canada’s most complete homo cleaning unit because 
It’s equally effective on carpets or bare floors.
Makes light work of walls, upholstery and dusting 
with Its many attachments. The exclusIvo Powermato 
carpet unit has It’s own motor driven beater bar 
and brush which teamed with tho huge suction of 
th® canister, cleans carpets more thoroughly, even 
deep down dirt and clinging animal halrsl Designed 
to clean under lower furniture than any upright 
cleaner. Also features automatic cord reel; 2-speed 
motor and exclusive attachment caddy. 30291
Simpsons-Seors Low Price
The wood burning area enables you 
to build a larger lire and control a 
longer burning fire. FircKing designed 
the Opal fireplace for easy assembly 
and installation.
Unique design allows for more 
wood burning capacity.
Grate, damper, firescreen, and 
liners included.
Finished in lifetime porcelain 
enamel in a variety of colors, (red, 
green, yellow and white). Also 
available in matte black.
KELOWNA BUILDERS SUPPLY
1054 Ellis St,
J . More Shift Classes Seen 
If Referendum Not Passed
RUTLAND (Staff) — If a new I giving homework. If a student 
Junior secondary school is not works five • hours a day m 
ready by September, classes school, that may be enough, 
here may again be on shifts. Anything valuable enough to be 
Thi« prediction was made at a I given as .homework should be 
meeting this week in Rutland marked the next day. Often 
Junior Secondary School. playing hockey across the street
The Rutland Road school was ®83Lbe mort 
built in 1949 as a junior and|lnS lM)inewor*t’ Ennis, 
senior secondary school. Clas-I He invited students and par­
ses were hrM on shifts for tworents to consult school officials 
years until earlier this year, anytime. "Otten we have to 
when a senior secondary school I make decisions about your chil- 
was completed behind it. Nowldren without knowing them too 
Grades 8 and 9 go to the junior well.”
school, Grades 10-12 to the sen- Roger Lafontaine; physical 
tor one. education coordinator for both
On Dec. 9, Central Okanagan secondary schools, explained 
ratepayers will be asked to vote that, in spite of the shortage of 
on a 81.451,050 referendum to space, efforts are being made 
provide more school accommo- to run programs. Since the gym* 
dation in the district. The pro- nasiums are used by classes 
vincial government will make during'the entire school day, 
the total up to 85,804,200. Of extracurricular programs are 
this, 83216,900 is marked for run after echoed, and gyms are 
Rutland. used until 9 p.m.
The board has land on Zip- Four classrooms have been 
rick Road, where it plans to used as shops for 23 years, said 
build a 82,353,000 junior see- Art Taylor, in charge of indus- 
ondary school. An addition to trial education. The addition 
the senior school is estimated ——-—r——------ r————
being made to the school in* 
eludes proper shops.
Metalwork, woodwork, elec­
tricity and drafting are taught. 
Teaching safety is the main 
object, followed by training io 
basic skills.
Counselling is not restricted 
to certain members of the staff, 
explained vice-principal Kelly 
Slater. It goes on in all classes. 
Parents should do more counsel* 
ling themselves.
Extracurricular activities in­
clude athletics, drama, music, 
art, French, science and the 
student council.- Recently 'a 
group was started to be of ser­
vice throughout the community. 
The school would like to hear 
about things students could do.
Another series of short coup* 
ses will be held in the spring on 
various- subjects. Mr. Slater 
appealed for adult help.
Arnold Peters, who conducts 
the senior and junior concert 
bands, outlined fine arts cour­
ses. Art is still the most popu­
lar, with seven classes in Grade 
8, three in Grade 9.
Youth Bowling 
Two-Thirds Full
RUTLAND (Staff) — Aboat 
800 boys and ‘girls aged’ seven . 
ant up have registered for 
bowling. Members can still be .
ccepted for one division, but 
the other two are ML i
There is room for about 10 
children aged seven to nine in 
the peewee division, bowling at 
10 a,m. Saturday. L Mrs.. Syd 
Whittie is supervisor and statis­
tician. .
The bantams follow at noon, 
ages 10-12. Mrs. R. B. Howe - 
and Mrs. Peter Stein are in 
charge..They would like more 
adult help.
Both leagues. will bowl as 
usual this week.
The Teen League, bowling'at 
8 p.m. Wednesdays, sometimes 
ias openings as members get 
jobs or become, involved with 
other activities. They have their 
own executive and keep points : 
the same - as , adult leagues. 
President is Mary Beres, -vice- 
president Donna EUchuck, sec­
retary-treasurer Vicky Fowler; 
statistician Danita Lischka.
. Supervisors are Mrs. George 
. Lischka and Don Fraser.
: During a' bowling clinic, 
adults showed teen-agers the 
best methods. >■t tamnoo. The remaining $800.-1 --- _ __ __ _ — ■
000 will be for more space in M
•‘srrirx,^ RllTLAND PAGE
600 students, about 70 more than |1V ■ HBouLB B ®11 wlifii
SS^&anTsSof th?s Including Ellison and Belgo Areas
should have, principal Donald PAGE 8 KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, THURS., NOV. 9, 1972 
Ennis told parents. -The two MLmmmmmmm
gymnasiums are being used by
srs Remembrance Day Services 
"Unless the referendum pas- ■ f
BsS-SSq Are Slated For Saturday 
classes will again boon shifts,” "
he warned. RUTLAND (Staff) — Like
Additinn* now are being made other communities across Can­
to both schools. They were to ada, Rutland and area will 
have been finished by Septem-1 pause Saturday to remember 
her, but the B.C. construction its war dead. The service here 
strike delayed work about three will be three hours later than 
months. In the meantime, das- services are usually held.
first. Wednesday of each month 
in the Centennial Halt
The Cenotaph was erected by 
the Women’s Institute in 1919 
or 1920 to honor men from Rut- 
and and Ellison killed in the 
First World War—Charles Ed­
wards, Lloyd McDonald, Oswald 
Pease, David McIntosh, Harry 
Clower, Charles Hereron, Er­
nest Hereron, Clarence Whit* 
taker, James Eastwood, L. R. 
Bull, C. K. L. Pyman, Frank 
Cownie, George Langstaff, 
George Monford, Fred Plow­
man, W. E. Schofield and A. 
Wigglesworth.
Names of Second World War 
veterans were added in 1950— 
Gordon Fazan, Basil Bond, 
Douglas Bush, Clarence HaH, 
John Hepton, Nick Schmidt, 
George and William Smith,
sea are being held wherever Most places have services at 
* «. H a.m., the time at which the pie 8370,OTO for Armistice was signed Nov. 11,
®ch®®£ includes gymnasium Hgig, between Germany and the 
aPJ A111®8- The Rutland service will
F® at 2 p.m. to allow people to 
attend tt® Kelowna one.the projection room of the gym- . . . .
naslum where the meeting took The Legion branch from Kel­
place. The art room is being owna will be In charge of the 
used as a classroom, and a parade from Rutland Junior 
Norn used to repair tractors Secondary School to the Ceno- 
has made into an art taph in front of Rutland Ele- 
room. The student council room mentary School. The Legion 
is being used to teach drama. Pipe band will also be present. 
There are particular difficulties Rev< Alan jackson, who re- 
withthis room, because it is ccnfjy became minister of St
ftir niocc.. Aidan’s Anglican Church, will libraryis used for classes give the address, with other 
W Cent Of the time, which | faking part in the xap.
means students have no access .^ce Wreatha will be laid bv to books for that time. The |™‘en£s™f vario u? 
cafeteria has become two class- Igroup^and todiridua^ 
"sSint. mu»t ut hmohe. taLPV beSL 
classrooms or outside. The jun- “J.80?
tor and senior schools have dif- SSS’SLijF
fereht lunch hours, so the gym-1 ® _°h®wler, Earl Pumphrey 
nasiums are used at all times. ®®d £®c^ Wanless, all veterans
"Unless taxpayers vote
the referendum, we’ll really be Rutland Chamber of Commerce, 
in- a bind,” commented school Mr. McLeod said no consider* 
trustee C. D. Buckland. The ation has been given to estab* 
other 82 million will be spent to Ushing a Legion branch here 
Improve facilities in other parts because this would take support 
of the district. from Kelowna branch. How*
Even with the $1,451,050 addi- ever, a unit of the Army, Navy 
tibn, the tax rate for capital and Air Force Veterans of Can- 
costs should drop a fraction ada has been started here, 
next year. District assessment ( Meetings are held at 8 p.m. the 
this year is estimated at $178
million, and about $12 million WHY HE’S THE COACH 
will be. added next year. Th® I RUTLAND (Staff) - Junior 
rate this year was 3,70 mills.INext year It should be 3.66 mills secondary school teacher Rob
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In effect 'HI 5:30 p.m. 
Saturday, November 10.
If the vote passes.
Mr. Ennis, a Kelowna native 
who came here in September, 
used the occasion to explain 
some educational philosophies.
Requirements for the voca­
tional and academic sections 
are "not as binding as they 
were.” Language and mathe­
matics requirements are differ­
ent. '
Grade 8 courses are not bind­
ing, since students are making 
the transition from elementary 
to secondary school. In Grade 9, 
promotion is still on a grade­
wide basis whereas, in higher 
grades, if students fail one 
course, they repeat it.
At elementary schools, Grade 
1 pupils are "top dogs.” But, 
when they move to junior sec­
ondary schools, they contact 
more students their own ages. 
They are only with their "home” 
classes five minutes a day, but 
mjx with ether students during 
classes.
He stressed the importance of 
teaching self-discipline. "No 
smoking” la the only rule that 
la rigidly enforced. This Is be­
cause the building la old and 
many classrooms have only one 
door.
Mr. Ennis would not force stu­
dents to change their appear­
ance "unless it was blatantly 
immoral,” he said.
Homework should not be en­
forced strictly for the sake of
smarter than the boys he 
coaches on the soccer team. 
After winning the Okanagan 
championship, the players car* 
ried their coach to the shower 
room and turned on the tap, 
but nothing happened. Expect­
ing the shenanigans, Mr. Clay* 




The Xerox 1860 
Copy Printer
• Takes Originals up to 36” 
wide on bond Vellum **r 
Mylar.
O Produces Copy to she or 
reduced to various slses. 
• Blueprinting.
• Fast, Efficient Service.
Our other services Include: 
offset duplicating, mimeo­
graphing, electronic stencils, 




15 years in Kelowna 
535 Lawrence Ave. 762-2547
Stop in and Visit Our
COPPERHOOD BUFFET
FRIDAY EVENING — 4:30 to 7:30 pan.
FOR A DELICIOUS, ROAST






RUTLAND {Staff) — The an* 
nual Young Canada Book Week 
is being observed Nov. 15*22 at 
the Okanagan' Regional Libr­
ary branch on Rutland Road, 
librarian Mrs. Michael Lord 
will Have a display ; of books 
for children. At1 p.m; Nov. 18, 
prizes will be given in the sum­
mer reading program.
After November 15, 
Canada Savings Bonds 
will cost you more because 










At birth, wolf pups are sooty 




Stunt SOMETHING GOOD TODAY
AVERAGE ANNUAL INTEREST TO MATURITY 730% 'vl
•J)
Count the features. 
Compare the price. 
Come see how you get 
more with a Kenmore
t'l
'ci
Clock-controlled dety/ooCik/M oven 
shuts Itself off automatically 
•Controlled variable broil lets you 
adjust the heat, not tho meat
• High-speed oven pre-heat 
•Infinite heat, llftout elements 
•Timed appliance outlet Minute 
minder. Pilot light Indicator
•Hi-styte. large oven window 
• See-at-a-glance, floodlit panel 
•Removableovendoor,drlpbowfeand 
storage drawer for easy clean-up 
•Multi-position, non-tllt oven racks 
•Non-splll, recessed porcelain top 
• Easy-rcach, top-mounted fuse cover
Deluxe Kenmore range
22998
Jha Jha Jr (92220) '—V * 
4
With self-basting rotisserie 244.98 (92320) 
beconjitor colors $10 (92222-4-6)
* 
»
Don’t spend another 
morning with your head 
In the oven!
Continuous-clean own deans Iteott 
aa you dook. Staya preaentably 








mmpMM-Seara: Ranges (21) Phon* BaqjdrtM: Kelowna 7684811.
You Shop Simpaont'Seort, Orchard Pork, Kelowna. Alto available through
Simpsons-Sean Catalogue Sales Offices throughout i.C. and the Yukon.
Personal Shopping Only Please! ONE DAY ONLY!
Friday, 9:30 a.m. to 9:00
VALLEY LANES
2.25Only
KELOWNA DAILT COCKIER, THUML. NOV, 8, Iffl PAGE
279 Bernard Ave. 
Phene 761-3575

















Sale Price ■> pr.
11 Moroccan ' 
Rebels To Die
RABAT. Morocco (Reuter) —I 
Eleven Moroccan air force men 
have been sentenced to death 
by a military tribunal for try­
ing to assaslnate King Has­
san are expected to appeal, 
th*'r lawyers said.
The court, sitting at Kenitra, 
Dorth of Rabat, passed the 
death, sentences on six officers 
and five non-commissioned pi­
lots at the end of a three-week 
trial In which 220 air force offi­
cers ano men were accused of 
complicity in the assassination 
attempt. . v j 
The, attemot was made Aug.! 
16, when fighters from Kenitra; 
air base attacked the Boeing J 
727 airliner In which King Has-' 
san was flying home from , a ’ 
visit to France.
43-year-old king was un- 
and.thp bullet-riddled 
landed ; safely at Raba 
. Bttf. at least eight per­
sons wpre/killed and 47 
wounded \ when other rebel 
fighters strafed the airport, it 
was officially reported.
The 11 meh sentenced to 
death by firing,-squad, apart 
from appealing against the sen­
tences, also have, recourse to 
royal pardon. King Hassan has 
reprieved a number oLpolitical 
opponents sentenced -to-death 
for plotting his overthrow.
BOWLING
meridian lanes.
Maple Leaf (7-9 pan.) Nov.
. 3 — women’s high single, Mar- 
lep Crumbly, (Alley Cats)-287; 
men’s high single, Sal Pilato, 
(Pinheads) 2919 (new season 
high); women’s high triple. 
Shirley Gingras (Alley Cats) 
629; men’s high triple, Joe Gi- 
rou (Girou’s Crew) 727; team 
high single. Alley Cats 1091; 
team high triple, Alley Cats. 
3138 (new season high); wo­
men’s high average, Shipley 
Gingras (Alley Cats3 209;, men’s 
high.average, Al McRae (New­
comers) 229. Team standing—-1. 
Lucky 13125; 2. Drop Outs 115; 
3. Pinheads 111%.
। —
> Monday Men’s, Nov. 8, «~ 
men’s high single, Dennis Nor­
ton 318; men’s high triple, Er­
nie Hurd 807; team high single, 
Rookies 1344; team high triple, 
Rookies 3653; men’s high aver­
age, Don Chmilar 240, Larry 
Wright 240; "300’ dub, Dennis 
Norton 316, John Voytilla 311. 
Team standings r- 1. Rookies 
191; 2. Pin Heads 151%; 3. J 
Vees 147.
1
1 Monday Ladies, Nov. 6 — wo- 
’men’s high single, Joan Simon- 
eau 297; women’s high, triple, 
Pat Arrance 692; team high 
single, Red Raspberry 1203; 
team high triple, Red Rasp­
berry 3245; women’s high aver­
age, Sharon Middlemiss 206. 
Team* standing — 1. Snip and 
Clip 460; 2. Hurricanes 42S-, 3. 
Rep Raspberry 429; 4. Night 
Owls 416.
i Tuesday B Flight, Nov. 7 — 
women’s high single, Marg Watt 
255; men’s high single, Bill 
Adam 304; women’s high triple, 
Jean Roelfsema 580; men's high 
triple, George Kozub 708; team 
high single, Victory Motors 
1215; team high triple, Merry 
Makers 3156; women’s high av­
erage, Jean Bachmann 189; 
mep’s high average, Bert Graf 
206; "300" dub, Bill Adams 
304. Team standings — 1. Shep­
herds Pizza 450%; 2. Rebels 
430%; 3. Rolling Pins 428.
I Tuesday A Hight, Nov. 7 - 
women’s high single, Donna 
Bailey 273; men's high single, 
Harry Klassen 298; women’s 
high triple, Mary Koga 667; 
men’s high triple, Harry Klas­
sen 662; team high’ single, Snip 
and Clip 1380; team high triple. 
Snip and Clip 3470; women’s 
high average, Gay Toole 221; 
men’s high average, Fred 
March 232. Team standings — 
1. Big White Ski 501; 2. Hep 
Catt 476%; 3. Prairie Chickens 
469%; 4. Snip and Clip 450.
| TOURNEY TIE
ACAPULCO, Mexico (AP) - 
Cesar Sanudo of Mexico and 
Allen Miller of Pensacola, Fla., 
matched five-under-par (67s) 
Wednesday and tied for tile 
lead after the first round of the 
845,600 Bing Crosby Fiesta in­
ternational golf tournament.
Sanudo played on the 6,782- 
yard west course of the Hotel 
Tres Vidas, while Miller turn­
ed in his 67 on the east course 
of 6,646 yards. Tied for third 
Elace were Don Massengale of 
fouston and Mike SUU of Ta­




Men.-FrL 11:36 a.m.-l:30 p.tn.
Includes: 
S courses, salad and din-












Wrap it up this Christmas 
with delightfully bright Christ­
man wrap. 10 rolls of assorted 







Nylon-stretch socks, with anti­
static, come in Black, Charcoal, 





Polyester pile trim, quilted lin­






Reg. 66c 3 p,1.27
Fits 100 to 150 pounds. All-Nude
with reinforced toe, runguard 





in tweed or vinyl
Reg. 39.98
Sole Price 32.97
For your seating comfort, bur 
handsome swivel chair, with 
styrofoam frame, chrome steel 
swivel base, rubber tips. Red 







For the festive season, choose 
from nylon or beaded fabrics: 
Gold, Silver, Brown or White 










nater-repellant wnrm-up pants, 
Ith fibre-fill Interlining. Side 







Sale Price k 5.97
“'«• Com- 
™el five
For the young sports enthusiast! 
Hockey goal with nylon netting,
I zlnc plated tubing.
Personal Shopping
One Day






Deflect air away from walls 
and drapes with magnltized air
deflectors. 10-14" size registers.
Personal Shopping: 





ale Price E. 2.37
I pound fruit cake, moist and








Set Includes 5%’ bar, 31” fluted
aluminum sleeve. 26-ptcce






To add to your collection, tall
lyllng with floral decorations,
gold color accents. Famous
Scoured Aran Wool
lor the Irish Look
Reg, 69c 2 ox, ball A A* 
338Sa1e Price .................
Knit up the "Irish Ixiok" In
knits, with scoured aran, pure 

















The KLO junior boys' volley- ' 
ball team, above, recently 
won the central zone champ­
ionship and will compete in 
the Okanagan Valley junior 
boys volleyball champion-, 
ships at' KLO Secondary
-School 
squad,
Saturday. The KLO 
along with runner-up
George Pringle junior boys 
from Westbank, will play
against six other zone repre­
sentatives from throughout 
the valley. Saturday’s play-
offs will be at the KLO gym 
from 10 a.m. till 4<p.m. with 
admission 75c for adults and < 
50c for students’: The , KLO 
junior boys, back row,' left 
to right, D. Hamilton (coach), 
R. Moroshin, L. McClelland,
Villas Trounce Bellingham 
Bruins Look For New Coach
VANCOUVER (CP) — Van­
couver Villas, led by three 
goals from Dale Constanzo, 
trounced Billingham Blazers 
6-1 Wednesday in British Col- 
> umbia Junior Hockey League 
■ action before about 475 fans. 
' Vancouver outshot Belling­
ham 51 to 39 and held them 
- scoreless until the final period. 
* Period scores were 3-0 and 5-0. 
‘ Constanzo opened scoring at 
i 5:44 of the first period and 
« scored the final Vancouver goal. 
' Other Vancouver marksmen 
i were Jerry Blanchette with two 
' goals and Rod Dyke with a 
' single.
‘John Stone was the Belling- 
■ nam scorer.
; Meanwhile, ,Chilliwack Bruins 
'of the B.C. Junior Hockey Lea- 
gue announced Wednesday that 
^general manager and coach 
I Orv Litchfield has resigned.
. No reason was given for the 
resignation.
Club President Otto Mammel 
will be general manager for the 
remainder of the season, and 
the club expects to name a new 
coach within a few days.
The Penticton Broncos con­
tinue to dominate the B.C. Jun­
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The B.C. Dragoons' J2 Club 
, held their weekly-practice on 
> Tuesday with a much better 
I attendance than usual of enthu­
siastic shooters. Prone and 
standing positions were prac­
ticed by those who are compet­
ing for CIL badges for these 
positions. A junior member. Rod 
’Alexander, was the latest re­
cruit to the younger competi­
tors.
I Only three targets were tum- 
ied in and Frank Preissl excel- 1 — J : Lu 2 a, Ski 4 . tile*led himself by turning in his 
best target to date which scor­
ed lOO-lOx, leading Ed Lyndon
wlth a tied score, but 7-x’s. Phil 
Legg brought up the rear with 
97-5x; A better attendance is 
expected at the next practice, 
Nov. 14 at 7 p.m.
Registration For 
Rutland Pucksters
R. LaRue, S. Hall, M. Welder, 
B. Ireland, J. Buckler (assist, 
coach). Front row, left to 
right, J. DeWinter, M. 
Braam, D. Beger, R. Person, 
J. Harland, G. Tozer, J. 
Fraser (missing S. Rupp).
(Courier photo)
Injured' Esks Prepare 
For Sudden-Death Tilt
EDMONTON (CP) — Edmon­
ton Eskimos spent about 
8250,000 more for players this 
year than in 1971, says general 
manager Norm KimbaU.
Of that total, included in an 
over-all budget of about $1 mil­
lion, more than $100,000 went 
directly into salaries for injured 
players as the Western Football 
Conference club faced an as­
tounding run of serious injuries. 
The rest of the increase was 
used to find and bring in re­
placements.
As the Eskimos prepared to
The Rutland Park Society 
*72-*73 hockey program for all 
district boys from ages six to 
18 will have a registration in 
the mall of Shoppers' Village 
Nov. 13 and 18 from 10 a.m. to 
5 p.m. Registration fee is $2.
Outdoor lighting is being in­
stalled, teams will be formed 
and league play will start as 
soon as weather permits.
Anyone wishing to coach, 
manage, referee or help in any­
way, please register, at the 
above times, stating your ex­
perience and position you are 
applying for.
brain after playing one game as 
an Eskimo. Doctors said his 
death was not caused by foot­
ball
USED 51 PLAYERS
In the juggling that followed, 
the unprecedented run of inju­
ries, the Eskimos placed 51 sep-
started ths season and Harrell 
came j£f the injured list in time 
to help Bell fill the vacancies 
caused by injuries to the regu­
lars. ■;
“Any club would be foolish, 1
meet Saskatchewan Rough- 
riders in the WFC sudden-death 
semi-final Sunday at Clarke 
Stadium, they could look back 
on 14 injuries severe enough to 
force a nlayer onto the 30-day 
injured list.
' The injured included quarter­
back Bruce Lemmerman, run­
ning backs Gene Foster, Sam 
Scarber and Calvin Harrell; 
linebackersi Jerry Griffin, Mike 
Lambros and Thurman Couch; 
defensive linemen Bon Forwick, 
Greg Pipes and Rock Perdoni; 
offensive guard Chip Kell and 
defensive backs Dick Dupuis, 
Mike Law and Harry Abofs.
Still disabled are Lemmer­
man, Scarber, Griffin, Couch, 
Kell and Abofs.
Lineman Dick Suderman died
arate players on the 1972 tester ■ 
—some of them two or three 
times. ■ . ' '
Kimball refused credit for the 
feat, although he was able to 
bring in capable replacements.
“We did what we had to do to 
remain competitive,” he said.
“You can lose far more 
money if you’re not ;n the race 
than you can spend trying to 
stay close.”
To the inevitable charges that 
the Eskimos have maintained 
an illegal taxi squad, Kimball 
said, “The rules don’t tell us 
how many people we can play, 
just how many we can prac­
tise."
His most valuable replace­
ment was running back Roy 
Bell, a former Oklahoma Uni­
versity star who lost out in 
training camp due to the im­
port-homebrew ratio.
“He’s been great,” said Kim- 
, ball. “That was our biggest 
gamble, to keep additional expe-
I rienced running backs availa-
think, to try and-go all season 
with two of that calibre,'* said < 
Kimball, “and any club would 
consider itself fortunate to have 
three.
“But we had four—and we 
needed all of them.”
Kimball found it easy to name 1 
the player toughest to replace: ( 
Forwick.
After the veteran Canadian 
all-star tore up his knee, im- > 
ports Gerry Shay and Tom Gayf ' 
and Canadians Bob Steiner- 
Howie Schumm, Roy ShatzflH 
and Suderman were tried.
“Suderman would have done ‘ 
the job for us,’* said Kimball.
REPRESENT CANADA
OTTAWA (CP) Wayne
Macdonnell of Vancouver will 
represent Canada at the first 
world invitational badminton 
tournament in Jakarta, Indon* 
esia, Nov. 12-15.
, The Canadian Badminton As­
sociation Wednesday announced 
the 32-year-old sedbnd-ranked 
Canadian would be making the 
trip because top-ranked Bruce
of a ruptured blood vessel in his ble.” Foster and S c a r b e r Rollick was unable to go.
I
1971 DODGE DART SWINGER
2 door hardtop
’3195
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Cash Bonspiel Held Recently
The third annual Mountain 3. Barb Steed, Kelowna
Shadows Evening Ladies’ Curl­
ing League cash, bonspiel--was 
held recently at the Mountain 
Shadows Curling Club.
Marlene Mamchur, bonspiel 
chairman of the ‘Mountains of 
Silver’ spiel presented each win­
ning team with their cash prizes 
and a silver dollar -medal to 
each member of the winning 
rinks. Following are the win­
ners:
A EVENT
1. Marion Radcliffe, Kelowna 
Marlene Mamchur, M.S.
4, Nora Reigh, M.S.
B EVENT
1. Gail Kilburn, Kelowna :
2. Jenny Ciceri, M.S.
3; Irene August, Kelowna
4. June McKenzie, Kamloops
C EVENT
1. Gwen Donnelly, Kelowna
2. Hazel Jamen, Kelowna
3. Alyce MacDonald, Kelowna
4. Gertie Glenn, Salmon Arm
CONSOLATION EVENT 
1. Una Long, Kelowna .
2. Doris Johnson, M.S.
100% GUARANTEE!
Kelowna Toyofa lakes the worry out of used car buying. We oiler a 100% 
Written guarantee on selected used cars.
1972 TOYOTA (ELKA ST
2 door hardtop
Orion red, black interior, 
4-speed, AM/FM radio, «|]U\ 
tachometer, 11,000 miles. V V / JP ■
1970 FORD GALAXIE 500
4 door sedan
Chrome pillar post pack­
age, 390, automatic, PS, 
Pd, radio. Ermine white, 
blue interior. Immaculate. ’2795
19)0 TOYOTA COROLLA
1200 4 door wagon
With 4-speed transmission, 
white wall tires, full rear 
door. 35,000 miles only. .. ’1595
1968 BEAUMONT
4 door sedan
307, automatic, radio, rear 
defrost, whitewalls. .......... 1195
318, automatic, PS, radio, 




Blue pearl, white vinyl top, 
383 automatic, console, 




rally wheels, black with SftFAr
white interior, beautiful /KUK 
performance car................. f Jr
1970 TOYOTA (ORONA
4 door sedan
1900cc motor, console, 
outomotic, radio, one- 
owner. Real clean................. ‘1795
KELOWNA TOYOTA
Hwy. 97N 762-5203
ONLY ATLAS BRINGS YOU 
A DEAL LIKE THIS:
Buy 2 Atlas tires from 
your Esso dealer and get 
a coupon for 20 gallons 
of any E&so gas. Free.
Any Esso gasoline— 
Esso, Esso Extra or Esso 2000.
Need more than 2 tires? 
You get more than 20 gallons. 
3 Atlas tires will get you 30 gallons. 
4 will got you 40 and S will get you 
50.
And you can got tho free gas with 
any combination of snow and sum­
mer tiros included in this offer, 
After you've bought your Atlas tires, 
you'll receive a free gas coupon in 
tho mail. Each coupon is redeemable 
at any timo in units of 5 gallons by 
tho dealer who sold you the tires. In 
total, you will receive 20,30,40; or 
50 gallons of any Esso gas free, 
depending on the number of Atlas 
tires you purchased.
SURPRISE! New lower prices Put your purchase on your Esso
on many Atlas tire lines.
Esso dealers have actually reduced 
prices on many Atlas snow tire lines.
Just ask for details.
*Those are the ATLAS Snow 
Tires to look for:
ATLAS Weathergard *'8”- 
for import/compact cars; 4 ply nylon 
ATLAS Weathergard MK.I- 
our host bias snow tire; 4 ply polyester 
/TTLAS Snowshoe Belted— 
a bolted snow tire at a low price 
/mas Weathergard MK.II-and 
/mas All Weathergard Beltod­
our best quality bolted snow tires 
/mas All Weather-gard Radial- 
our very best snow tiro 
’’’Also ATLAS Summer Tires: 
/mas Imp—for import/compact cars 
/mas MK.I-our best bias tire 
/mas MK,II—popular priced bolted 
tiro
ATLAS MK. IV—our ultimata stool 
belted tire
/mas MK.V Radial—our finest tire.
Not* Th* lotlowing Atl»» ti,*t «r* not Included 
In tlti* oll*r. Atlaa Wlnt*r Griptaf*, AtlM Stand- 
aid. Atlaa Grip**)*, Aliaa Big Gaddy, 
t.rh All** Ur* catrloa th* Imperial Oil guarani**.
Credit Card. Then choose the pay­
ment plan that suits yotir budget. 
Or, at many Esso stations, you can
use your Chargex card.
GET YOUR FREE ESSO 
GASOLINE WITH ATLAS 
TIRES.
OFFER GOOD AT ALL 
PARTICIPATING ESSO 
DEALERS WHILE STOCKS 




RAY PARTON'S - KELOWNA ESSO SERVICE
1506 Harvey Ave. Phone 763-4525
RUTLAND ESSO SERVICE
340 Highway 33 W. — Rutland, B.C Phone 765-5153











PRIME 1^11^, CTC ^>v't ,nsPec>e4' $1 dDIbI 0 ItVM J I v Can. Choice, Can. Good... Lb. I • V >
PRIME RIB STEAKS1.29
Butt Roasts if.
. Fresh Pork. Gov’t Inspected B ■;
Prairie Pork, Bone In lb. B
Steaks wq Spare Ribs
W Fresh Pork, Young and Tenc
Pork Butt .. lb. B W Whole Cut :...........................
der 89c
0D FILLETS Boneless Smoked Black Alaska lb. 89c 
LICED SIDE BACON «, plg 89c
Margarine West 100% Vegetable Oil 
Eggs Grade "A" Large in cartons. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FARMERS SAUSAGE ^’^“51^ « 89c
SPICED GOUDA CHEESE 10% off
COOKED MEATS 6 ^2 for 69c
BOLOGNA Fresh daily................................ By the piece, Ib. 49c
5 ibs ’1.00 Raisins S... s69c 4 . ’1.35
Flour Five Roses 20ib bM$1.39




Milk Powder 5XJ5E?-.. 5»»’2.59
Coffee Nabob Kadaiia Brand ...... Feature2 - ’1.49
Facial Tissue^”? 3(°’1.00
Stuffed Olives Gherkins, Onions or Maraschino Cherries,
Carnation. Kent Jars. 12 oz. feature
Oats Quick Cooking Robin Hood.
Orange Crystals
. 48 oz. ctn. feature
59c 
49c
Allen's Finest E . 7 Of
Quality . . 3J4 oz, □ pack / 7C
ARBAGE BAGS 10. p* 2 iot 99c
APER TOWELS Viva. Asst, colors .............. 2 roll pack 59c 
lOG FOOD Romper ................________  15 oz. tins 8 tins $1
ucnnAD rucccc NoraMiW’Mediura in®/ J1EUUAK MltEJC and Old ...._____ ........ Feature IV /OOFF
MACARONI AND CHEESE DINNER , ,Or
“Garibaldi”, __.......... ..... 8 oz. size v pkgs. “/C
INSTANT COFFEE ^:Uj"ou:e 
TEA BAGS
CANNED MILK 2% Carnation
WALNUTS X2^:.....„.......ANADIAN CHEESE SLICES pack ea 89c
ENDERFLAKE LARD by Maple Leaf 2 lbs.49C ^A..rrFUIDC “Hershey’s”
miY pnuinEDC in ti ^OCOLATt CHIPS 12 oz. pack
ELL I FvVVUEIw Royal, 6 flavors... 3 oz. pack IU for TUMA Chunk Light
UNLIGHT DETERGENT KS^a l79 -By..hesea-...............................
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.99 
1.49
.. tall tins 6 for LOO
......... 16 oz. pack 89c
.............. 57c:
6j4 oz. tin 2 for 89c
YORK BRAND SALE 1
APPLE JUICE York Clear ................L... 48 oz. 3 tins $1
TOMATOES Whole peeled ........—........28 oz. 3tins $1
ORANGE JUICE _ _ _ 1 2to 79c
PORK AND BEANS_ _ _ _ ,4 oz. 5 $1
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE 2 99c
WAN LIQUID DETERGENTM m. 2te 89c 
AORIC SOFTENERS . . . M.ra,Ca65c
AACARONI OR SPAGHETTI ir"„lc t“re pl6 39c
SALMON “Streamline” Brand ...
INSTANT CHOCOLATE TK
7)4 oz. tin 2te79c 
89c
SPAGHETTI & 101,0 Sauce 
GREEN BEANSct.choice. 
KIDNEY BEANSned... ....
14 oz. tins 5 for $1




DILL PICKLES “Carnation” ........
D A MTV LI AC E Double Mesh.
FAN I I nU3E One Size Fits All
...2 lb. ctn. 2 for 39c
32 oz. jar 2 for 89c
PEAS OR CORN Cream Style Corn.
14 oz. 5 for $1
York Fancy .... 14 oz. tins 4 tins 89C
PEANUT BUTTER York « «. Jam. Feature 99c
» Ml ITC ^lunched, Barbecue NUI d or Spanish.........
GON WHEELS
. . . . .  2 boxes 99C 
2 lb. cello pack 99c
RUBBER GLOVES TpSor price of one
2 pair 99C
1.49
by “Weston’s” .... 12s pack, carton 49c
TAOSDAklC Deodorant Pack 00*
IAHItUN) by Piaytez............. ........... * ___ ...—.. 30s pack 7 VC




CARROTS ” .... ... 5,bs 69c
"FEATURED FROM OUR IN-STORE BAKERY"
CRUSTY BUNSwhite or Whole Wheat............ 3 doz. $1 I
JELLY ROLLS Fresh Daily. Asst. Fillings.............. ca. 49c
FRUIT BREAD Fresh from our oven ................ loaf 39c
APPLE PIES Fresh from our oven 24 oz., 8 in. size 59c
GRAPES..., - . Ib. 39c
FROZEN FOOD FEATURES
PEAS, GREEN BEANS AND
MIXED VEGETABLES Frozo. 2 lb. .cello 2 pkgs. 99c
0RANGES,S:t‘k5„.89c SWEETPOTATOES ..
or Yams   ...................................... Ib I/C
BROCCOLI ™ spca„ lb 29c AVOCADOS size 35,........e, 35c
MEAT POT PIES oz. 4 for $1
3)1 Ib. bag 89C 
..... ca. 69C 
.... 2 pkgs. 89c 
. . . . . . .1.99
POTATOES S.^r;.v*.........
FISH AND CHIPSp"'k 
STRAWBERRIES nT sli“d 
IFE FDEAAA ^oca ^sst- ^avor* IVE VKkAIVI Gallon size plastic pail
EOPLE'S FOOD MARKET Open Monday to Saturday, 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.CORNER OF BERNARD AND GLENMORE - PHONE 762 3349 WF, RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
I
(■
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Taken By Ontario Labor Group
OTTAWA (CP) — Tough 
stands against strikebreakers 
and taxation privileges to cor­
porations have been taken here 
by the Ontario Federation of 
Labor (OFL) at its annual con- 
vention. •
The day also was highlighted 
bv re-election of president Da­
vid Archer, an attack by a Ca­
nadian Labor Congress official 
on opponents of- international 
unions and a confrontation be­
tween union members and a 
strikebreaking security guard.
was almost identical to policy
The policy statement on 
strikebreaking was passed by 
the 1,100 delegates after some 
speakers urged the unions to 
use more muscle on the picket 
lines to stop so-called scabs
espoused by the New Demo­
cratic Party during the federal 
election campaign. The con­
vention endorsed the NDP Mon­
day as its political arm. '
Delegates forced the deletion 
from resolution of a sentence 
that said: “Our fight is not 
with the corporations.”
The policy statement urged 
cancellation of tax concessions 
to companies and plugging of 
loopholes, full taxation of capi­
tal gains and reduction of per­
sonal income tax to stimulate 






ter) — The mayor of this 
French Alpine resort sent an of­
ficial letter today to the Inter­
national Olympic Committee 
offering to play host to the 1976 
Winter Olympics.
Grenoble was the scene of the 
1968 Winter Games and Mayor 
Hubert Dubedout said Wednes­
day he would be willing to pro­
vide facilities for the next win­
ter event if the French govern-
DEATHS
By THE CANADIAN PR^ESS
S t .■ Catharines, Ont.—R. 
Douglas Hunter, 74, a former 
chairman of the St. Catharines 
public utilities commission and 
member of the commission for 
the last 25 years, after a 
lengthy illness. |
Rome—Prince Virginio Fi­
lippo Orsini, 80, Duke of Gra- 
vina and member of one of the 
most ancient and noble families 
of Rome, of a heart attack.
Zaragoza, Spain—French
Consul Roger Tur, 67, after 
being badly burned in a bomb 
attack on his consulate last 
Thursday by three youths.
Complete line of...
Wood and Aluminum Windows
PATTERN GLASS, STOCK AND CUSTOM MIRRORS
Your most complete glass and window department 
Experienced staff to handle all installation needs.
KELOWNA BUILDERS SUPPLY
1054 Ellis St. Phone 762-2016
li i W av v ssw •»****' 
from taking jobs When workers 
are on strike.
The federation claims strike­
breaking leads to violence and 
longer strikes. Canada is the 
only country 1 of significance 
without laws prohibiting profes­
sional strikebreaking, the state­
ment said, urging pressure on 
government to adopt such laws.
The convention took an unex­
pected turn when one delegate 
identified a security guard at 
Ottawa's Civic Centre, where 
i the meeting is being held, as a 
I strikebreaker during the strike 
of garbage collectors here last 
year.
Delegates such as Jim Buller 
of the Toronto Typographical 
Union said corporations were 
running the Liberal and Pro­
gressive Conservative parties.
Mr. Archer and secretary­
treasurer Terry Meagher were 
re-elected to their positions, but 
Mr. Archer did not win re-elec­
tion without criticism.
Hugh Lennon of the Canadian 
Union of Public Employees, 
who opposed Mr. Archer, said 
the president would have to 
show greater leadership and in­
itiative in future.
Jean Beaudry, executive 
vice-president of the CLC, hit 
out at critics of international 
unions who have called for Ca­
nadian-based unions for Cana­
dian workers. About 65 per cent
ment donated the necessary j 
funds. i
The 1976 Games originally 
were scheduled to be held in 
Denver, Colo., but in a refer­
endum held Tuesday with the 
presidential election, Colorado 
voters accepted a proposal that 
no tax revenue should be made 
available to pay to: the event.
OPEN 24 HOURS
GUARD THREATENED
The guard was surrounded, by 
about 25 angry unionists and _ ____ o .. ...............
threatened, but violence was ters in the United States.
averted. , , ,,
A Civic Centre official told 
the guard he could not be 
blamed if he did not report for 
work today, the last of the con­
vention.
E a r 1 i e r , the federation 
| adopted a statement on unem­
ployment, taxation, and so- 
caUed corporate ripoffs that
of Canadian unionists are mem­
bers of unions with headquar-
MV. Beaudry directed his fire 
especially at members of the 
Committee for an Independent 
Canada, whom he called ivory­





with Every Gas Purchase
CIGS.
Pkg. of 20 47c
MOHAWK KELOWNA 
SERVICE





Single Junior ..... ............... .
(attending school full time)
FAMILY
Husband and Wife.......
Children under 12 ........
Students over 12 ........











DOWNTOWN OFFICE — 2813 30th Street — Phone 545-3618 
Vernon, B.C.
Buy now and have your passes ready and waiting for you on opening day.







A 76-year-old Indian, from killed while serving in the 6th 
the Saugeen reservation near Armoured Regiment in North-. 
Wiarton, Ont.,' will represent West Europe. Mrs. McLeod 
Canadian motherhood at the will place one of the five of-.
national Remembrance cere- ficial wreaths during the
NOV. 11 MOTHER
CHARGEX




Slmpsona-Srari: Slrreoe, TV’», (57) Phone I nqultle*: Keluwne 7G3 5S11.
Advertised Prices In effect 'til 
9:00 p.m. Fri., Nov. 10, 1972.
4 
,1
Park Free WMe You Shoo SimmonvSeori, Orchard Park, Kelowna.




resists moisture damage, 
runs cool.
Plume 76.3-54 7
mony in Ottawa on Nov. 11. 
She is Mrs. Mary Louise Mc­
Leod who lost two sons dur­
ing the Second World War, 
Alfred Joseph, McLeod, 29, 
was killed in Italy while serv­
ing with the Perth Regiment. 
John Joseph McLeod, 23, was
NO ANTIQUES
TAIPEI (AP) — Taiwan’s ed­
ucation ministry has decreed 
that foreigners may not buy an­






on Casorso Rd. between 




up with a stereo system so 
finely built,you’ll have to 
hear it to believe it
GENERAL
TIRE
whiter" m "silent SAFETY
CLEAT
• Deep, wide head. Peak traction,
lone, trouble-free mileage. Thou­
sands of gripping edge
deal angles.
s, 3 different
• 4 ply Polyester cord and Duragcn 
tread rubber . .
• (icar-likc traction block'. du; in,




List Price Sale Price
GOO-1? ......... 20.65 2i;oh
A7I1-13 . ............. 26.5.5 20.77
1378-13 ....... 27.25 21.09
C78-13 ....... .......... 28.15 21.88
1)78-14 ....... 27.50 22.27
E78-11 . ........ 28.40 2:1.57
1’78-l t ........ 30.8.5 23.31
(178-11 31.40 21.0.1
H78-I1 . .. ........ 37.60 27.11
.'am-ir> ..... 28.1.5 21.97
685-1.5 . 29.45 22.01
1'78 15 ........... .10.70 23.31
<178 15 . . . ....... . 34.50 24.63
H7R-15 38.20 27.11
$2.00 lAtrn
Oil 11 1) SNOW UKIS SI1G1I1I.Y HIGHER
GENERAL
IIO I ton \unne
CAVELL
TIRE SALES LTD
Now choose a handsome cabinet In your favorite 
style, get the finest stereo equipment for 
years of trouble-free listening. Dependable 
solid state AM/FM/FM stereo has automatic 
frequency control to lock station in, prevent 
drifting. 6 rotary function controls. Garrard 
2025TC 11" turntable has cueing lever, diamond/ 
sapphire needles and ceramic cartridge. 
Automatic power shutoff on phono. 6 speakers 
assure rich clear sound. Parallel type extension 
jacks. Tape record and playback jacks. 
External pilot light, 
it all combines into one of the best stereo buys 





£??AGE 1< KELOWNA DAILY COTJ1IE», THCT8., MOV. », 1W1
>;■ DID YOU EVER SEE SUCH BARGAINS AS LISTED IN TODAY'S COURIER WANT ADS?
WANT TO BUY OR SELL OR RENT — CALL 763-3228
1. BIRTHS 15. HOUSES FOR RENT
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne ScMt FOB SALE OR RENT. THREE BED-I’ SCOTT —. !■$»- W- --.
Barbar* Donkin) announce the ar«
Srival of Alison Mary, « lbs. 10 ozs., on 
October 30, 1972 at Kelowna General 
- Hospital. . *8
room house; two up. one In full base-
? r 2. DEATHS
“"fwONG — Passed away on November 
C 7th. 1572. Jun? Yuen Wong, aeed 78 
i .^ycan, late of the Stall Waters Nursing 
su'Home; Kelowna., Surviving Mr. Wong 
« "are bis wife, one son, snd 2 grand­
children, all in China. Funeral service 
71 J lor the Ute Mr. Wong was held from 
• <Tu;Day's Chapel of Remembrance on 
e Thursday, November fib : at 1:30 p.m. 
x.-Mith Pastor A. Fossev officiating. In- 
■■ ferment to follow in ihe Kelowna Ce- 
■>■’' metery. Day's Funeral Home is in 
*7 charge of the arrangements. 85
,-.:THE CANADIAN CANCEB SOCIETY 
cz-igratetully accepts donations tn memory 
of loved ones, to further research in
- .conquering cancer. Contact Box 10. Ok- 
"' . ■anagan Mission. Th, F, 8, U
meat, two fireplaces. Near school in 
RuUand. References required. $175 per 
month. No pets. Or will sell with rea­
sonable down payment and $155 per 
month. Available November 15. Tele-
15. HOUSES FOR RENT
TtvO BEDROOM DUPLEX. CARPORT. 
$150 per month. Kingsway Street. Tele-
phone 763-3986. u
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE NEAR Hos­
pital. No objection to one child. $150 
per month. Telephone 762-7988. ‘ tf
16. APTS. FOR RENT
DELUXE BACHELOR SUITE, CLOSE 
in. December 1st possession. Brockton 
Manor, 1831 Pandosy Street Telephon 
763-3685. ti
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE 21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
phone 763-3920. U
THREE BEDROOM. BASEMENT 
home with rec room. Two years old. 
$225 per month. Require first and last 
month’s rent tn advance. Available 
October 30. Lower rental to party agree­
able to tease; To view. 740 Ace Road.
Rutland. . . tf
THREE BEDROOMS - GLENMORE. 
Available for immediate occupancy — 
new three bedroom fourplex unit with 
basement and carport. Country atmo­
sphere—large play area—children wel­
come. $170 per month. Telephone 763-
3303 or 762-3713. tf
16. APTS. FOR RENT
ONE BEDROOM BASEMENT SUITE 
fully furnished, close to downtown Rut­
land. available immediately. Telephone
765*6087. If
.’■-‘•CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE B.C- 
. -r-Heart Foundation, Box 186. Kelowna will 
v be greatly appreciated and gratefully 
—-acknowledged.’' tf
FOURPLEX UNIT IN RUTLAND, 
only six months old. Over 1100 square 
feet of living accommodation offering 
two large bedrooms. l'A baths, patio 
doors to sundeck, air conditioned, car­
pet throughout. Call Harry Maddocks. 





Reserve your suite in this quiet 
spacious apartment, nearing 
completion.
♦ Studio, one and two bedrooms
♦ Some ensuite plumbing
♦Colored appliances.
TWO BEDROOM SUITE, PARTLY-FUR- 
nlshed, close to uptown shopping, Avail­
able December 1st. Telephone 762-0271. 
tf
FURNISHED ONE AND TWO BED- 
room units by week or month. Cable 
television. No children. No pets. Beacon
Beach Motel. 762-4225. tf
OPEN HOUSE
Friday, Nov. 10th
10 A.M. TO 4 P.M.
- 4. ENGAGEMENTS
PIDDOCKE - JEANS — Mr. and Mrs. 
- J. L. Plddocke of Kelowna, are pleased 
'■ to announce the engagement of their 
daughter, Beverley Margaret to Charles 
‘ George Edward Jeans of Francois Lake, 
B.C., son of Fir. and Mrs. Elliott Jeans 
ot Trenton, Nova Scotia. The wedding 
./will take place on December 22nd in 
: , Saint Paul's United Church, Kelowna
NEW COTTAGE TYPE. TWO BED- 
room triplex. Carport, carpeting, refri­
gerator and range. $135 per month in­
cludes water and garbage disposal. One 
child acceptable, good references re­
quired. no pets. Telephone Al’s Manor,
765-5578. 86
a
’.' ■-at 7 p.m, 85
NEW, DELUXE, THREE BEDRdOM, 
full basement, duplex. Feature walls, 
sundeck, carpets throughout. Close to 
schools, shopping and bus. Telephone 







AND VIEWING, CALL, 
762-0718
NEW TWO. BEDROOM SUITE, GOOD 
location. Only $140. 455 Holbrook Road. 
Telephone 765-8866 or 764-7290. Im- 
mediate occupancy. ?o
TWO BEDROOM BASEMENT SUITE 
for rent. Near hospital and Vocational 
School. Stove and refrigerator. Telephone 
766-2252, Winfield. 90
LARGE TWO BEDROOM, NEW APART- 
ment, over 1000 square feet floor area, 
$160 per month. Children welcome. 
Telephone 765-6670. 89
TWO BEDROOM SUITE IN FOURPLEX 
at 305 Cambie Road, Rutland, $115 per 
month includes water and garbage. Tele-
Marty Martin and 
Gordon Stuart 
in attendance.
Glenmore Road lo Dallas
RuUand. tf
phone 762-7021. 88
FOR RENT TO RELIABLE MALE OR 
"female, fully furnished, newly decor­
ated, basement bachelor suite. Tele-
tf
phone 762-8858 after 5 p.m. 86
5. IN MEMORIAM
JOHNSON —
Quietly and suddenly came the call. 
Her sudden death surprised us all; 
Dearer to memory than words can 
Ceff.
The loss of a mother we loved so 
well.
—In memory of Stella from her lov­
ing daughter and son-in-law, Dar-
lent and Bob Bond. 85
LAKEVIEW MEMORIAL PARK CEME- 
tery new address-- 1790 Hollywood Rd., 




Every Thursday at 8 p.m. 
3009 PANDOSY STREET 
W, Th, tf.
LOVELY. OLDER FOUR BEDROOM 
home; dining room, fireplace, base­
ment, garage, Hi baths. Abbott Street 
location within walking distance to town. 
Available December 1st. Rent $200. Tele-
Sutherland Manor
phone 762-4743. tf
SOMETHING SPECIAL! DELUXE 
three bedroom duplex, gas heat, double 
windows, refrigerator and stove. Full 
basement, landscaped. Available Dec­
ember 1st. $165 per month. Telephone
765-6686. tf
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX. GERARD 
Road. Rutland. Ba baths, carpets, re-
Spacious one bedroom suites. 





TWO BEDROOM SUITE AT 800 GLEN- 
wood Avenue. $150 per month plus utili­
ties. Available November 15. Lennie, 
Chalmers and Company, 762-0437. 86
LOMBARDY PARK APARTMENTS 
have a vacancy. Two bedroom deluxe 
suite. Available immediately, 1310 Law-
son Avenue. Telephone 763-5064. 85
UNFURNISHED TWO BEDROOM 
apartments. Close to Shoppers Village 






stove, carport, storage, 
dryer hookup. Available im- 
Telephone 763-5064 or 765- 
85
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY, TWO 
bedroom duplex with full basement and 
carport in Spring Valley subdivision, 
Rutland. $145 per month. No pets. Tele­
phone 765-5337. tf
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX; CARPET- 
ed throughout, full basement and car­
port. Near shopping centre in Rutland. 
Immediate occupancy. No pets. Tele-
phone 762;6715.. tf
FULLY MODERN THREE BEDROOM
THEATRE KELOWNA . PRESENTS -
•'Mister Roberts” a two act comedy-drama, in the Community Theatre, 8 p““e3 ,"i 65-7814 after-
. p.m., Nov. 9th, 10th and 11th. Tickets nopns >nd evenings. tf
available at Music Box,- at the door,, AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY, SPAN- 
avaUable at Music Box, at the door, toh 8tyle fourplex in Rutland. Two bed- 
Adults $2.00, students $1.00 ■ 871 rooms, l’,i baths, shag carpet. No
KELOWNA OUTDOOR CLUB HIKE IN d°Ss p!.efia,s?;,,ReferenCeS retlulrcd- Tel=l 
“Blue Grouse Mountain area. Meet at -pn°pe 763-6241. tf
westside viewpoint parking lot, Sunday, I nVO BEDROOM COTTAGE; STOVE, 
Nov. 12, 9:00 a.m. Telephone Les Falk, refrigerator and water supplied. One 
763-5909 for information. small child accepted. Good references
~~ i ' required. No pets. Rent $110. Telephone
11. BUSINESS PERSONAL p««355 »
v (ALL TYPES OF MASONRY WORK, 
I! (fireplaces, retaining walls, flower 
< .’Planters and stonework. CaD Sebastian.
762-7782. ti
NEW TWO BEDROOM FOURPLEX. 
available immediately. One and a 
half baths, sundeck with view. In West­
bank. $140 per month. Telephone 765-
5721, 548-3807 (Oyama).
tf
TWO BEDROOM SUITE IN RUTLAND, 
suitable for two bachelors. Available 
immediately. Telephone 765-8788.
W, Th, F, tf
THE SQUIRE
1760 ELLIS ST.
Now renting, spacious 1, 2 
3 bedroom suites. Ready 
occupancy Dec. 1st. For 
formation:
ROWCLIFFE MANOR: DELUXE ONE 
bedroom suite. Adults inly. 575 Row- 
cliffe Avenue. Telephone 762-8068. tf,
WINDSOR MANOR. UNFURNISHED 
deluxe suite available. No children or
pets. Telephone 763-7234. «
tf
,<FOR THE FINEST IN. PAINTING. I IMMEDIATE POSSESSION, TWO BED- 
;call on 2o years experience. Darnel room with firplace. $150 per month. 
Murphy. Telephone <63-4946. Half block from North Glenmore School.
12. PERSONALS





Phone 763-2029 or 763-2305 
tf
Franklyn Manor
New and spacious two bedroom 
suites, free cable TV and laun­
dry facilities. AU shag, electric 
heat, air conditioning. Babies 
welcome, no pets. Quiet loca­
tion, one block off Hwy. 33.
\l • nwm icq MMWIMW--- "write ATTRACTIVE THREE BEDROOM DU-r "T.UnbmS plex' fu" basement, on Highland Drive 
iswnw «? 7«JMMC |nTTOn?i»M south- N° petS' 5180
per month, available immediately.1,766*2107 is there a anniuDS problemin your home? Contact Al-Anon and Ala- Teicphone 763-3665. tf
Teen at 762-8615 or 765-6766. tf NEW TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX, BAR-
LARGE TWO BEDROOM UNITS, COM- 
pletely furnished, no children, no pets. 
Telephone 764-4221. tf
TWO BEDROOM SUITE IN RUTLAND. 
Close to shopping centre. $130. Tele-
phone 769-4320. 86
WANTED, WORKING GIRL TO SHARE 
apartment. For further details tele­
phone 762-3251. 86
WANTED: ONE GIRL TO SHARE SPA- 
clous new villa. Reasonable rent, tele-
phone 769-4974 after 6 p.m. 86
ONE BEDROOM SUITE WITH BATH, 
Rutland area, ideal for working man
or woman. Telephone 765-6494. 36
APARTMENT FOR RENT. AVAILABLE




Enjoy quiet, luxurious living In 
a completely fire resistant, con­
crete and steel apartment. De­
luxe suites, beautiful views.
763-3641
17. ROOMS FOR RENT
LARGE, HOUSEKEEPING ROOM FOR 
rent. Cooking facilities. Linens supplied. 
Abstainers. - Working gentleman. Pri­
vate entrance. Parking space. Telephone 
763-5180. ,, »9
FURNISHED LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING 
room, close to Safeway in Kelowna. La­
dies only. Available immediately. Tele­
phone evenings, 765-5276. 88
FURNISHED BED-SITTING ROOM 
for rent with kitchen facilities. Apply 
Y. E. Craze, 542 Buckland Avenue or
tf
telephone 762-2471. ti
Rd. and follow signs. Only $21,300.00. 1175 square feet,
2 bedrooms up and one down, rec room, sewing room, fully landscaped lot. Only
3 years old. This is a must to see. Clear title and good terrns. MLS. / '
APPLE VALLEY REALTY LTD
1451 PANDOSY ST, ♦ ♦ ♦ SERVICE WITH INTEGRITY ♦ * * Office Ph. 3-4144
KELOWNA 762-3713 ' RUTLAND — 765-5155
RESIDENTIAL
LOOKING FOR SOMETH­
ING DIFFERENT?—If you 
are tired of looking at stan­
dard designs see this one; 
its different—2 bedrooms, 2 
floor to ceiling fireplaces, 2 
bathrooms, sundeck on four 
sides with cement patio be­
low. Fantastic view of lake 
and city yet only 10 minutes 
from downtown. Located in 
West Kelowna Estates and 
priced at $32,900. Call Clare 
Angus at 762-4807 evenings. 
EXCLUSIVE.
NESTLED IN TALL TREES 
—is this immaculate 4 bed­
room family home in a 
choice Okanagan Mission 
location. Fireplace, patio, 
carport, sundeck, finished 
rec room, 2 bathrooms, new 
carpeting throughout and 
beautifully landscaped 
acre lot. You cannot replace 
this home for $28,500 and a 
low down payment. MUST 
BE SOLD! Call Terri Meek-' 
ling at 763-6657 evenings. 
MLS. ■ ~7 "
THINKING OF THE FU­
TURE? — If so investigate I 
this, attractive duplex in I 
rapidly expanding area with I 
extra lot oh main thorough­
fare. Present income $215. 
P.M. Tennants pay all utili­
ties. Financing to .assume 
8% - $125. mo.—Owner in 
poor health, must sell. Call 
Dave Deinstadt at 763-4894 
even. MLS.
122’ OF LAKESHORE — I 
$10,000—Only one mile from I 
city centre on Okanagan I 
Lake. For information call I 
Ernie Donnelly at 762-2558
, evenings. MLS.
DARE TO COMPARE — If 
quality and workmanship is 
important to you, then this 
is it. Seeing is believing. 
UNDER PRICED — 2 bed­
rooms up, fireplace up and 
down. Carport, sundeck. Call 
me today for full details. It 
won’t last. Call Frank Ash­




Large level building lot in 
good area, 100 ft, frontage on 
paved road and 54 ft. front­
age on lagoon which is con­
nected to Okanagan Lake. 
Most city services available. 
Owner very anxious to sell 
hence the low price. For de­
tails please call Eric Hughes 














262 Bernard Avenue 762-5038
KELOWNA REALTY LTD
243 Bernard Ave-
Blk. Mtn. Rd., Rutland
Kelowna
Main St,, Westbank
5.48 ACRE SMALL HOLDING — Naturally treed, view 
of Lake Okanagan. Very attractive acreage, with modern 
3 bdrm, home, _ double garage, sun-deck. If it is privacy 
your require with some elbow room, this property could 
well be what you are looking for! $9,000.00 will handle. 
Fritz Wirtz 3-5676 or 5-5111 for appointment to view. MLS.
THRIVING TAXI-BUSINESS—Only one in busy area, 
serving large district. If you want to BE YOUR OWN 
BOSS, this lucrative business is worth investigating, ' 
$5,000,00 to handle. For complete information call 
765-5111. MLS.
ORCHARD OR DEVELOPMENT — 19.50 ACRES. Fine 
view property on the Rutland Bench; with superb view. 
Machinery shed, sprinkler system, planted to popular 
varieties. Lends itself to a fine subdivision. Domestic 
water available. Bill Kneller has details, call 765-5111 
or 765-5841. Exclusive.
14.19 ACRES—In natural pine-treed state for ONLY 
$15,000.00. $5,000.00 will handle. Just 7 miles from Kelowna 
on paved Glenmore Road. For more information on 
this attractively priced acreage call Bill KrieUer 5-5841 
or 5-5111. MLS.
WINFIELD ACREAGE — 13^4 acres close to Wood 
Lake. Will sell 5 acres for $3,000.00 an acre and 8% 
acres for $2500.00 an acre. Property is fenced and all 
level land. No ARDA charges here. Call Fritz Wirtz 
3-5676 or 5-5111. MLS.
m dS^Vnmov’ed Hfchto pete™S
™u«dldl*d^operatorVv?itb ma'ny^yeM-s^ex- ^adatye'ephone 763'6139 anyj
.. perience. For further Information, tele- Ume~ 51a5 montn|y-_________ »
phone Helen Gray, 763-6512. tf TWO BEDROOM FULL BASEMENT
’ ’ ®eDUCE THE EASY SLENDOR RE- Sble® immXtelyn<i JwSw^X'h during Plan way. Eat three satisfying $15°
‘ meals a day. $2.50 and $6.00 sizes. At Telephon6 763 6126 Mter 3 p.m. one or 
--long’s Super Drugs Ltd., Rernard Ave- two cnllaren welcome. it
“ nue and Capri Shopping Centre. 85, 961 FURNISHED ACCOMMODATIONS FOR 
, , .RENO BCAA SUN/FUN TOUR! BUSES Sjjj3’A"sJrartaVemCTt“PsSiteRern 
, leave Penticton November II, 25 and 3™a’ ^'3® Golf Course
, December 2. Package $80. BCAA Travel Fr"?d d‘3l;%‘’",cay Kclowna G01f course
. Agency. 339 Martin Street. Penticton. rel°Ph°"« 762-2262.tf 
493-7016. M. Th, F, S. If DUPLEX: BANKHEAD AREA. THREE
' bedroom, basement, December 1st, $175 
n| ACT AMD FH11 Kin Per month.'Call Hugh Mervyn at Lake-
• L—__—_______ land Really 763-4343 or 762-4872 even-
REASONABLE RENI. ONE AND TWO 
bedroom garden apartments in West- 
.bank,_fiulet_area_with-riew7of-lake—Re­
frigerator and stove, carpeting through­
out. close to schools and shopping. No 
pets. Telephone 768-5875. tf
CENTRAL LOCATION — 1800 BLOCK 
Pandosy. Three bedroom ground floor 
suite In "Quadra Court" fourplex. Pos­
session immediate. References please. 
$145 per month. Call Lupton Agencies 
Ltd. 762-4400. tf
ONE HEDROOM SUITE, $140 PER 
month, all, utilities included. Close to 
Shops Capri. No children, no pets. 
Retired couple preferred. Apply Mrs. 
Dunlop, Suite 1, 1281 Lawrence Avenue
or telephone 762-5134. tf
LOST MAN’S EMPTY BROWN !.n‘!.L
87
leather wallet with Inside zipper, Mon- WO BEDROOM HOUSE, STEPS TO 
day, between Courier office and Royce I store, post office, and bus. $140 per 
Crescent. Reward. Please telephone 762- month. Stove, refrigerator and washer 
j 4628. 86 included. Apply Saturday. November
E£t LADY’S GOLD RING. ' FLAT U’ 1 ' 3 P'm“ 53O_Ely^~_____ 2L6
oval surface, engraved M.K. and G. THREE BEDROOM, FULL BASEMENT 
Vicinity of or In Memorial Arena. Re- duplex, city location. Rent $180. Avail-
ward. Telephone 762:7233. 85 able December 1. Post office Box No.
FOUND IN LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS ON "-y!?-3.!0...:. tf
Hudson Road. lour horses; two brown. THREE BEDROOM HOUSE IN RUT- 
two black and white. Owner telephone land. Close to schools and shopping
769-4185. . 85 centre. 8185 per month. Available Nov-
tf
AVAILABLE DECEMBER 1ST, TWO 
bedroom basement suite. $100 per month 
including all utilities except telephone. 
Electric stove. Close to Orchard Park 
on Benvoulin Road. Telephone 763-7837.
________________ 86 
TWO BEDROOM SUITeT'wALL TO 
wall carpet, colored appliances, cable 
television. Rent $150 per month, utilities 
included. No small children, no pets. 
Teicphone 764-4960.___________________ tf
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT, CAR- 
peled throughout, colored appliances, 
cable television, hot. water and heat, 
laundry, parking, garbage collection.
Telephone 765-8262. tf
ROOMS AVAILABLE (DOWNTOWN), 
with or without kitchens. Weekly/winter 
rates. Sorry, no children or pets. Apply
Inn Towner Motel, 762-2333. tf
STARTER OR RETIRE­
MENT HOME—Lovely well 
kept 3 bedroom home — 
laundry room and well built 
cooler on main floor, part 
basement. This home is situ­
ated on a beautifully land­
scaped lot with large shade 
trees, garden area, and 
priced to sell at $18,500. 
Bring us your offer. EX­
CLUSIVE.
WELL FURNISHED ROOM, SEPARATE 
entrance, linens supplied. For employed 
gentleman, day worker, Telephone 763-
2136. if
SLEEPING ROOM FOR RENT, WITH 
kitchen facilities. Prefer elderly gentle­
man, or working people. Telephone 763- 
3015. 86
SLEEPING ROOM FOR RENT. 
Gentleman preferred, linens provided.
Telephone 762-0069. 86
WHAT OFFERS? — Vendor 
says sell, sell—so brink your 
offers on this older 4 bed­
room home at 350 Woods 
Rd., Rutland. Asking price 
$17,900, but what do you say. 
Call Bud Dalley at 769-4875 
even. MLS.
40 MILE LAKE VIEW - 
Newly built on .83 acre. I 
Here’s a lovely 5 rooms with 
basement.’ Carport and cove I 
patio. Fantastic view to Pen­
ticton and Kelowna. Good 
garden and fruit trees. St. 
level driveway. Dream home 
for you. Price $27,900; Peach­
land location. Call Bill 
Campbell at 763-6302. MLS.
BUY OF THE WEEK—See 
this modern 3 bedroom home 
on a quiet^streetrLarge lot l 
with fruit and shade trees— 
well landscaped—good car­
port. Full basement, 14 x 30
DUPLEX — % BLOCK TO HOSPITAL! - Lovely 3 
bdrm home with furnished suite in basement. Please 
call Vern Slater for details at 763-2785. EXCL.
REVENUE PROPERTY ON .83 ACRES — BeautifuUy 
treed in excellent location. Seven, units fully furnished 
with central gas-fired hot water heating. For detailt 
and to view call Marvin Dick 765-6477 or Mrs. Crossen 
762-2324. EXCL.
OLDER DUPLEX ON BURNE AVE—Rustic setting 
bordering on Mill Creek. Family home with one su’ • 
for revenue. Be sure to view, call Marvin Dick. 765-6477 
or Mrs. Crossen 762-2324. EXCL.
WE HAVE 2 lovely view lots—one in Rutland on Toovey 
Road and the other in McKinley Hts. Get the details. : 
Call Mrs. Crossen 762-2324 or Marvin Dick 765-6477. MLS.
WESTSIDE — Small acreage with large home. 1.38 acres, 
— with small barn and corral—4 bdrm; honie, dverlooks lake.
Quiet, picturesque setting, yet conveniently close to 
highway. Full price, $22,700, Call Dick Steel 768-5480. 
MLS. •
rec room with bar.
price $22,950. Call 





18. ROOM AND BOARD
BOARD AND PRIVATE ROOM FOR 
lady in warm, comfortable home, close 
in. All household privileges. Available 
Immediately. Teicphone 762-6233. 85
GOOD ROOM AND BOARD, PRIVATE 
entrance and bath. Working person or 
student. $110 per month. Close to lake 
and downtown. Telephone 762-4971. 88
SUNVALLEY REST HOME. NOW AC- 
ceptlng guests, private and. semi-private 
with hath. For more information call
LAND AND ACREAGES
5 ACRE RANCHETTES — Only 3 left in the Ellison District. 
Low down payment and easy terms. Call Bob Clements 
at 764-4726 evenings. MLS. .
POTENTIAL COMMERCIAL PROPERTY
bordering two major highways 
to sell. For details call Frank 
MLS. (
9.33 acres
in Rutland area and priced 
Hauk at 762-4562 evenings.
765-9668. 86 EVERY ONES.DREAM 5 acre lots in the country,
No. 6 SHOPS CAPRI PHONE 762-4400
—' cat. vicinity Frances Avenue, telephone TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX, CENTRAL
763-7144. 86 Rutland. $145 per month. Available De-
< ‘.7-G7777;------zr.-;';'. —7-77777 cember 1st. Two children accepted, no
FOUND — SMALL BLACK DOG, HAY- pels, Telephone 765-8841. tf
man Road, Lakeview Heights. Telephone-----------------------------—- ------------------------------
, 76S-4527 after 5:30 p.m. 85 AVAILABLE NOVEMBER 1st. TWO
■---------------------------------------------------------- — bedroom newly remodelled house in
. . .a Rutland. Full basement, garage. No
15. HOUSES FOR RENT pets. Telephone <62-0718. tf
Foil rent! ilMMEDIATE OCCU- M°')KnI,?l lu,0”001'!.
pancy) 792-796 Wardlaw. INvo bedroom k’ .’J06 R'0*1 Valley, fifteen miles from 
duplex units, Soundproof, masonry con- !Vllan< on Paved load- lelephone 765- 
atructlon. Close to schools and shops. ________________________________”
Large lol with lane at rear with aepa- SPACIOUS. TWO BEDROOM I'OUR- 
rate garage and storage for each suite. pjcx unit; carpets, sundeck and carport. 
Tixldlera or teenagers only. No dogs Near schools. 1140 per month. Telephone 
Vlcaie! Call Lupton Agencies Ltd. 762- 7«n.G-»-j5 tf
4400. 89 ------ ..................  .. ................. ........ .------- T------
. FOUR BEDROOM. VIEW HOME. IN' Caq^ckU \1exriy1'dee^^^
Lakeview llclgtita. Hee. room, double |BII() area. $135 per month. Children 
'«<u nee. Available Immediately. $175 accepted, no pels, Telephone 765-.r>743, tf
per monlh. l-.rlk Lund 762-3IBU or Lund -- ----------- --- -- ----------- --- - ------
•nd Warrell Realty. 4« Bernard Ave, AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY, TWO 
763-41)32. tf bedroom tourplcx In Westbank. Ono
—______......— --------- - month free rent with six months lease.
TWO HOUSES FOB RENT IN RUT- Children welcome. Telephone 7611-5262. tf 
land. Aho duplex in Kelowna. Tele- —-- ------------------------ --------- —----- ---- -----
LOVELY TWO BEDROOM APART- 
nient, In fourplex located In Rutland. 
Wall to wall carpet and balcony. Im­
mediate occupancy. Telephone 765-8529. 
_ _____________________________ tf
SPACIOUS TWO BEDROOM SUITE~7n 
Rutland, available December 1st. Re­
frigerator. stove, heat, water Included. 
Only $145 per month. Telephone 765-
8167 or 764-7129. tf
BY WEEK OR MONTH, COMPLETELY 
furnished one bedroom units, Cable tele­
vision, telephone (direct dint) carpeted. 
No children, no pets, Cunnmara Beach 
Motet. Telephone 763-1717. • tf
COMFORTABLE- ONE BEDROOM 
apartment. Cable TV, stove and refri­
gerator. Heat supplied, < lose to down 
town. Telephone 702 0359 after 3:30 p.m.
__  tf
TWO ROOM. FUHNisHED, SELF CONI 
talned suite. Working person or couple 
preferred. No pets. Non amokera, non 
drinkers. Walking distance to town and
Capri. Telephone 762-6290. if
, phone 762-2127 during business hours, tf NEW THREE REI) 
----------------------------- -- —... ....— . ... .  _ t'srpcieu. full bascmci 
_ _------------------------------------------------------- »n Highland Drive bo
15. HOUSES FOR RENT »ibo uk-h ne 7 7
IPI.F.X
it. close to schools, 
peiN. Bentu 
i
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YOUNG WORKING MALE WILL 
share his furnished two bedroom dup- 
ex In city with same, approximately 
November 15. Telephone Al, 762-45311.
5 - 7 p.m. 87
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM SUITES, 
stove and refrlgera\nr, carpeted. Inter­
com and cable TV. l.ncated In Rutland, 
children weli-ome. no pets. Telephone 
765 GO7II or 765 6374 after p.m. 113
BACHEI.OH SUITI 






ROOM AND BOARD FOR WORKING 
girl nr lady in quiet home in Rutland 
area. Non-smoker. ■ non-drlnkcr. Tele­
phone 765-5746. 86
BOARD AND ROOM IN PRIVATE 
home, close to vocational school. Tele-
phone 7112-7419. no
Raved roads, irrigation water, close to schools—not too 
far from town. Call Fred Kyle at 765-8804 evenings. MLS.
DEVELOPMENT OF HOLDING ACREAGE - 21.88 acres 
of gently sloping view property all for $57,000—with $26,000 
down or make an offer. Call Ken at 762-0663 evenings. MLS.
REVENUE HOME - CENTRAL CITY
CORNER ETHEL AND LEON—Suites rent for $375/iponth 
plus owners suite. Good investment opportunity for couple 
to own their own home with revenue exceeding mortgage 
payments, or use hs family home with versatile rentals.1; 
Also good investment for possible future development in 
this area. Asking $28,000 with terms. MLS. Call Mike 
Jennings 762-4400, evenings 765-6304.
19. ACCOM. WANTED
YOUNG MIDDLE-AGED EXECUTIVE 
gentleman, new arrival, would like to 
share house or apartment furnished or 
unfurnished with same. Telephone 762- 
2232 <lnys or 765-7772 suite No. 37. ask
3 SMALL ACREAGES - 
Reasonably priced. Ideal 
orchard. Invest (or the 
764-4027 evenings. MLS.
Two 5 acre lots 
subdivision. At 
future. Contact
— one 6 acre lot, 
present in young 
Andy Runzer al





21. PROPERTY FOR SAL
RESIDENTIAL MORTGAGES—thru National Trust)
-Darryl Ruff 764-7536
SMALL HOLDING
4.52 ACRES. Pastures, animal sheds, pond, beautiful 
garden, shrubs adn 13 fruit trecse. 1,000 sq, ft., 3 bedroom 
house—excellent condition, double garage, root cellar, 
Irrigation system, cement swimming pool, fenced and 
cross fenced. Close in. Taxes $172. Price $38,500. Contact 
Roger Cottle to view now. EXCLUSIVE! Days 762-4400, 
evenings 769-4540,
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britftHitn home \M1h gataKr Close to 
Oiihatd P*ik on Benxouhn Hoad. >11(1
per month telephone 7617ID7. Fft
osi iinniooM house ion hem
m Itullanit Uulrt Iim aIImii 
* • . i h heat full tjslh 
luii.ionet a telephone <b






per month pirni nllHIiev Mhldlr-agcd 
Indy nr gentleman preferred. Telephone
ADVENTURE ROAD, 
RUTLAND-VACANT
Phone us for a showing on 
this smart 2 bedroom quality 
finished home. It has a lov­
ely brick fireplace in its 
family sized living room for 
your winter enjoyment, 2 
finished bedrooms and a rec 
room downstairs leaves less 
muss and fuss for mom. 
This home is in sjxitlcss con­
dition and vendor will look 
nt all offers. Listed at $26,- 
000.00. M.L.S.
Kelowna: 483 Lawrence Avenue, 762-3713 
Rutland: Shoppers’ Village, 765-5155
"ALWAYS OPEN SATURDAYS!”
NEW & COMPLETED NOW!
—Outstanding '/.j-ncre lake view lot.
—Quiet cul-de-sac street.
—4 bedrooms or 3 plus don—1,234 sq. fl.
—Large living room, brick fireplace and separate 
dining room,
—Triple plumbing with 5-piece main.
—Large family room, eating area in kitchen.
—Down payment ns low as $3,725.
Call Don McConachie at 762-4400, evenings 768-5995. MI .S.
762-743I or 762 0062.
LOVELY FURNISHED ONE BEDROOM 
Miltc. I,argi> rooms. 1200 s<iunr<* fret. 
Flrr|>l«c<-, prlvitlr enhance, middle nue
pirfrnrd. HrAsirnnbJp rent






















( rntrr Irlrphone lau U
ONE AM) TWO IIEDIIOOM HOUSE- 
Keeping tinH’i ( hit* lo hhoppmg und 
\o< allun*l St hool. Golden Sand* Hesoft. 
.11 >6 Watt Hoad lelephone <(</If
H ! I \ M’llMSHI U MIS UI IH 
kilchenetlra ( lo*e to all ta< lldir*. Iran* 
ptHlallnn and chopping ( hhimiihih a
Mil HVhKHI MASOH. < OHM,II OF l!l
< l<»»e lr» *h>'ppth<, qmrl
1 elephone < * OAr I
(»M IUD Bi DHOOM
hihhrn*. (hlldrrn find |>rl» ' 
xnv lot*' rale*, wrrkly or










“REDUCliD $1,800 TO $20,700!”
OWNER has MOVED and MUST SELL! 3 Ixl. is, ensuite 
bath, full basement, cai|x>rt, city sewer and atei'.
1st Mortgage $13,500 ”7';”.
2nd Mortgage $2,000 91///
Total payment “$140 P.I.T,!” Please call C.'liff Wilson at 
762-3146, evgs, and wknds. 762-2958. MLS.
LAKEFRONT ESTATE
STYLISH HOME, tastefully finished on 34-aerc setting at
Peachland. Property fronts on Beach Avenue and Hwy 97 
and has a small stream wandering through. Home has ii 
■ dining room, den, 3 Ix’drooins (1 ensuite), deck on 2
2 BEDROOMS 
LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS 
Phis a 2 cai' garage and its 
of a imique one-of-a-kind de­
sign. Built by one of our first 
clas!i contractois It offers 
the latest tn design and fen- 
tines. Quality is prevalent
ABSliNTF.I- OWNER MUSI BE SOLD!
One of the most beiiutlfnl family homes in Kelowna. 
Large and roomy, close to schools and downtown shop­
ping. (Inly 3 yrs. old. I’tofessionally landscaped. Vendor 
asking $40,000, For more Information on this listing 
please give me a call, Dale Brooks 762-3146, evgs. and 
wknds. 764-7338, MLS.
O.K. MISSION VIA AND NEAR S(’11001
throughout niui 
wonderful home 
and entertain In 
own a iM'tter
will be a 
Id live in 
for you will 
class home
than what is offered tixlny. 
Many wonderful built-lns and 
different designing make 
Illis a, must to seo. Listed nt 
$:i3,5OO (Ml, M l. S
ROYAL TRUST













If you could sit this lovely, nil finished, 4 Ixlirn. home 
with rec room, large covered sundeck and 3 pee. plumb­
ing off muster Ixlrm,, fireplace, and other fine features, 
you would ngree Hint it Is really one of the Iwst buys 
for $34,900 with excellent terms, ('nil Harry Hist nt 762- 
3146, evgs. and wknds, 764-7221, MLS.
POTI NHAI. ( ()MMI RCIAI. OR INDUSTRIAL
250 fl, of frontage on Hwy. 97. I 23 acirs clo-.c to Hwy. 
33 This v.ilmil>lc )>io|x'itv is pihid light. For foil <le- 
tuils call Mcl Itussfll at <62-2146. evgr. anil wknds 769- 
4(09. MI.S.
7(i? 0<19 .I,i< k Kia 762-3015
LTD. 
(197?)
51.1 BIJtr.AItl) ,'A1. PHONE it.? 3116
sides and many built-ins. Living room and unfinished rec 02-2134 
room have natural stone fireplaces. A very Ingenious 1 ' 
4th bedroom for a Ixiy must bo seen to be appreciated. 
Separate A-frame artist’s studio Included. Could bo rent­
ed or used ns gallery, etc. Adjacent to Peachland Yacht 
Basin and commands wide-angle view. I’Till price $48,900. 
Contact linger Cottle 762-4400, or evenings 769-451O for 
pnrticnlais or ap|x>lntment. MI.S,
Lund & Warren
Realty Ltd
OPI N IO OH I RS
On this brand new 4,4?O sq. foot lommeninl bulldog. 
Good invr.'tmenl, excellent irtuins on yoin money Ite- 
•lured to $79.5oOo<>, For «!<■! ;< 11*., < all Olive lto.%, d;.\«., 
3 4932 or evenings, 31573. M.L.S.
vi a sizi D I or
Bouvhene [toad, Westside. Only n few minutes from 
downtown Kelowna. I’icseidiy in onhaid. Goon mm ..ml 









Gent KiImi 3 1387
763-49.12 A
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE 21. MtOMtTY fOR SALE 21. PROPERTY FOR SALE KELOWNA DAILY COXJBIER, THTJRS., NOV. 9. 1972 PAGE IS
EXECUTIVE BUNGALOW: Adjacent to the beach on an 
acre of beautifully treed and landscaped property at 
Okanagan Mission, this lovely big bungalow contains 2,000 
sq. ft of gracious living area plus a big open concrete 
patio overlooking a fish pond and fountain waterfall. It 
contains 28’ living room, stone fireplace, dining room, 
electric kitchen with eating area, utility, three bedrooms, 
double plumbing, shag carpeting, panelled den, twin oil 
furnaces, slate entrance, garage and carport. MLS. 
For full details and an appointment to view call Bill 
’ Gaddes at 2-3227 or eves. 24237. Priced at $59,500 with 
reasonable terms.
LAKESHORE ACREAGE: 35.29 acres of Prime Lakeshore 
—10 minutes from downtown Kelowna. Proposed sub­
division plans available at listing brokers office. $157,000 
with terms. MLS. For appointment to view, please con­
tact Tom Glendinning eves. 3-5114. ,
BLUEWATERS: This 3 year old, 3 bedroom bungalow 
deserves your attention. A beautiful lawn, earport with 
a concrete driveway and nearness to the lake make this 
one of the better buys in Peachland*. Priced at $23,500. 
Please call Gary August 4-7136 to view this. MLS.
ON SEWER AND WATER
In Rutland, new split entry home situated In the Spring 
Valley area. Colonial styled finishings, carpet throughout, 
presently under construction. Absolutely no septic 
problems—on sewer. Choose your own finishings. N.H.A. 
financing. Priced at $23,900.00.
SPACIOUS FAMILY VIEW HOME ON BOUCHERIE 
MOUNTAIN
3 bedroom home on Boucherie Mountain in Lakeview 
Heights. Carpeting throughout, 2 old brick fireplaces, 
ensuite plumbing, covered sundeck, presently under 
construction—hurry and choose your own finishing. An ' 
excellent family home at $31,500.00.
CHOICE LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS LISTING
A fantastic view is yours from this lovely ,2 bedroom 
charmer, large living room and dining room with wall to 
wall carpet, fully developed basement, attached garage, 
very large lot with fruit trees. All for the low asking 

















Harold Hartfield 5-5080 Ed Wahl 94480
Harris MacLean 2-5417
Len Neave FRI. R.L (B.C.) Real Estate-Appraisals 5-5272
Orchard City
5.85 ACRE ORCHARD; Could 
be developed into good coun­
try estate. Orchard is full 
bearing Macintosh. Numer­
ous good building sites with 
excellent view. This could 
be a good holding for the 
person who wants a part 
time orchard. Vendor is ask­
ing $21,000. Call Alan Elliot 
at the office or evenings at 
3-7283. MLS.
3 BEDROOM FAMILY 
HOME: Immaculate condi­
tion, beautifully landscaped, 
large garage and sundeck, 
close to shopping. Call Einar 
Domeij at the office or even­
ings at 2-3518. MLS.
SMALL HOLDING: Over 8 
acres of level bottom land, 
good year-round creek run­
ning through the property. 
On paved road, walking dis­
tance to shopping centre and 
schools. Vendors are asking 
$25,000 with half cash, bal­
ance over 10 years. Call Alan 
Elliot at the office dr even­
ings at 3-7283. Exclusive
Joe Slesinger _____  2-6874
Ben Bjomson ...____ 94221
Residential Appraisals —
G R. Funnell, 
R.I. (B.C.)
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
LARGE EXECUTIVE LOTS 
Beautiful country setting. Pri­
vate docking and beach avail­
able to property owners. Govt, 
approved water system. 2% mi. 
from Winfield Shopping Centre. 
Up to $2,500 discount till Dec.
24. PROPERTY FOR RENT
31. PHONE 766-2640. tf
2
BY OWNER
br. house near shopping
centre, Kelowna. Full bsmt., 
garage. F.P. $18,000. Cash to 
mtge. 6%. C-3 zoning.
PHONE 762-7705 80
CHOICE MISSION LOCATION 
Swalsland Road between Sar- 
sons and Eldorado. Executive 
3 and 4 bedroom hew homes 
designed and built by 'Brome. 
Luxury and c o n v e n I e nee 
throughout. Priced from $38,- 
000. BROME ESTATES LTD.,
OFFICE SPACE 
. FOR RENT 
— Newly renovated—
2 offices and reception area 
— air conditioned
— wall to wall carpet
— inset lighting
— all utilities except light and 
telephone included
— downtown Pandosy Street
25. BUS. OPPORTUNITIES
GOING INTO BUSINESS OR RE-LO- 
eating? Here is your opportunity — wo 
may have Just what you've been look­
ing for. This fine eleven year old 
building has 2,000 square feet down 
plus 1500 square feet living quarters in­
cluded. Located in the desirable Shops 
Capri area. Reasonably priced with 
excellent terms. For full particular* call 
Hllrry Rist of Wilson Realty, 762-3146 or 
764-7221. MLS. g?
DURACLEAN RUG AND UPHOLSTERY 
cleaning franchise for sale in Pentic­
ton. Good potential. Telephone 4930389 
or write Duraclean Rug nnd Upholstery 
Cleaning. 3054 Paris Street, Penticton. 90
764-7126 98
Midvalley Realty
429 Hwy. 33 West — Rutland Phone 765-7704
APARTMENT SITE! BUILDERS ATTENTION! We have 
listed property on Rowcliffe Ave. Already zoned for this 
use. Priced at only $31,300.00. Phone Midvalley Realty 
Ltd., 765-7704. MLS.
DEEP SHAG CARPETS THROUGHOUT, in this 1100 sq. 
ft. home. Full basement with nice big rec. room, 2 large 
bedrooms and good sized sundeck. This home is m 
Mountainview Subdivision. Asking price $20,900.00. For 
more details call Midvalley Realty Ltd., 765-7704. MLS.
$1,500.00 DOWN PAYMENT, takes this cute one bedroom 
home in Shops Capri area. Total investment only $9,950.00. 
Owner will take balance by a low monthly payment. Call 
Midvalley Realty Ltd., 765-7704. MLS.
1.58 ACRES AT THREE FORKS. Right on Highway 33. 4 
bedroom rustic type home 1,900 sq. ft. on floor. Large 
garage. Vendor absent, wants quick sale. Only $16,900.00 
-with $7,400.00 down. Key at bur office. For more informa­
tion call Midvalley Realty Ltd., 765-7704. MLS.
EXCLUSIVE LOCATION — 40 unit apartment, surrounded 
by park like atmosphere, 100% occupied. One and only 
apartment built on over 3 acres of land fully landscaped. 
Plenty of privacy. All units air-conditioned, patios, carport 
— for all cars, driveways paved. A good investment with 
very little work. Phone Gaston Gaucher at 2-5030, or evgs. 
at 2-2463. Excl. ,
NESTLED IN THE PINES! — Brand new 3 bdrm. "Good- 
Looking” Colonial home, situated in Caramlllo Hts. A 
■wonderful buy at $29,950! Try $3,000 down pymt. For details 
and to view, please phone me, Olivia Worsfold at 2-3895 
evgs. or 2-5030 days. MLS.
EXCELLENT BUY at $23,950 — Located in City and near 
schools. 3 bdrms., on main floor, excellent family home 
with full bsmt, partly finished. 2 fireplaces, sundeck and 




HURRY AND PICK YOUR COLORS 
on this new ' three bedroom home, fea­
turing a large sundeck and patio 
doors, luxury broadloom In living room, 
hall and master bedroom: double win­
dows; . roughed in plumbing in base­
ment and quality built throughout. Full 
pric is only $21,995 with just $785 
down - (With $1,000 B.C.. Grant) to an 
844% NHA mortgage.' For aU the de­
price is only $21,995 with just $785 
6066 or Crestview Homes at 763-373?.
CALMELS CRESCENT. ATTRACTIVE 
three bedroom home featuring a double 
carport, fenced and landscaped, 1% 
baths, double fireplace, broadloom in 
living room. haU and master- bedroom, 
double windows. One block to school 
and country club. Terms can be ar­
ranged to suit buyer. Please call Crest-, 





•' Al. Horning ..... 
(Richard Gentille
762-7607 Ken Alpaugh .
. 765-5090 Otto Graf-----
765-7955
Gordon Davis





3.77 ACRES — Only 2 miles from the city; 2 acres under 
irrigation; domestic water; nice 2 bdrm, home; large 
kitchen with eating area; WW in LR; carport; bam, 
shed, and lots of trees around the house. Full price 
only $25,900. Call Lloyd Bloomfield eves 2-3089 or days 
2-5544. MLS.
A GOOD INVESTMENT—A nice little 2 bdrm, home on 
1% acres of land that could be subdivided into 4 additional 
—lotsr-WW carpet in LR; only-$21,500.-Call John Driedger 
eves; 762-8939 or dayse 2-5544. MLS.
SOUTH SIDE—A lovely family home; 3 bdrms; built tn 
china cabinet; ceiling to floor fireplace; bright kitchen 
with eating area, plus 2 bdrm revenue suite completely 
furnished to help pay the morig e; vendor will consider 
Mobile Home on trade. To view, call Betty Elian eves. 
9-4397 or days 2-5544. MLS.
OUR BEST ORCHARD BUY — 26.86 acres with a 
modern 4 year old home; 1700 sq. ft.; new machine shed 
26x44; equipment; a well kept orchard just coming 
Into the peak of production; has been a consistent pro­
ducer with a 4 year average of $23,500.00. Asking price 
$85,000, with $30,000 down. Call George Silvester eves. 
2-3516 or days 2-5544. MLS.
Okanagan Realty
551 Bernard Ave. LID. 2-5544






Mike ChcpcsuHc ... 4-7264
"Trading Dollars Unlimited"
WE CO-OPERATE WITH ALL BROKERS
MORTGAGE PROBLEMS? 
Builder will sell this really 
nice 3 bedroom, full bsmt, 
home for a low down pay­
ment, and carry the mort­




treat and buy a 
Harry Lee 765-
VERY CLTAN - 3 BDRMS. 
Ono owner since new, very 
well maintained. Recently 
added: New furnace, BW 
tank, and roof, FP only $17,- 
500 including stove and 
fridge. Located N. KeloWa at 
Pheasant and Coronation. 
Call Eric Friesen 762-8730 or 
708-7900. NRS.
ONE ACRE —- 4 BEDROOMS — Just listed, small holding.
just over I acre of land in Rutland. Bring your horse, etc. 4 
bedroom, older house, large carport, dining room and kitchen. 
Extra building on property, Financing is open. Heal value for 




536 Bernard Ave. Phone 763-700Q.
Regatta City
REALTY LTD.
HANDYMANS A Lt'.lc elbow
sparkle up this p.uUy furnished .' In . home. Lar,a- lot. 
fitul tiers mill only 2 blocks- to Capti Centre. Give us 
a call noa on this one. Blit Woods, oilice 2-2<3‘.( or eve.
34!»31. MIS,
? 3571 licit Radke 1W1
2TO Heitumf A'.






O.K. MISSION VIEW ACREAGE: 50.95 acres located only 
minutes from downtown Kelowna!! Suitable for sub­
division into small ranchette holdings or agriculture. One 
of the few remaining larger parcels of land. Panoramic 
view of the lake and city. For further details contact 
Murray Wilson at 34343 or 4-4047 evenings. MLS.
OKANAGAN LAKESHORE PROPERTY: Investigate this 
new listing located on Hobson Road with 90 feet of beau­
tiful gentle sloping sandy beach. Home consists of 2200 
sq. ft. main floor plus basement almost fully completed. So 
many extras it’s worth a call, some including double car 
garage, large boat dock, beautifully landscaped, plus, plus, 
clear title with vendor considering reasonable terms to the 
-right party, not many available on the lake — for further 
particulars please contact Jim Barton at 34343 or 44878 / 
evenings. MLS.
Hugh Mervyn 24872 Dennis Denney 4-7581






* 8.34% N.H.A. Mortgages
* $147.55 (P.I.) per month.
* Carports • Full Basements
♦ Wall-to-wall Carpets.
♦ Custom Kitchens
* Full price from $20,500.00 to $24,900.00.
2 and 3 Bedroom Homes
Quiet area in Rutland near schools. Full basements, 










for retirement or a good starter home. Natural gas heat, 
For sale by owner, older three bedroom home, suitable 
most economical I Close to downtowh and all conveni­
ences. ASKING ONLY $14,50011 To view, drive by 1766 





— Five 3 bedroom houses 
under construction.
— Ruy now nnd choose 
your enrpeting and 
lighting fixtures.
— Also view lots and 
VLA size lots for sale.
DOWNTOWN 
KELOWNA
■ - 3 bedroom NBA houses 
available now. W w 
carpet, l’a baths, car­
port, patio, fireplace 
and many other extras.
Al.SO CUSTOM BUILDING 



















We can divide to suit tenant. 
Facing Valleyview Rd., Rut­
land. Ask for Mr. or Mrs. 
Patterson
MIDVALLEY REALTY LTD.
429 -Highway 33W, Rutland
Phone 765-7704
tf
28. PRODUCE AND MEAT 
APPLES — POLISHED McINTOSW^ 
Spartan and Delicious from cold storage J 
at $3.00 and $2.00 per apple box. Please | 
bring your own containers. Okanagan 
Packers Co-Operative Union. 1351 EUta 
Street, Kelowna, B.C. T, Th, S. tf 
CITRON. SQUASH. (ACORN, HUB- 
bard and Buttercup); marrow*. Some 
at reduced prices. Also carrot*. On our 
organic farm, next to Mission Creek 
School, KLO Road. Telephone 762-6210.
MACS. RED DELICIOUS AND SPAR, 
tans. $1.25 per box and up. Please bring 
your own containers. Telephone evening* - 
765-571X tt
APPLES IN LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS. 
Turn left at Shell Station (Hwy 97S) 
onto Boucherie Road. Drive one mile.
N. Toeva Orchards. 769-4108 noon-4 p.m.
' ■ ■ ■_________  ; ■ ■ - tf
D'ANJOU PEARS, $2.25 AND UP. hED 
and common Delicious apples $1.50 and 
up. One half mile East of Okanagan 
College on KLO Road. A. Frank. Tele-
phone 762-6616. Th. S. tf
HOLLYWOOD HEIGHTS-
RUTLAND
Where we have the largest 
selection of new homes in 
the Valley.
2 and 3 bedroom models with 
full basements and some 
with fireplaces.
Down Payments as. low as 
$1,054 — 8%% interest rate.
No second mortgage 
' required.
Come and see our fully 
furnished display home on 
Aquarius Rd.
OPEN DAILY FROM
2 P.M. to 5:30 P.M. 
except Sundays.




1975 Harvey Ave. 
Office: 762-9928 
Eves.: 762-3465 - 7644737
tf
DO YOU WANT SECURITY AND 
equity In an attractive new home, drop 
in and discuss your pla-'S. We have one 
new two bedroom house completely fin­
ished. Priced at 820,850. Also N.H.A. 
houses in construction available with low 
down payments. Braemar Construction 
Ltd. Builders in Kelowna since 1962. 
Office 154 Stetson Motel. Telephone 762- 
0520 evenings, 762-0956 or 763-2810. tf
QUALITY BUILT ATTRACTIVE THREE 
bedroom duplex, 1280 • 1282 .Morgan 
Road. Rutland. Sound - proof dividing 
wall, wall to wall carpets, large closets, 
stoves, refrigerators, washer and dryer 
hook-up. carports and storage each side. 
Full price $31,000. For appointment to 
view please telephone 765-8966 after 6
p.m, u
CLOSE IN DUPLEX. SIDE BY SIDE, 
two bedrooms each, full basement, 
newly decorated Inside and out and 
lovely grounds. Rent exceeds mortgage 
payment by over $100.00. Close to down­
town, Capri, schools and churches. Also 
has double garage. Very sound- invest­
ment. Call -763-2898 on weekend for fur­
ther information. 86
EXQUISITE! COME AND SEE IT! 
1040 square feet, two bedroom, full 
basement, chalet entrance, double 
fireplace, lots of panelling, all cedar 
siding exterior. Pick your colors and 
carpeting soon. Over 400 square foot 
sundeck with'panoramic view. Lot 13, 
Scotty Creek Road. Telephone .765-6686. 
____'      85
40 SUITE APARTMENT GROSSING 
FOR TRADE OR SALE! THREE BED- 
room full basement home in Hollywood 
Dell. Will take your lot or paper to value 
of $4,500 as down payment, or will 
carry second mortgage to reliable pur­
chaser. Payments are only $149 P.I.T. 
Telephone. 762-7607 evenings. 85
ONLY $4,350 DOWN — WITH PAY- 
ments of $161 P.I.T., buys this three 
bedroom home with detached garage, 
workshop, and double lot. Close to town 
and , schools. Fruit trees and garden. 
Well-decorated. Call Orlando Ungaro at 





Home will be open every Tues., 
Thurs., Fri., Sat. and Sun., 
from 2 to 6 p.m. Take Hwy. 33 
to Dougall Rd. So., and follow 
to Hollywood Heights, where we 
nave a great selection of homes 
and lots. NHA mortgages from 
For more details call





View over Golf Course 
Modern three year old home — 
two bedrooms up, one down. 
High beamed ceilings, wall to 
wall carpets, sundeck front and








TO FULL PRICE 
()!• $(15,000.
Wall Io wall, i 














DOWNTOWN KELOWNA, MAIN FLOOR 
office space for rent, 2.000 or 1,000 
square feet, includes private parking 
space. Newly renovated and air con­
ditioned. Pandosy Street. Telephone R.
G. Phelps, 762-5434. tf
NEW, AIR CONDITIONED, SECOND 
storey office space available. $3 a square 
foot. Contact A Salloum at. 762-5544. 88
OFFICE SPACE AT WINOKA TER- 
race on Highway 97, Winfield. Telephone 
766-2790. T. Th, tf
25. BUS. OPPORTUNITIES
FRANCHISE FOR SALE. KENTUCKY 
style chicken. For information write
SAVE ON MEAT1 21% LBS. FOR $151 
32 lbs. for $25: ideal for refrigerator 
freezers. Telephone 765-7188. Prokay
Meats. tf
GOOD QUALITY McINTOSH APPLES 
for sale. Close In. Please bring own 
containers. Telephone Rex Marshall, 1841 
High Road, 762-3298. T, F, S, tf
GOLDEN DELICIOUS APPLES. $2.00 
per box, please bring own containers. 
Telephone 762-7012. tf
McINTOSH. / SPARTANS ANP RED 
Delicious apples. Bring your own con- 
tainera. Telephone 762-8055. ' tf
GOLDEN AND RED DELICIOUS 
apples, also Spartans. $2.50 per box, 
your container. Telephone 765-5830. tf
GOLDEN AND RED DELICIOUS. S» 
per box. Will deliver anywhere in 
town. Telephone 762-8283. > 86
28A. GARDENING
WELL-ROTTED COW MANURE. 83.00 
per yard. Five yard minimum delivery. 
Discount on large orders. Telephone 
763-3418. T t£
Trevco Enterprises, 11453 - 94 Avenue, mo 
Delta, B.C. or telephone 581-1010. 89 4960.
TREES ; TRIMMED AND REMOVED. 
Experienced. Free estimates. Telephone 
765-8342. I 88
TREE. TOPPING. PRUNING AND iRE- 
vals. Insured. For estimates call'769-








THREE BEDROOM HOUSE, N.H.A. 
84i% financing. Located in Rutland 
close to school and store. Carpet in 
living room and master bedroom. Car­
port and full- basement. Asking price 
$22,500.00. Telephone 764-4768. tf
VIEW PROPERTY BY OWNER, FOUR 
bedroom home; cathedral entrance, kit­
chen, two fireplaces, living room wall 
to wall shag carpet throughoutrrumpus 
room, patio, carport. 785 McKenzie 
Road, Rutland.' Telephone 765-8663. 96
NEW HOME, RECENTLY FINISHED. 
Three bedroom, split level, with top 
quality materials and workmanship. 
Situated on large lovel lot near lake and 
public, beach. Family Homes, telephone 
763-7034 or 764-7346. 86
THREE BEDROOM SIDE BY SIDE 
duplex. One year old. This duplex is In 
a good location and is an excellent 
source of revenue. Asking price $32,- 
500,00. Telephone 764-4760. tf
NEW TWO BEDROOM HOME, FULLY 
carpeted, walnut cupboards, utility, car­
port, sundeck. $17,900. No Saturday 




New, 2 bdrm, duplex, on % 
acre lot. Full basement. Wall 
to wall carpeting, dblc plumb­
ing. Landscnpeii, paved car­
port and driveway. Owner 





FOR SALE OR RENT
Brand new Mission home. 3 
br., living and dining room, 
fireplace, carport and storage 




LOTS LOTS LO I S 
Glenrosa Highland SulxMvl- 
sion, Webber Hit., Westbnnk, 
B.C. Serviced, view, trees, 
low down payment, low 
monthly payments.
Call 762-09 9 2 tf
$3ton, 
build
LOT I OR SALF
"o’ x 130’ rendy to 
now, near Rutland
lltl'h School uiui ji><u«iM,il 
nrenii.
76MS59 tf
o'.', m h mo\ iv; h> Mt i, r nt
1—Used DR Suite   ........... ..........
1—Used Rocker  ...................
1—Used Dayniter ..._____.....__ .......
1—-Used 3-pce. Sectional .................. 
1—Used Kelvinator Auto. Washer ....... 
1—Used G.E. Dryer ..............._____
1—Used Speed Queen Auto. Washer ...... 
1—Used Kenmore Gas Range———... 
1—Used Wringer Washer „—...........
1—-Used 3-Way Port. Combination —....
1—Used RCA 25” Color TV

















29. ARTICLES FOR SALE
ANTIQUE BOUDOIR DESK, HALL 
table, engraved plant stand, smaller 
tables, old Singer sewing machine, car­
nival, china, collectors* items, pair of 
beautiful colonial lamps with better than 
average shades. Miscellaneous useful 
articles. Thursday 7 - 10 p.m. and Fri­
day. 898 Genmore Drive, (school corner).
85
8,59 ACRES SERVICED LAND. IRRI- 
gallon and domestic water. Power and 
telephone. Completely remodelled home, 
with full basement. Telephone 762-3697. 
___________ ____________________ 87 
TRADE THREE BEDROOM MODERN 
home, like new, roughed-in basement, 
partly finished ior an elderly homo in 
Kelowna with a suite. Telephone 762- 
2598._______________________________ fle
PANORAMIC VIEW OF WOOD LAKE, 
new two bedroom home, double fire­
place, carpeted, largo sundeck, on 
large orchard lot. Telephone 763-4068.
_ ________________ _ _______ Th, F, S, 80 
NEW THREE BEDROOM HOUSE, 
Oyama area, wllh lake view, double 
fireplace, carpets throughout. $22,000 
firm. 9Vi % mortgage. Owner, 766-2971. 
_________________ H 
1,266 SQUARE FEET, THREE BED- 
room homo on 75*xl5O* lot. Fireplace, 
spacious cupboards, full basement. Close 
to schools, churches, busline. Fully 
landscaped. Telephone 765-7051." tf 
OKANAGAN MfSSION. FOUR RESI- 
dentlal lots. Well serviced and treed. 
Package offers from contractors wel­
come. Call at 769 Fordham Rond. Tele-
ATTENTION CAMPER BUILDERS, 
for sale, monomatlc toilet, completes 
electric water pump system: propane 
instant hot water tank: Black and 
Decker, now jigsaw: power saw, near 
new. Telephone 548-3517, Oyama. 85
TWO PAIRS HEAD LACROIX SKIS. 
212 cm. glnnt slalom and 220 cm. down- 
liill. Telephone 763-3319 or 762-5211, 89
DOUBLE LAUNDRY TUBS, WHITE 
aluminum, with some accessories. $10. 
Telephone 765-5990. 89
29. ARTICLES FOR SALE
LADY’S WHITE AND BEIGE MINK 
paw jacket, size 14 • 16. nearly new, 
$250. Also dark brown mbuton indy’* 
pant length fur coat with mink trim, 
size 12. $50. Telephone 763-5620. 8$
WRINGER WASHER, 'DOUBLE 
laundry tubs, black and white portable 
19” TV. One year old drapes 150‘* x 
84”, 45" headboard. Telephone 764-4825. 
____________________ ______________ 85 
TWO 50 FOOT REELS SAW CHAIN, 
404 pitch: miscellaneous guide bars, 





BUSINESS & PROFESSIONAL .
SERVICE DIRECTORY
BUILDING SUPPLIES
Phone 764-4416. 03, 115. 06
PRIVATE SALE, ACREAGE, PEACE, 
ful M'cludcd, year around creek, 30 min­
utes from Kelnwnn. $1,000 down. Tele­
phone M. Dick 765 6477; C. Pelors
Til, 00
IN WINFIELD — TWO BEOHOOM 
house with spare In bttaement. On 
large view lot wllh irult trees. '$2,000 
down nnd assume mortgage of $17,000 
at 7Wi Interest, Telephone 766-32116, 
_________________________ Tli, I',/, tt 
SIX HEDHOOM, TIIHEE DATHHOOM 
house In Oknnngan Mission. Located In
quiet renldentlal nren. Asking price $12,- 
!i00. Telephone 7II4-476I). tf
flY 'OWNER. ITIIli-iic nEDROOM 
Closn to downtown, double Car- 
cnuli to niortitnite. Iiileroat at 










































l<U. 1.. Krall I’mi'.lnictlaa. *»••,9i>
HEIMICED S'.oo TO SIU.oihI. TIIHEE 
brdroutn pull buwmrnt. l.IvlnK riaan. 
Uliilnj! riMtm. Urita kiutirn. Telrphonr 
WTM. m
22. PROPERTY WANTED
WANTED OIK HAIID <Hl VIM; 
yard, Krlouni* •rm. Thtu rniiRt hr un 
ri-oHomienl unit, and nmy hmr rnarti 
lurry And houKC. but not nr< TMhry, 
Would conMdf’r <»ur hotihr in (iAd»‘ 
Apph In Box Nn. ('211. Thn Krloun.* 
( ourier. Aft
24. PROPERTY FOR RENT
N (» W HI N IINU NOHTHGAfE 
IMa/A, rornnirrcinl. irlail nnd office
Miunre fool |» HMt irquRro 
fiw4 are-M available Hrnf* from 1200 
|4> 13'0 per int.htb Abply Arptt# Induf 
Ukt Ltd . LIma uf-.•art? u







Phono orders collect 
Business—515-1311 
Residence 542-9664 or 766-2330
LAV1NGTON PLANER 
MILL LTD.
T. Th, 8. tf
BULLDOZING
MOVING , AND STORAGE
Jenkins Cartage Ltd.
Agents for
North American Van Lincs Ltd. 
Local, Long Distance Moving 
“We Guarantee Satisfaction” 
1120 ELLIS ST. 762-2020 











Your Bnpco & 8WL Dcnlcr 
Paint — Wallpaper — Signs 
Art Supplies
1619 PANDOSY 702-2134
T, Th, S, tf
SEWING MACHINES"
GENEIIAL CONTRACTING
• REPAIRS • ALTERATIONS
• STUCCO * PLASTERING
No
* DRYWALL, ETC. 
Quality work giimrinlcrtl. 
Job too big or too umnll
FREE ESTIMATES
765-K591
T, Th, S 106
GERRY’S 
SEWING MACHINES 
Kcivice and Repairs 
to all makes. 
Agents for: Necchl, Pfaff, 
Brother nnd Husqvarna.






• CLAY nnd SUBSOIL
7694751 or 
765-8150
M, 71), S, 85
ATKINSON’S
UPHOLSTERY 
liplmbilvriiif; lor cur ncnt.i, 
cliONterfielth mid chnlrft, 
HiTmomdilc riifeit,










SAI I S A SI RVICI 
lldi'l Hmvry Ave, 
7L2-.T012
TAGE 1« KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, THUKS.. NOV. 9. 1972 34. HELP WANTED, MALE
* ____ ___ _ _____ ___ _____ . T - -a ___
29. ARTICLES FOR SALE
SECRETARIAL DESK. SEChETARY 
chair, two drawer filing cabinet, adding 
-machine, nUscellaneous office articles. 
.Telephone Mike. „
21 CUBIC FOOT CHEST T1PE 
B-:ral deep freeze. Never been used. 
A king $250. Telephone 548-3550 <O£ 
ama>. “
29. ARTICLES FOR SALE
NEW AVOCADO ZENITH ST ELEC- 
tric range. Used two month*. $200 or 
best offer. Telephone 763 XH4. 83
SERVICE STATION ATTENDANT TO 
work evenings 4 p.m. to 10 p.m. Thurs­
day through Monday. Umi have some 
experience. Apply Kelowna Esm Ser­
vice, 1506 Harvey Avenue.. «J
SUPER SHELL SERVICE REQUIRES
an1 experienced service station attendant.TRUNK, STURDY METAL, 21“ x 22” X an 
33”. $13; basket chair, told padded I Willing worker, all shifts. Telephone 
cover. $7. Telephone 762-7603. 85 | 762-2055. Ask for Bob or BUL 85
ALL METAL CHINCHILLA CAGES. 35. HELP WANTED, 
Telephone 765-7186. ' 86, FEMALE
C .E PERSIAN LAMB »i COAT WITH 
z l.cr mink collar, size 14 - 1«. worn bnt 
a few times. Willing to take a fair 
k-.s. Telephone 762-6378. 88 
BHAND NEW 30 CUP, DOUBLE WALL- 
e<i. coffee maker. A bargain at $15.01 
Contact Mary or Terry. Kelowna Cour­
ier Editorial Department 87
QUILTED. KING SIZE. NEW BED- 
ipread; beige, lavender and blue floral. 
Beautiful, natural mink cape, practically
GENDRON BABY CARRIAGE: IN ] 
good condition. Telephone 762-4527. . 86
29A. MUSICAL 
INSTRUMENTS
OLDS TROMBONE. GOOD CONDITION, 
with case.. $75 or best offer. Excellent 
Christmas gin for student. Telephone
762-6378. 86
ntw. Telephone 762-8354. 87
SEVEN PIECE ARBOR1TE DINETTE 
suite; 39 inch headboard ladies’ and 
men’s clothes and miscellaneous ar-
ONE GUERRIN! ACCORDION. SIX 
months old. cost $450, sell for $300. 
Telephone 762-2320 after 2:30 p.m. 85
REQUIRE GIRL FRIDAY FOR LOCAL 
office. Steady employment Prefer ma­
ture person. Accurate typing and use of 
adding machine a must. 1350 per month 
for first year. Possible ■ monthly bonus 
starting in two' months. Must have 
pleasant personality and be able to 
meet the public Starting date No­
vember 15 - 25. Reply to Box C212. The 
Kelowna Dally Courier. Our staff is 
aware of this ad. ' 86
LIVE IN HOUSEKEEPER NEEDED 
for motherless borne, two children aged 
7 and 8. May accept one child. Telephone
tides. Telephone 763-4249 86
LADY’S GOOD BLUE WINTER COAT 
w cb fox trim; also dresses, sizes 12 
to 14. AU in good condition. Telephone
29B. ANTIQUES
ANTIQUES WANTED. ANY CONDI- 
tion. Furniture, glassware, pottery, 
china. What have you? Telephone 763-
763-6731 alter 5 p.m. 94
LIVE IN SITTER AND LIGHT HOUSE- 
keeper, prefer middle aged. Two boys, 
one school age. Telephone 764-4774 after
763-3597. 86
ONE PAIR HEAD METAL SKIS. 200 
cm. with Tyrolla bindings. One pair Hu- 
manic skt bools, men’s size 11. Asking 
$90 complete. Telephone 762-6447. 86
BABY CRIB AND MATTRESS, CHANG- 
ing table, walker and carbed. Used 
one year, all good condition. $120. Tele-
p'tone 763-5141. 85
LARGE CRIB AND MATTRESS. HIGH-, 
chair, floor polisher with headlight. 
stnaU vacuum cleaner. AU in good con-
dition. Telephone 763-4093. 85
APPLEWOOD FOR SALE. $25 PER 
cord, delivered. Telephone 766-2272.
Winfield. 89
19 INCH • PORTABLE TELEVISION, 
black and white, good condition. Any 
. reasonable offer. Telephone 762-5542. 86
USED 195 CM BENNER SKIS AND 
Solomon bindings, $45. Man’s ski boots. 
size IQ1^, $20. Telephone 762-7474. 85
FIREWOOD, CUT AT ANY LENGTH. 
We deliver. Telephone 765-9008. 85
4394 alter 6:00 p.m.
32. WANTED TO BUY
tf 7 pjn.
90









Full and Part Time 
Positions.
On fhe job training with good 
wages and supervision.
SPOT CASH 
We pay highest prices for 
complete estates or single
J
it-ms.
Phone us first at 762-5599




WANTED - GOOD, USED. FAMILY 
size refrigerator. New r model prefer­
red. Telephone 763-5130 after 6:00 p.m. 
85
42. AUTOS FOR SALE
1966 AUSTIN 1800, WHITE. FOUR DOOR 
sedan. Spacious comfort plus economy. 
Very good condition, must be seen.
42B. SNOWMOBILES
$850. Telephone 763-7628. n
1961 CHEV. BELAIRE. TWO DOOR 
hardtop, body excellent, needs some 
work, parts included. What offers? Tele- 
phone 762-4849.$7
1971 TOYOTA COROLLA IN EXCEL- 
lent condition. Two door . coupe, four 
speed, fully winterized. Asking $1750. 
Telephone 765-8362 after 4:00 p.m. 87
1963 PONTIAC TWO DOOR HARDTOP 
in excellent condition. Must be sold. 
Would make a good second car or ski
USED SNOWMOBILE 
SPECIALS
1972 Arctic Cat — 440 Puma 
excellent cond. _ $1150.00
1972 Arctic Cat —
399 Panther — 
twin cylinder ---- $1250.00
kl "Check and Compare ... Your Total Food Billis Lower at Safeway!"
car. Telephone 763-5105. 87
1968 CHEV. MALIBU. TWO DOOR 
hardtop, 327, four speed. Loaded with 
extras. Telephone 763-4352 after 4:00 
p.m. . 86
1957 VOLKSWAGEN BEETLE IN GOOD 
running order. Good winter tires, $300. 
Ako Volkswagen dunebuggy. $300. Tele-
phone 769-4875. 86
1972 Arctic Cat - 
twin cyl. ..
1971 Arctic Cat 
440 Panther




WOMAN TO TAKE CARE OF THREE 
year old and . do housework every Wed­
nesday or Thursday in the hospital 
area. Telephone 763-4693. - 87
WOMAN TO BABY SIT AND DO 
housework, one day per week, in Okan­
agan Mission. Telephone 764-7303. tf
MATURE LADY, SHIFT WORK. RUT- 
land area Rest home. Onw transporta­
tion. Telephone 765-6159. 86
Phone Management at 
762-4307 for Interview.
87
LADY TO DEMONSTRATE QUALITY 
floor care products in retaU store. Some 
retaU seUing an asset, but not essential.
Telephone 765-6532. 86
LIVE IN' HOUSEKEEPER WANTED. 
Must have valid driver’s licence and be 
wiUing to care for two elderly, but cap-
able people. Telephone 763-5444. 87
36. HELP WANTED MALE OR FEMALE
WANTED
33. SCHOOLS, VOCATIONS
HIGH SCHOOL AT HOME. CANADA'S 
leading school. Free brochure. National 
College (B.C.). 444 Robson St.. Vancou­
ver 688-4913. tf
EXPERIENCED DRYCLEANING OPERATOR
We have a drycleaning establishment ready to occupy imme­
diately for an experienced. operator, to manage and parti­
cipate in. Profit sharing or a partnership basis. If you’ve 
considered working for yourself, we have just the estab­
lishment for you, in Prince George. Please write to:
34. HELP WANTED, MALE
FORESTRY JOB EVALUATOR 
TRAINEE
DUTIES: To assist the staff evaluator in adiminster- 
ing sawmill and plywood job evluation programs in 
-the southern Interior of the province. Industrial engin­
eering opportunity. Considerable travel involved.
QUALIFICATIONS: Graduate of B.C.I.T. or equi­
valent. Several years post-graduate direct experience 
in the forest industry preferred but will consider 
related experience.
LOCATION: Kelowna, B.C.
SALARY: Fully commensurate with qualifications 
and experience.
Apply with detailed resume, including present salary, 
to attention of M. H. Davison.
INTERIOR FOREST
LABOUR RELATIONS ASSOCIATION







successful candidate, preferably will be a 
sales experience in the beverage field.
job will consist of calling on accounts
person
in the
Okanagan and Kootenay areas, with excellent 
tunities for advancement.
Compensation commensurate with experience.
oppor-
Reply in strictest confidence, including complete 
resume, to —
Box C-216, 
The Kelowna Daily Courier
1954 TWO DOOR FORD "VICTORIA" 
immaculate inside and out, can be 
seen at 275 West Holbrook, $250 firm.
86
1965 CHEV IMPALA. FOUR DOOR 
hardtop, automatic, power steering, 
power brakes, radio. What offers?
Telephone 765-6581. . 86
1965 DODGE TWO DOOR HARDTOP. 
Automatic transmission, excellent con­
dition, asking $550 or nearest offer. 
Telephone 762-5509. 86
1959 VOLKSWAGEN WINDOW VAN, IN- 
eludes gas heater and radio, $300. *49 
Chev. Five passenger, A-l shape. $125.
only 22 miles .. 
1972 Ski Doo Nordic





1969 DATSUN 1000, STANDARD, BEIGE, 
good mechanical condition, 28,000 ori­
ginal miles. Asking $975. Telephone 763-
3408. 86
WANTED TO BUY — VOLKSWAGEN 
Beetle, must have good body, but mo­
tor or condition of motor unimportant.
Telephone 762-0007. . 86
1960 RENAULT IN GOOD CONDITION. 
Good winter tires. Licenced. Asking 
$125. Telephone 765-7402, weekdays after
5:00 p.m. ‘ 86
1964 FORD CORTINA IN GOOD CONDI- 
tion. Standard transmission, winter 
tires, radio. Telephone 763-5015 alter
1972 Ski Doo‘TNT 340
Twin Cyl., sliders $ 795.00 
1972 Ski Doo 335 Olimpique
ElectricStart — 
like new ............. $ 850.00
1972 Ski Doo 335 Olimpique 
good condition .. $ 750.00 
1971 Ski Doo TNT 340
Sliders, sporty ... $ 675.00 
1971 Ski Doo Nordic 640 
electric gauges . $ 795.00 
1971 Johnson — electric 
start — reverse — 
loaded ..——.. $ 995.00 
1971 Sno Cruiser — reverse, 
wide track —— $ 625.00 
1970 Sno Cruiser — electric 
start — reverse $ 575.00 
9170 Sno Cruiser — reverse, 
excellent cond. . $ 475.00 
1970 Sno Cruiser — needs
; motor work .—. $ 125.00 
1967 Sno Cruiser — one 
owner — perfect
Get a Cart Full of Savings
Scott, Panco or Maple Leaf
5:00 p.m. 85
cond, $ 325.00
Collinson Mortgage and Investments Ltd.
483 Lawrence Avenue, Kelowna, 
stating full qualifications, replies will be held in strictest 
confidence. 85
1959 CHEV. PANEL, FOUR SPEED 
transmission; 1966 Rambler station wa­
gon, automatic, 56,000 miles. Telephone
1972 Arctic Cat Kitty Cat — 
for the kids .... $ 225.00
Young Turkeys
Averages- jKjH £ f
10 lbs. : Grade W
763-5891 after 5 p.m. 85
1964 GALAXIE 500, TWO DOOR HARD- 
top, V-8, automatic, radio, snow tires, 
anti-freeze. Runs very well. $395. 765-
9022; evenings 762-2193. 85





40. PETS and LIVESTOCK
TWO MALE PART POODLE PUPPIES. 
8 weeks old. black, weaned and house- 
broken, ready to go! $5 each! Tele­
phone 763-4365 between 5 and 7 p.m. 86
FOR SALE; TWO .WHITE TOY 
poodles, nine months old. Excellent with 
children^ $50 each. Telephone 765-8024.
________  85
LOVEABLE, CROSS-POM PUPS, $10 
each. Telephone 765-5798- . 87
1959 VAUXHALL SUPER STATION WA- 
gon, four cylinder, snow tires, anti­
freeze. Runs well. $195. Telephone 765-
9022; evenings 762-2193. 85
1963 FAIRLANE 500, 260 V-8, STAND- 
ard transmission, snow tires, anti-freeze. 
Fair condition. $250 or closest offer.
SPORTS UNLIMITED
R.R. 2, Hwy. 97 N.
(next to Westmills Carpets) 
765-9000





—McCurdy Rd., Tartan 
Rd. and Hoover Rd.
42. AUTOS FOR SALE
765-9022; evenings 762-2193. 85
1965 PARISIENNE CUSTOM SPORTS.
1962 Thunderbird. 1969 Flat 124 sports.
Telephone 764-4700. tf
44. TRUCKS & TRAILERS
WANT TO BUY FOR CASH. OLDER 
ton truck. Chev. or GMC preferred. 




The Circulation Dept. 
. THE KELOWNA DAILY 
COURIER 
Phone 762-4445
Carriers must be between the 
ages of 11 -15 years.
tf
BUS DRIVER — PART TIME OR FULL 
time, suitable for semi-retired or ex­
school bus driver, must have class 2 or 
A licence and be bondable. Please reply 
giving telephone number to be con­
tacted to Box No. C215, The Kelowna
1970 CADILLAC 
“ELDORADO’’
Two door hardtop. Executive 
driven, fully equipped with 
air conditioning, AM/FM 
radio, and stereo tape deck, 
radial tires'. This car is tike 
new, with many other ex­
tras. Will sell for $6,500, 





PART TIME OFFICE WORKER AND 
driver wanted. Monday through Saturday 
2 p.m. to 6 p.m. Contact Box A982. 





Full time and part-time front end salesmen are required for 
our new gas bar and store. The successful applicants will be 
recent high school graduates with desire to meet and serve 
the motoring public. Starting salary $440 .per month for full 
time, and $2.15 per hour for part-time. Excellent benefits, 
and excellent opportunities for advancement. Please send 
your letter of application, specifying education, work experi­
ence, references, to—
Box No. C-210, The Kelowna Daily Courier
86
HARDWORKING 
WOMEN SEEK LIVE-IN 
HOUSEWORK 
Name: Miss Rosyln Yvonne 
Gordon
Address: Moore Park, Adelphi 
P.O. St. James Ja. W.I.
Age: 21.




Name: Miss Julia Plunkett 
Address: 16A McDonald Lane, 
Kingston 13.
Age: 50.
Name: Mrs. Desreen Nolan 
Address: Shrewsbury P.A. 
Portland.
Age: 26.




Name: Miss Coreen A. McKain
LEAVING COUNTRY 
MUST SELL!!
One nionth old Volvo sport- 
wagon. 1972 — 1800 E.S. 
mustard yellow. 4500 miles. 
High performance fuel in­
jection motor, AM/FM 
stereo multi-plex radio, ra­
dials, roof rack. Barely 
broken in! New cost $7,000. 
Sacrifice for $6,500 cash. No 
trades.
763-7300 after 5 p.m. 86
GMC TRUCKS
What a difference 
a name makes
34. HELP WANTED, MALE 34. HELP WANTED, MALE










Must have some experience, 
be personable nnd bondable. 
Good wages nnd incentive 
program. Please write for 
an appointment to
MR. A. KNIGHT,
No. 410-1177 W. Brondwny,
Vancouver, B.C.
or Phone 736-8738, 












Immediate opening for ambi­
tious, neat, alert young man, 
interested in management 
career, with expanding interna­
tional company. Salary position 
with liberal benefits. Involves 
public contact. Previous bank 
or finance experience an asset, 
but not essential. Car neces­
sary; mileage reimbursement. 
Apply in person to:
UNION FINANCE








man to work evenings. 
Permanent employment. Ex-
pcricncc not a necessity. Apply 
in own Immiwriting, retired 
Armed Services ixusonncl wel­
comed.
To build n number of fireplaces' 
in Quesnel. i I
Telephone; f»2-2fiOO iQuesnch - - 
days; 91'2-5879 (Quesnel' eicn- J1'1 
hi|;s; or write Post Office Box ►»,
174, Quesnel, B.U. 89




nhet 6 p m.
ST
1966 DATSUN, PICKUP, GOOD TIRES. 
Good body and runs well. $895. Tele­
phone 767-2674, Peachland. 88
1963 CHEV., SIX CYLINDER, STAND- 
ard, radio. Good transportation, $250. 
Telephone 762-6596 after 6:00 p.m. 88
1970 M.G.B. IN GOOD CONDITION. 
Radial tires, new clutch. Telephone 
765-8064. \ .88
1964 FORD FAIRLANE 500, TWO DOOR
coupe. Telephone 762-2917 between
a.m. and 5 p.m.
9
■■■ 88
1961 SIMCA SELLING FOR PARTS. 
Reasonable offer accepted. Telephone
765-9805 after 4:00 p.m. 86
1964 PONTIAC FOUR DOOR. STAND- 
ard Six. Better than average condition,
$450. Telephone 762-8046.
evenings. 85
1970 DATSUN 1600, A NICE LITTLE 
truck to do that extra job. Best• offer 
over $1400 before Saturday, November
11. Telephone 766-2533, Winfield 86
1948 JEEP, Vt TON WILLYS WITH 
wooden Cab and new tires. Runs well.
Telephone 762-8193. tf
1961 AUSTIN PICKUP, $200. ALSO 1960 
Chrysler,, three speed, automatic trans­
mission, $20. Telephone 765-5990. 89
1968 JEEP, V-6 MOTOR, NEW TIRES, 
radio, boat rack. Telephone after 5 p.m., 
764-4726. 88
1950 WILLYS HALF TON. NO MOTOR. 
Will sell as is or for parts. Telephone
765-6131 - after 5:30 p.m. 86
86
1957 PONTIAC TWO DOOR HARDTOP. 
Rebuilt motor, stick shift, three speed. 
Telephone 762-3394 br 762-7141. 85
1964 MG MIDGET. RUNNING CONDI- 
tion, all new tires. Also 1953 Consul. 
Telephone 763-7886. 85
1981 FORD STATION WAGON. GOOD 
body and tires. In good running con-
1959 CHEy. PICKUP, IN EXCELLENT 
running condition. , Telephone 762-4701
after 4:30 p.m. 86
1960 FORD. FOUR WHEEL DRIVE. • 
Good condition. Telephone 762-2626 after
5 p.m. ■ ,'
44A. MOBILE HOMES 
AND CAMPERS
85
dition. Telephone 765-7645. 85
1969 TOYOTA COROLLA. STANDARD. 




WINTER IS COMING! 
PRICES SLASHED!
12’ x 68’ HOMESTEAD. Was
SALVAGE FOR SALE
1969 Yamaha XS 650, licence 
No. 118621 located at Rob’s 
auto towing, Kelowna. Tele-
$11,600. Now $9,850
12’ x 66’ HOMESTEAD, front 
kitchen, centre living room.
was $11,800. - Now $9,950
24’ x' 44’ DOUBLE WIDE.
Was $15,300 .. Now $12,450
Use as a spread or for 




All purpose, pre-sifted, an T B ■
essential baking ingredient. H H jw
20 lb. bag ...................  | £ I gg
Townhouse Tomato or Vegetable
JACOBSEN 
Pontiac-Buick Ltd. 
“Your Total Transportation 
Centre’’
1658 Pandosy Ph: 763-7700 
. , M, T, W, Th, 103
HANDSOME 1967 MERCURY COLONY 
Park station Wagon. Ono owner, large 
motor, many deluxe extras including 
new battery, tires and chrome ski- 
luggage rack. Duo tailgate with electric
window. Telephone 763-2488. 86
phone 762-3456 to 
mit bids to Post 






12’ x 60’ HERITAGE. 3 br.
Was $10,460. Now $8,775
12’ x 56’ 1968 GENERAL, two
good bedrooms. 





ONE HARDTAIL FOR 650 TRIUMPH, 
one fibreglass sportster tank, high tun­
nel mount. Also. some stock Triumph
1970 METEOR, NJEW WINTER TIRES, 
exceptionally clean, immaculate shape. 
Three years warranty remaining, 28,. 
000 miles. Telephone 703-5981 alter 5 p.m. 
_ ____________________________ tf 
1964 PONTIAC CUSTOM SPORT, AUTO- 
matlc, 327 engine, power steering, power 
brakes, bucket seats, rndlo. Original 
62,000 miles. Ono owner. Very good 
condition, $795 or best offer. Telephone 
705-0011.____________________________ 88
1971 CAMARO Z28, 360 IIORSeT’OWER, 
V-8, turbo hydroniatlc. Posl-tractlon, 
15,000 mile* Excellent shape!! Canary 
yellow. Telephone 763-6915 after 0 p.m.
tf
parts. Telephone 765-6872. 88
42B. SNOWMOBILES
PRIVATE. MOTO-SKL (MIND. EXCEL- 
lent machine for children. Never used. 
$475 or best offer. Telephone 762-4509. 
88




Hwy. 97 N. at McCurdy 
765-7753
Breakfast Gems
1972 TX 340 POLARIS. 280 MILES, 
reasonable offer refused. Telephone 







1970 YAMAHA 396, IN GOOD CONDI- 
tion. Must be seen to bo appreciated. 
Telephone 765-5954. 85
LANDSCAPED, VIEW LOTS. LAUN- 
droniat, paved roads, best water in the 
volley. Excellent TV reception. Rent $40 
per month. Antler Beach Mobile Villa, 
two miles south of Peachland. Telephone
Large Eggs
767-2384 or 764-4006. Th, F, S, 00
1971 ELAN 250 SKI-DOO, $495. TO VIEW
telephone 763-2134 after 6 p.m. 06
43. AUTO SERVICE 
AND ACCESSORIES
429 COBRA JET ENGINE COMPLETE 
with four speed transmission and clutch. 
15,000 miles, Open to offers. Telephone
765-501)4. 06
FOR SALE: - 8' x 41' ROLLOHOME. 
Two bedrooms, all new Interior, 8’ x 
12’ porch on wheels Included. Excellent 
condition. Telephone 767-2516 (Peach-
Fraser Valley 
Farm Fresh Fry 
and Serve with 
bacon or ham.
................. Grade
and). Th. F. S, 07
1971 12' X 68’ DIPLOMAT MOBILE 
home. One year old, nho Includes 6' x 
36’ gundeck and porch with fruit stor­
age area. Telephone 769.4626 after 4
p.m. T, Th, F, 91
PLASTER AND STUCCO REPAIRS. 
Old crumbled basements made as new. 
Spanish or design plaster on feature 
concrete walls. Telephone 765-8272. tf
WILL BABYSIT, MY HOME OR 
yours. Any age up to six years. Willing 
to do light housework also. Rutland
area. Telephone 705-0182. 08
DRESSMAKING. ALTERATIONS AND 
hemming. 305A Prior Road. Hutlnnd. 
Telephone 765-8950. tf
FINISH CARPENTER SEEKS EM- 
ployment. by the hour or contract. Tele­
phone 764-4740. 87
40. PETS and LIVESTOCK
HOUSE AUCTION — 55 REGISTERED 
nnd grnde noddle horses, nho ponies 
nnd tack nt Knmloops Exhibition Harns 
on Lorne pt. Saturday, November 10 
at 7 P.m. Hud Stewart. Auctioneer 704-
1969 MERCEDES BENZ 220 DIESEL, 
dark- green, tnpcdeck. sunroof, tinted 
glass. $3,400. Must lie seen. Telephone 
766-2835, Winfield, weekdays after 3:00 
Pin. 1 09
1965 FAIRLANE STATION WAGON, 
289. automatic, rndlo. Perfect ranch, 
delivery or’ family car. Excellent con­
dition. $050 or offers. Telephone 705-8421.
______  09
19(l(i BUICK LEsTbiFe^OW 
hardtop, Power fleering, power brakes, 
New winter tires. Best offer. Telephone 
762-0570. (Ill
■60 PONTIAC. 212, CONVERtIbLeTv 0 
automatic, bucket scuts, (Inal exhaust. 
Contact the Coin! Motor Hotel. Hooin 
No. Ill. Telephone 762-52-12 after 9 p.m, 
no
i'iFiELiT'iiAniAir IwNWiiil^iSriN
44. TRUCKS & TRAILERS
1962 MERCURY, V-0, AUTOMATIC, 
heavy duty suspension, long wide box, 
all new six ply tires Including two deep 
lug studs, mounted custom cab lights, 
rndlo, (runt mounted spare Ure, low 






sizes to (It all Imports from $27.50 
nnd Unlive. Ilrcdln nt Sorlmtfield.
llano
I960 FORD HEAVY DUTY ONE TON, 
(bitdeck, Iwo bunk nlccncr, extrn 100 
gnllon gun Innk, niljiihtnbfa (miler hitch, 
Asking $3,175 or offers. I'cnchlnml 
767-2822. ' 05
ioG7~cm:v. iiALF'roNr i aingwieel- 
biisc, six stnniliiril. new glass, winter 
six ply tires, raillo. $1395 (irm, Tele­
phone 783-4909. Ml
iw” 1IAIJ’ TON Foiill WHEEL DRIVE 
Wlllya Jeep. Good condition. $650. Tele­
phone 762-4(122 or see at 700 Crowley
Avenue. 89
12' X 45' MOBILE HOME. TWO BED- 
rooms, locntcd Mountain View Trailer 
Park. No. 5. Apply within. Telephone
705-7109, 5 - 7 p.m. 09
I960 FORD BUS CONVERTS TO CAM- 
per; stove, bunks, rc(rigeintor, propane, 
needs linishing Inside. Ilucgcr Cur 
Sales, 1785 Harvey Avenue. 90 
LARGin^ILlFlioi^ siws FOB 
rent on tho lalic. Good water Children
welcome. Telephone 7110-5013. t(
1971 TUXEDO MANOR. 12’x52‘ TWO 
bedroom. $600 down.' Telephone 765-
0517 after 6:00 p.m, tf
Box No. (’-214, 
Kelowna Daily Cornier 
Rf»
Multi HlillhM <hdlzi[ t
lli( pinllded I p tn ZJ.iwo prr novnlh
nic.l ate malli'.ln
Mika lii.iu f.-r «n>. I Ilnirnl. 
im i its anos al m i n.t vu
B5
n com
lure and unusual variety. Aho ring- 
neck and rullle doves, guaranteed bud­
gies and canaries and of coarse there s 
aliiavs "Charlie" «t the Purple Sea 
horse. 1455 Ellis Street. Th. F, tl 
I'tillE BIIED GERMAN SIIEl'HEilD 
puppies from Imported and registered 
«to<k (black and silver). Selling with­
out papers, male $50; (emale $40. Tile
phone 762-7813. 86
TWO PUREBRED ARABIAN MARLS, 
show quality, Welsh mare, trained for 
child's pony and cart. 17 hand black 
thoroughbred gelding, experienced rider.
Telephone 763-5141.
FIII .E“TO GOOD “IIOMI
«5
I’ll! 11 II
■bly in the country. male. medium »lre 
doe. ten months old. Good with child-
rrn. Telephone "hl 4819 P7
HEADY FOH ADOPTION, MX WEEK
old. Grrumn Shepherd pupn. 
*t<M k Mslen $13, (enisle, $10. 
phone <63 6,58 alter t p.m.
, tnr imouIP t»r rj Mlumb in




StlAlll GllEV FEMALE FflODt.l 




AUT riTOhl.I. 1EMAI.E IKXJ FOH 
ten months old. grav. htiuue 
binkrn in or neatest offer. Telephone 
ba




1 7 (<t ( Alt IWO 
-zii!). bucket seals, lliri 
New Ures. Mini snap

























HALF TON; 352 MOTOR, 
I. four speed, poaltractlon. 
nd. Telephone 765 8.586 alter 
87
HALFTOn7261, V-8. LONG 
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\ImvI loof. L U nulonudlr. inlltx, 
many rxtrav 11,200. Telephone 76T 
-MAI for Inquiries fi'l
loth Man. fiOl r TOI', IIAHI) TOP ANI>! 
tonneau cover. Ih'lVHiK hrnpi, M|< hrlln i 
lAdlah Biilhh lacing A^hin;:
$|;>OO. lelephtuir hUi.’iII, rvrniiik’v ll*i ,
1961 VIH.SVV AGI N Bl .l l l.i : IU HGII I
mnlor, mih*, 
91.1.1. No liMdrti
( All tiller 6 p in 
Askmn piit n I >!i.
( IIIIYSI.r.H ni v roil i
donr. In A-l (ondihun, all pnucr 
ped. radio. Winter Iik* aihtblr Bc.i 
tra»nnftblc olfrr. Irlcphonr (f; i h I to M
UOUin I.IKi: SMM.IIH < UI, M il
Jthlr for ukllng. tn tiade foi 1*’'^ < hrv 
Inipala, pfHwt running order, lelrjihotv 
•;gVtuD Mter ft t!l
Mil I 1
ikffi n• Trirphonn 70-RM2.
46. BOATS, ACCESS.
14Vj FOOT SANGSTEHCHAIT AND 
trailer. 35 horsepower Mercury motor. 
Excellent condition. Al,IOO or bext ot­
ter. Telephone 7(18-2414 (Winfield). fl!) 
fw(Fi.AKi:i'itoNT Uris i’oh i^ease. 
for cabins. Long leone avullnble, Tele­
phone 760-5IH0, or,
48. AUCTION SALES
KELOWNA AUCTION DOME~llEGi)’ 
lor utile, every Wednezdzy. 7:00 p.m 
Wo pay CMk for complete eMntes end 
household conlenlii. Telephone 763-5(147 
Behind the Drive-In Tbeetre. Highway
97 North <1
SEE MORE
SS IT BETTER 
on your 
CABLE TV SYSTEM>
I A Black Knight
Television Co. Ltd






Prices Effective: Tliurs. & Fri., Nov. 9 & 10
IWO LOCATION IO SI RVL YOU
Downtown Open Mon. - Fri. 9:00 a.in. - 9:00 p.m.
Sat. 9:00 a.in. - 0:00 p.m.
On hard Park Open Mon. - Wc<l. 9:10 a.m. - <5:00 p.in.
Thiirsilav and I’rl. 9:30 a.in. • 9:00 p.m.;




We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities.
CANADA IAIIWAI LIMI11D
4
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49. LIGALS < TINDERS
"J. R. NICHOLSON” . 
Lieutenant-Governor.
CANADA
Province of British Columbia
ELIZABETH the SECOND, by the Grace of God, of the 
United Kingdom, Canada and Her other Realms and 
Territories, Queen, Head of the Commonwealth, 
Defender of the Faith:





Letters Patent issued 
AND WHEREAS
( WHEREAS pursuant to the
( provisions of section 766 of
( the Municipal Act, the
( Regional District of Central
< Okanagan was incorporated by 
the 24th day of August. 1967:
supplementary Letters Patent were
issued on the 23rd day of October, 1969; empowering, inter- 
alia, the Regional District of Central Okanagan to jointly 
establish the Okanagan Basin Water Board pursuant to the 
provisions of section 138 of the Municipalities Enabling and 
Validating Act;
AND WHEREAS the Regional Board has requested that 
.•the said supplementary Letters Patent be amended by strik­
ing out the word "two” in the third line of paragraph 7 of 
f Division V — Okanagan Basin Water Board, and substitut­
ing the word “three" and by making provision for the 
appointment of the third director in the year 1972:
49. LIGALS & TBNDMS
CECIL ASON
49. LIGALS & TENDERS
METCALFE, 
late of 1455 Alta Vista, 
Kelowna, in the Province 
of British Columbia. 
NOTICE is hereby given that 
creditors and others having 
claims against the Estate of 
the above deceased are here­
by required to send them to 
the undersigned Executors c/o 
Fillmore & Company Barristers 
k Solicitors, P.O. Drawer 730, 
Kelowna, B.C., on or before the 
16th day of December, 1972, af­
ter which date the Executors 
will distribute the said Estate 
among the parties entitled 
thereto having regard only to 





FRANK C. WILLIAMS 
Executors.
By: Fillmore & Company 
Their Solicitors.
Tenders are invited for the 
cleaning of the Credit Union 
Building, 1475 Ellis Street, Kel­
owna, for the ten month period 
commenting January 1st, 1973. 
Cleaning schedules and require­
ments may be picked up in 
person from R. Robinson, Kel­
owna and District Credit Union. 
Sealed tenders must be receiv­
ed on or before 30th of Novem-
HOUSTON, Tex. (AP) — The 
widow of an astronaut who died 
in a 1967 spacecraft fire filed a 
$150,000 damage suit here. 
Patricia White Davis, widow of 











hamed North American Rock­
well Corp., and tree subsidiary 
firms as defendants. The suit 
alleges that negligence in con­
struction of the Apollo space­
craft caused the fire.
WOLF CONTROL
Wolf populations are largely 
self-limiting, and numbers fail 
to increase once a certain dens­
ity is attained m a specific 
area.
NO THREAT TO DEER
There is little evidence to in­
dicate that wolves are a serious 
limiting factor on deer popula­
tions.
CN Express provides extra services 
few other carriers can give..
NOW KNOW YE THAT by these presents We do order 
and proclaim that on, from and after the date hereof, 
paragraph 7 of Division V—Okanagan Basin Water Board, in 
supplementary Letters Patent dated the 23rd day of October, 
1969, of the Regional District of Central Okanagan be deem­
ed to be amended by striking out the word “two” in the 
third line thereof and substituting the word “three" and by 
striking out the words “provided however, for the year 
1969, such appointment shall be made at the first meeting 
of the Regional Board held after the issue of these supple­
mentary Letters Patent” .and substituting the words “pro­
vided however, for the year 1972, the appointment of the 
third Director shall be at the first meeting of the Regional 
Board held after the issue of these supplementary Letters 
Patent” so that the paragraph reads as follows:—
“7. The representation of the Regional District of 
Central Okanagan on the Water Board shall be 
three Directors of die Regional Board who shall 
be appointed for a one year term at the first 
meeting of the Regional Board in each year; 
provided, however, for the year 1972 the appoint­
ment of the third Director shall bd at the first 
meeting of the Regional Board held after the 
issue of these supplementary Letters Patent”:
AND THAT the Letters Patent and supplementary 
Letters Patent of the regional district be deemed to be 
amended accordingly: '
In testimony whereof, We have caused these Our Letters 
to be made Patent and the Great Seal of Our said 
Province to be hereunto affixed.
WITNESS, Colonel the Honourable John R. Nicholson, P.C., 
O.B.E., Q.C., LL.D., Lieutenant-Governor of Our said 
Province of British Columbia, in Our City of Victoria, 
in Our said Province, this nineteenth day of October 
in the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and 
seventy-two, and in the twenty-first year of Our Reign.
By Command.
[IzS.]





Staplers - Nailers - Tackers
MAINLINE
RENT-ALL LTD.
Rentals — Sales — Service 
2000 SpaU Rd. 763-1471
“E. HALL” - . 
Provincial Secretary.
Central Mortgage & Housing Corporation
SEALED PROPOSALS, plainly marked as to content and 
addressed to the undersigned will be received up to 4:00 
p.m. (Penticton City time) December 1, 1972, for the con­
struction of a 126 suite, 6 storey apartment building for 
senior citizens in Penticton, B.C., sponsored by the Federal 
Government, Province of British Columbia and the City of 
Penticton. Drawings and Specifications are available to 
prime contractors at C.M.H.C. Kelowna office, C.M.H.C. 
Vancouver office,-or' the office of Jones, Haave, Delgatty, 
Architects, Vancouver, on deposit of $100 per set of plans. 
Drawings can be inspected at the plan room of Amalgamated 
Construction Association, 2675 Oak Street, Vancouver; plan 
room of Southern Building Reports, 2000 West 12th Avenue, 
Vancouver; plan room of Industrial Construction Centre, 
2430 Willingdon Avenue, Burnaby; and the Southern Interior 
Contractors Association at Penticton, Kelowna, Vernon and 
Kamloops.
Each proposal must be accompanied by a 10% Bid Bond 
or by a security deport of 10% of the proposal where the 
proposal does not exceed $250,000, plus 5% of the amount 
by which the proposal exceeds $250,000. The maximum 
amount of security deposit required with any one proposal 
is $100,000. Such security deposit shall be retained by 
Central Mortgage & Housing Corporation to ensure due 
performance of the contract. Cash, a Certified Cheque, 
bearer or negotiable Dominion of Canada Bonds will be 
accepted as security deposit. All cheques must be made 
payable to the order of Central Mortgage & Housing Cor­
poration. The lowest or any proposal not necessarily accept­
ed. Tenders will be received at the office of: the City Man­
ager, Penticton City Hall, 171 Main Street, Penticton.
Mr. B. Quigg, Branch Manager
Central Mortgage & Housing Corporation 
Kelowna, B.C.
INVITATION TO TENDER
Concurrent with the above described proposal, a separate 
sealed proposal, plainly marked as to content will be 
received up to 4:00 p.m. (P.C.T.) December 1, 1972 by the 
Penticton & District Retirement Services for the construc­
tion of n 101 bed Special Care Home and adjoining senior 
citizens' Recreation Centre adjacent to the previously des­
cribed senior citizens’ Apartment tower in Penticton. Plans 
and Specifications can be obtained by prime contractors 
from Central Mortgage k Housing Corporation, Penticton 
office; Central Mortgage & Housing Corporation, Vancouver 
office; or the office of Jones, Haave, Delgatty, Architects, 
Vancouver; on deposit of $100 (refundable) per set of plans 
(this includes a set of plans and specifications for the 
FP-1 Senior Citizens’ Apartment). Each proposal must be 
accompanied by a 10% Bid Bond. Tenders will be received 
at the office of the City Manager, Penticton City Hall, 171 
Main Street, Penticton, 
Jones, Hiuive, Delgatty, Architects
Vancouver.
49. LEGALS & TENDERS
INVITATION TO TENDER
Tenders arc invited for a 100- 
bed Extended Caro Unit for the 
Vern o n Jubilee Hospital 
Vernon, British Columbia. The 
project comprises a new 28,000 
^rmnrc foot wood frame bulld- 
Rk a, 6,100 square foot con- 
HBc frame addition to the 
Basting hospital for stores; a 
new 5-stop elevator; and kit­
chen alterations.
A cheque for $100.00 is required 
for each sei of plans and speci­
fications, made out to the 
Architect: Paul Smith Asso­
ciates, 779 West Broadway, 
Vancouver 9, B.C.
Tender documents will bo avail­
able nt the office of the Archi­
tect on November 8, 1972.
Tenders will be received by 
the Administrator, Vernon 
Jubilee Hospital, Vernon,, llri-
if documents arc returned in 
good order prior to the close 
of tenders.
Plans will be on display nt the 
hospital,'1 the architects of­
fice, Amalgamated Construction 
Centre, Vancouver, Southam 
Building Reports, Vancouver, 
Industrial Construction Centre, 
Burnaby, the bld depositories 
in Calgary and Edmonton, and 
at the Southern Interior Con­
struction Associations in Kam­
loops, Kelowna and Penticton.
A Bid Bond for $90,000.00 must 
lie submitted with the tender, 
by each General Contractor. 
The Vancouver and Ixiwer 
Mainland Bid Depository will 
apply t> the sub-trades men­






n Bid Bund for
tender value, and. , , . I’ »!*.»< 1 V Il Ul , *I|H|
i'll (<duml>in, up to k iit) ihkhi m|| |)f. nt ||1C [nd jjr.
1 hili mI.iv, D(*v-1 v up to 12,00 noon local 
|tinie iplea'C note the hour) <>n
,Mechanical and Electrical sub-; Tuesday. December 5. 1972. 
contimtms nuiy also receive lnwcst (>r nny tender wiU 
< ■■im>l<-!e or put tin! set of docn-I ni)f rcce-'nrilv be accepted 
merits fur u similar dtp rd. i .... , , ...t> 1 !t‘c Ailmiiil-ti.itor1H will fuih-Ued if!
<l<\ Iimi id;! aie not letmued in I 
jjood oid.-r before the tenth d.iv I •
»>(:< i De I him u ,
Ven. .ii Jubilee Hospital 
Vernon. Bl’.
NOW CAI.i. (A)l’i:11 ;;
Cl.’V'Sli n i) AUS
DIKECT 3. , H
For the price of moving goods from one place to 
another, CN Express provides a lot of extras... high 
speed express trains between major centres... 
heated equipment in cold weather... co-ordinated 
road-rail movements... service to customers in all 
ten provinces... the ability to handle20'pounds or 
20 tons equally well. With o ie telephone call, you can 
arrange a pick up of your air, foreign or surface 
express. Trained sales representatives also.are 
available to assist with your problems and planning. 
. Since you get all these services, why not let 





Let it rain, let it shine. Let the kids 
play and the dog romp. ‘Sundeck’ survives 
the test of time! Whatever’s happening 
this carpet retains its good looks, 
softness and bounce.
699
Reg. 9" sq. yd.
Advertised prices in 
effect 'til 5:30 p.m. 
Friday, November 10
What makes 'Sundeck'such a marvellous alt-round 
carpet? The answer Is the fibre. 2000+Acrilan’acrylic. 
Probably the toughest and most colourfast fibre 
available! Put 'Sundeck’on the patio and It won't fade, 
. even in the strongest sunlight. Put it in the living room 
or den and it stands up to the roughest child's play. 
This carpet has so many good qualities: it's warm and 
safe for children with allergies? It’s soft and luxurious 
underfoot.The texture bounces back despite heavy 
wear. It’s dirt and mildew resistant which means it's 
eas'y-care. And It comes In eight great colours,12 ft. 
widths. If you haven’t heard of ’Sundeck’ let us 
introduce you to it now. At this low price!
Save $36 on 9’ x 12’ rug. Reg.119.88 83.88
® ■ . Available from coast to coast In Canada.
Bl through all Simpsohs-Sears stores, this very special offer
bT WT' w W Hflf w Is the sincerest effort Simpsons-Seara
II B I 1^^^^ can make to bring you merchandise that combines fine
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Dear Premier Barrett 






” . Winfield, Oyama, Peachland, Westbank
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Musio lovers and Community Concert
forget Sunday afternoon, Nov. 12, in the Community Theatre. 
The artist is pianist Thomas Schumacher. He is unknown to 
me and we have not as yet received the program, but his 
press notices are outstanding. According to entic Harnett 
Johnson in the New York Post,.. “he makes the keyboard 
sing with a poet’s expressiveness.” Our regular piano tuner 
to avaUable for the Schumacher recital so perhaps the poor 
old piano won’t cause too much trouble. Concert time is two
Including Mr. Roberts for Theatre Kelowna this Thurs­
day, Friday and Saturday ... the play is hilariously funny 
so don’t miss it.. . and with Sunday’s concert the next two
weeks are loaded. . , _ . .
Working back there is the Okanagan Symphony Orchestra 
concert Sunday afternoon, Nov. 19. This will be, really, a 
Pops Concert in which there is music for everyone.
Saturday night, Nov. 18, our dearly beloved Barber­
shoppers are presenting their annual concert with assisting 
groups from Penticton, Spokane and Seattle. The latter group 
has won high honors in international competition and is con­
sidered very professional. The Spokane group according to 
Don Jabour are comedians . . . real show-stoppers. Our own 
quartet... the same as for The Music Man will be on deck. 
Rave personally heard the full chorus, not too long ago, under 
the direction of Gordon Roper and the sounds are really 
splendorous. This should be considered a night out for 
musical fun . . . of which we don’t have too many, in our
community.
Had hoped to get down to Vancouver for some music 
making there but circumstances have prevented it. I shall 
wait until spring. In the meantime, apropos the article in a 
recent Vancouver newspaper concerning the arts in British 
Columbia, or rather from the statements . . . the arts in 
* ;s Vancouver . . . I am reminded of the fact that earlier this
| © fall I wrote the Vancouver Symphony office regarding public
relations matters and have never received an answer.
The reason such a happening is more important than 
might seem on the surface is the fact the Vancouver Sym­
phony is one of the most heavily subsidized organizations by 
the B.C. Cultural Fund. So too is the Playhouse Theatre Com­
pany and the Vancouver Opera Association. Yet only those 
interested from the hinterlands of the province financially 
able to travel have the privilege of seeing and hearing 
professional theatre and music which fundamentally, be­
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DISTRICT PAGE Ranger, Two Brownie Groups
In Rutland Need leaders
RUTLAND (Staff) Not
PEACHLAND SOCIALS
PEACHLAND (Special) - 
Home after a visit with his 
daughter and son-in-law Mr. and 
Mrs. Don Deaville of Paradise 
Valley, Alta., is Pete Bell.
Ion from Victoria were he Is 
attending his second year at the 
University of Victoria.
REMEMBRANCE DAY PARADE 
FOR PEACHLAND OUTLINED
PEACHLAND (Special) — ,Branch 69 Royal Canadian 
Legion, Peachland, has made arrangements for the annual 
Remembrance Day parade and service to be held Saturday. 
AU veterans whether members of the branch or not are in­
vited to take part in the parade and service. Parade will 
form at 10:45 a.m. at the Legion Hall, and in company with 
LA members will march to the Peachland cenotaph. Service 
will be conducted by Rev. Dr. R. D. MitcheU, chaplain of 
Branch 69, assisted by Rev. R. D. Filer and Father Ray Bray.
Wreathes will be placed on the cenotaph by the presi­
dent of the branch, LA president and-the mayor as well as 
other local organizations.
After the service ali residents of the area are invited to 
attend a social hour at the Legion HaU. Children of the com­
munity are invited to go to the Centennial HaU were hot 
chocolate and cookies will be made available to this age 
group. _ ______________ ■ '
Permit Soon For Discharges 
To Air, Water, Land In B.C.
only does the local ranger 
group still need a leader, but 
two brownie groups are in the 
same position. If some women 
do not come forward, 51 girls 
could be affected.
The rangers, girls 14. - 18, 
have nine members and meet 
Wednesday nights in homes of 
members. Cathy Reimer had to 
resign as leader because of 
other duties.
Mrs. Ed Hacke is going to 
Prince George, so 24 brownies 
in the Second Rutland Pack, 
meeting Tuesday afternoons in 
Quigley Elementary School, 
need another leader. The 
Eight Rutland Pack, meeting 
Monday afternoons in South 
Rutland Elementary School, will
soon require another leader. 
Brownies are 7-10 years old.
“We have enough leaders for 
the three guide companies, but 
there are so many girls due to 
be promoted from brownies 
that a fourth company will 
eventually be needed,” says dis­
trict commissioner Mrs. Otto 
Graf.
WOUNDED CONDUCTOR
MONTEVIDEO, U r u g u a y 
(AP) — Authorities reported1 
that Antonio Reyes, 33, a bus 
conductor, was wounded in a 
shooting, and other sources said 
the incident occurred when left­
ist high school students stopped
A patient in the Kelowna Gen­
eral Hospital is Mrs. Al Et­
hers. Friends in the community 
wish her a speedy recovery.
At a recent meeting of the 
South Okanagan „NDP Associ­
ation, Walter Thum, of Trepan- 
ier was nominated as a dele­
gate to the provincial NDP con­
vention to be held Nov. 24, 25, 
26 in Vancouver.
Ken Wayne, son of Mr. and 
Mrs. Bill Wayne, Beach Avenue, 
is home for a few days vacat-
BERMUDA MEDIA
his bus and demanded a toll to
aid striking labor unions.
Friends of Mr. and Mrs. J. K. 
Todd met Wednesday for a cof­
fee party at the home of Mrs. 
Arne Oltmanns, on San Cle­
mente Avenue. The Todds hav­
ing recently celebrated their 
25th wedding anniversary. The 
group presented the couple with 
a gift to mark the special oc­
casion. Out of town guests at­
tending included, Mrs. George 
Tuck from Kelowna, and Mrs. 
Elmer Chisholm and Mrs. L. L. 
Mitchell from Summerland.
The 53,000 people of Bermuda 
to are served by two television sta- 
| lions and four newspapers. 1
IMPORTED
TEAK FURNITURE
Living Room • Dining Room
• Wall Components
NORDAN IMPORT
282 Bernard' Ave. 763-3810
one of us should we so desir e.
It is to be hoped the new government and with it the new 
man in charge of the cultural fund . . . Gordon Dowding ... 
will recognize the fact the government role should be to 
foster a situation in which the benefits of the arts are avail­
able to as large a portion of the population as is possible. 
And that means in cold hard simple words . . . taking the 
Symphony, the Opera and the Playhouse Company out to the 
people. The full company of each and the full symphony . . . 
not some half baked touring group such as comes out yearly 
from Canadian Opera which is not truly representative of the 
highest standards available. It will cost money certainly but 
then the money is there and we out here have a right to some 
of it as backing for the kind of entertainment music and 
theatre lovers on tire Lower Mainland take as their right.
Letters ... the more the better . , . to the new Premier 
... Mr. Barrett are all that are needed since I understand 
Mr. Barrett has a receptive ear and is Interested. This is my 
letter and I hope we can have the Vancouver Symphony out 
before too long. Theatre people can plug for the Playhouse.
While we are on it . . . it wouldn’t hurt if Tom Kerr’s 
Western Canada Theatre Company was subsidized so it could 
travel tiie province properly to include the schools. The 
Okanagan Symphony Orchestra could do with a better sub­
sidy so that it could hire professional first desk players and 
commission new music by Canadian composers. I could go on 
and on. I’m really only started. But then to quote Buck­
minster Fuller— My resolve: Reshape environment; don’t 
fry to reshape man.”
Halloween Treats Will Help Others
RUTLAND (Special) — Once 
again this year, a group of 
Seventh-day Adventist boys and 
girls will use their Halloween
treats to help others.
Members of the Silver Tip 
Pathfinders collected about 650 
cans of food. They will be distri­
buted to less fortunate people 
at Christmas. Adults provided 
transportation and, after can­
vassing, food was deposited at 
COP A Park, at the end of Gerts- 
mar Road, where the Path­
finders have a clubhouse. A 
party and bonfire followed.
There are about 50 boys and 
girls aged 10 - 16 in the group. 
The program includes crafts, 
hiking, camping, nature walks 
and participation in community 
activities. They have won 
prizes for entries in parades 
here and in Kelowna.
KAMLOOPS, B.C. (CP)—All 
disc1’ rges to air, water, and < 
lane m British Columbia will be 
under permit “in a relatively 
short time,” William Venables, 
director of the B.C. Pollution 
Control Branch, said Tuesday.
Mr. Venables made the state­
ment at a public inquiry here 
into waste disposal in the food 
processing and agriculturally- 
oriented industries.
Similar hearings have already 
been held for forest, mining and 
petrochemical industries. The 
pollution control board is al­
ready processing pollution con­
trol permits for the forest prod­
ucts industry, using a specific 
code suggested by the first in­
quiry.
Similar restraints are being 
prepared for the mining and 
petrochemical industries.
The fifth and final hearing 
will be into sewage and garbage 
disposal, and will be in Victoria 
in April.
Mr. Venables, acting as chair­
man to a panel of experts, said 
the “political and legal aspects” 
of controlling pollution in indus­
try would not be considered 
since the hearings are to “elicit 
technical information,” not to 
“discredit or embarrass the 
participants.”
The inquiry had earlier been 
boycotted by the Society for Pol­
lution and Environmental Con­
trol (SPEC) because it claimed 
the hearings were “restrictive” 
and did not include the broader 
social, environmental and eco­
nomic issues.
“Stockpiling of feed lot waste 
does, not exist since it is highly 
prized for its nutritive and soil- 
building characteristics by per­
sons engaged in cropping prac­
tices,” said J. T. Ross.
Rink Committee
Is Busy Already
RUTLAND (Staff) — Although 
it was formed only this week, a 
committee to manage the multi­
purpose slab in the Centennial 
Park is getting busy. The com­
mittee was established by Rut­
land Park Society. •
Registrations for hockey will 
be accepted Monday and Nov. 
18 at Shoppers’ Village. Boys 
will be accepted from sixito 18 
years, although the minimum 
age for other leagues is seven; 
Hours will be 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Through the federal Local 
Initiatives Program, the society 
hopes to hire four people to 
look after the rink. If this ap­
plication is not successful, the 
committee hopes there will be 
enough volunteers.
Sub-committees have been 
named to look after lighting 
and dressing rooms.
For further information in Kelowna call 762-2016 or 762-2422.
Windsor, one of eight 
elegant styles by
. Shop tonight and Fri. 'til 9 in Kelowna.
Leader Ken Hathaway is as­
sisted by Mrs. J, A. G. Bunt­
ing and Vance Peters. The 




VANCOUVER (CP) — The 
Bank of British Columbia filed 
a preliminary prospectus Wed­
nesday with the B.C. and Al­
berta securities commissions 
for a real estate Investment 
trust, to be known as BBC Re­
alty Investors.
Prospectus shows 1,025,000 
trust units will be offered to the 
public at $10 a unit.
‘‘Nobody is on trial ’’ said.Mr. 
Venables, defining pollution con­
trol as the “managing of the un­
marketable or socially undesir­
able byproducts of man’s activi­
ties.”
REPORT PLANNED
The panel of experts will pre­
pare a report which is submit­
ted to the Pollution Control 
Board for adoption as the 
board’s official control policy 
for the industries involved.
Among those on the panel at 
Kamloops are Dr. J. H. Smith, 
provincial director of occupa­
tional health, Dr. J. M. Reinstra 
of J. B. Ward and Associates 
(International) Ltd., and four 
members of the Pollution Con­
trol Branch projects and re­
search division.
At the afternoon session, the 
B.C. Cattle Feeders Association 
said the beef cattle industry is 
















glues. 0 or 24.9712 volt. . ea
Advertised Prices in effect 'til 9.00 p.m. Friday, November 10.
Sears SOW) STAR
Operate on 12-volt car system or with 
4-C batteries. Features self-contained 
speaker with a connection for external 
speakers. Positive or negative ground.
8-Track Stereo with built-in A.M. 
radio can be used as a portable, on 
house current or in the car. ca. 84.97
A.M./F.M. Portable car radio is solid state. Can be powered by 
batteries, 6 or 12 volt car circuit or on house current, ea. 59.97
Wann orlon pile seat 
covers hit (treat for 
the whole year! Warm 
in winter, cool In sum­
mer, Black; Avocado, 
Beige, Bed Q QI 
or Blue, Ea. ©»7f
Engine Analyser
Analyzes electrical cir­
cuits and engine per­
formance of gasollne- 
<Miven internal com­
bustion 177 Q7 
engines, Ea. ILI • /1
Timing Light
Solid stntc circuit Rive* 
brilliant light through 
qualify, Irigger-contioi­
led Zenon tube.
ft or 12 20 07
volt......... - ca. JO.Jf
Dwell Tachometer
Designed for 4, (i or 8 
cylinder cihk. Check 
dwell and R.P.M, on 
Internal combustion en-
Simpson* Star*: Automotive (2«) Phone Enqnlrle*; Kelowna 763-5811.





By B. JAI BECKER
SKIERS
East South


































♦ AKQJ6 3 
♦ J 4
Impatience in romance is 
strongest temptation.
Virgo (Aug. 23 - Sept.
Emotional factors enter
EAST 
♦ J 10 4 
VK953 
♦ 10 7 4 
4832
^SUNFLOWER.
GROWING 30 FEET 
ABOVE THE GROUND 














ed out to be false, for 




Pass 2 NT 
Dble
THURS., NOV. 9 - 7:30 PM
Ski films will be shown and a general outline of the 
club will be explained.









































.said he hopes relations between 
! the two countries will not suffer TO YOUR GOOD HEALTH BELIEVE IT OR NOT KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, THUMB., NOV. 9, 1972 PAGE 19
I from the incident.
JERUSALEM (Reuter)
West German Chancellor Willy 
Brandt expressed regret today 
it the tension in relations with 
Israel following Bonn’s release 
of three Arab guerrillas to hi-
The message was conveyed 
to Premier Golda Meir by West 
German Ambassador Jcsco von
The three guerrillas were
charged with the massacre of 




Aries (March 21-April 19):
ward pleasure are strong. 
Pepole who care about you will
Career means something more
jacket's of a Lufthansa plane. 
Assuring Israel that his go\ 
emment has no intention* of 
•‘surrendering to terrorism,” he
ich Olympics earlier tins year 
Two other Arabs hijacked the 
jetliner and demanded the rc 




By George C. Tbosteson. M.D.
Dear Dr. Thosteson: What is 
' purpura? I have had this for 
almost two years. My doctor 
didn't know what it was, and
the skin doctor doesn’t seem 
able to cure it;
possibly calcium can be help­
ful in controlling the condition
— but it is still important to
find the underlying cause.
today than it did yesterday. Re­
arrangements are in order, the 
sooner the better.
19): Put a major share of your
(April 20-May 20)
time and energy into catching
Have a • list of things to do,
up. completing existing pro­
assign priorities, get to work
early*. Sentimental pursuits en­
counter complications, require
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Is there anything that can 
be done for it? If so, what kind 
of a doctor must I go to? — 
Mrs. A. C. G.
Purpura is excessive bleed­
ing under the skin, resulting in 
red or purple splotches. I dare 
say your doctor knew what it 
was but didn't know what caus­
ed it.
That's understandable, be­
cause it can be caused by quite 
a variety of conditions, and 
treatment, of course, depends 
on the cause.
In a sense, purpura is some­
thing like a brpise — a bruise 
represents bleeding under the 
skin. The difference is that pur­
pura, unlike a bruise, isn't a 
sign of blood vessels broken be­
cause of a bump or blow. Ra­
ther, it is the inability to heal, 
promptly, small broken places 
in blood vessels.
. A natural fragility of small 
blood vessels can be the cause. 
Years ago purpura used to oc­
cur in some infants and often 
was fatal. Today treatment 
with vitamin K usually brings 
quick recovery. In short, the 
condition is usually a lack of
Such causes can include pois 
oning (by cleaning 
among others), drug sensitivity 
and a variety of infections, such 
as some kidney or liver di­
seases, meningitis, scarlet fever 
and others. Allergies and cer­
tain kinds of anemia also can 
be -it fault. . . .
clotting ability in the blood, 
most commonly a deficiency of 
the particles called platelets 
which are: essential in forming 
clots and hence in stopping 
bleeding promptly.
Vitamins C and K, and quite
If such an underlying cause i 
can be identified and treated 
effectively, the purpura disap­
pears.
But when, after two years, 
there is no progress, it is time 
to see someone who specilizes 
in blood disorders. A platelet 
count and other blood examina­
tion would be an essential part 
of the study.
Dear Dr. Thosteson: My 
grandmother died in her. 40s of 
cancer of the cervix or uterus, 
and my mother died at 62 pt 
cancer of the cervix.
I am 41. Do you think to be 
on the safe side I should have a 
hysterectomy?
I get a Pap test every six 
months, but that doesn’t pre­
vent it. — B.T.
True, a Pap test doesn’t pre­
vent cancer, but it will detect 
it very early. While there may 
be a familial tendency to can­
cer. I would say that a hyster­
ectomy purely as a preventive 
measure is too extreme.
Continue your frequent Pap 
tests. If cancer should develop, 
there would be adequate warn­
ing.
British Labor Party Ready 
To Fight Price-Pay Freeze
patience.
Gemini (May 21-June 20):
Aquarius (Jan. 20 > Feb. 18)
Solitary search brings you to
an exciting trail you hadn’t
AEMILIDS PAULUS
£ 230-16050 A ROMAN MILITARY LEADER., 
CAPTURED SO MUCH BOOTY IN DEFEATING THE 
MACEDONIANS IN THE BATTLE OF PYDNA IN 168 BC.
THAT ROMAN CITIZENS PAID NO TAXES 
fOR THE NEXT TOO TEARS
TOMBS K 
OF HOLY MEN L< 
IN THE TOWNS r 
OF KASHMIR. 
ORISWAUV SERVED 
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Speculative enterprises show
their faults, while overly con­
servative ventures are belated­
ly enlarged.
Cancer (June 21 - July 22): 
Let your partner be active in 
whatever you share. Projects 
developed joday have strong 
potentials, further new versions 
coming up.
Leo (July 23 - Aug. 22): 
Work and career attract sup­
port, encouragement. Go it 
alone, set a sharp new pattern.
by the Q-K-A. Declarer played a 
low trump to the king, which 
held, and continued the suit, 
ducking East’s ten and forcing 
West to win with the ace.
As a result. North made ten 
tricks — which was extremely 
lucky, since such an outcome 
required East to hav.e the king 
of hearts and West to have pre­
cisely the doubleton ace of 
trumps.
All four players assumed that 
when the Portguese North- 
South pair at the second table 
came' to play the hand later on, 
they would also not get ; to 
game. But this assumption turn­
suspected. Familiar
provoke abrasive comments,
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) 
New events are unlikely to ex­
cite interest. Finishing regular 
chores eases some of the pres­
sure, deserves your discipline.
decisions, perhaps with undue 
emphasis, as those you love in­
sist on moves you aren’t ready 
to make.
Libra (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): 
Financing of home, family 
matters comes under critical 
review, probably brings an old 
issue to a head for decision.
Scorpio (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): 
Early efforts produce well, but 
details pile up for mid-day and 
later, Secret romantic efforts 
encounter .unusual hindrances.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22 - Dec 
21): Money gets out of your 
hand too quickly. Impulses to-
Light Plane Crash 
Leaves Three Dead
GREENSBORO, N.C. (API — 
The crash of a light plane here 
killed three persons and se­
riously injured a fourth. The 
plane, a Beechcraft Bonanza, 





• 49 varieties of donuts.
• Wholesale or retail.




DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE-Here’s how to work it: 
AXYDLBAAXR
Is LONGFELLOW
One letter simply stands for another. In this sample A Is 
used for the three L’s, X for the two O’s, etc. Single letters, 
apostrophes, the length and formation of the words are all, 
bints. Each day. the code letters are different.
CRYPTdQUOTES
JEW FJ YCD EZOU Z AFUW DEZD
FJ QXD, QXP FJ RZHZYOW XU 
YWFQS, Z UPFWQV.-AFOOFZN HWQQ
. Yesterday’s Cryptoquote: JOBS ARE PHYSICALLY 
EASIER, BUT THE WORKER NOW TAKES HOME WORRIES 
INSTEAD OF AN ACHING BACK.—HOMER BIGART
LONDON (Reuter) — Brit­
ain’s opposition Labor party be­
gan its promised fight today 
against legislation backing the 
government’s price and wage 
freeze.
A critical debate on the prin­
ciple of the bill was due to take 
place in Parliament, followed 
by a vote. The Labor party has 
introduced an amendment 
charging the government with 
mismanaging the economy, and 
alienating the labor unions.
The bill had its first reading 
in Parliament Tuesday. It will 
be three or. four weeks before 
the bill could become law.
Meanwhile, its terms became 
effective Tuesday and two spe­
cial hot lines to government de­
partments received hundreds of
calls from traders seeking guid­
ance on price rises and, to a 
lesser extent, from members of 
the public reporting possible 
breaches of the freeze on 
pries.
Under the government’s ini­
tial 90-day dlampdown, only the 
prices of certain foodstuffs such 
as meat,, fish, fruit and vege­
tables are flexible.
INCOMES STUCK
Incomes also must' remain 
static and many workers ex­
pecting wage increases will not 
now get them.
Several beat-the-freeze pay 
deals did go through before last 
Monday afternoon’s deadline 
however. One of the last groups 
to benefit was London bus driv­
ers. ,
Opening lead — four of dia­
monds.
There is a lot of luck in bridge 
— even in duplicate bridge. For 
example, consider this deal 
played during the European 
championships in the match 
between , Great Britain and 
Portugal.
At the first table, where the 
British were North-South, the 
.bidding went as shown .and they 
wound up playing the hand in 
two spades. .
West cashed two diamonds, 
then shifted to a heart, covered
West, for Britain, whs John 
Collings, who is constitutionally ; 
inclined to bid suits he doesn’t j 
have rather than suits he does 
have. . ’ '
Pursuing this inclination, 
Collings opened the bidding 
with a club, no doubt hoping tc 
stop a club lead against the 
three notrump contract he 
visualized would later be played 
by either him or his partner.
But things didn’t go quite the 
way he had planned. The enemy 
wound up playing the hand at 
three notrump — doubled by 
Collings — and he took the first 
seven tricks to bring home a 
score of 500 points.
of the
ORCHARD COUNTRY SKI CLUB
CD
Q
1'LL PUT DOWN 
ON THE WATER! 
YOU TWO STAY, 
IN THE CRAFT!
WHY CO YOU WANT 
TO SO INTO THE 
POND?.
I WANT TO TRAIL 
THE TDNAg>gRAl 








I'M COUNTINS ON TH6 TONABEPA . 
TO HAVE KEPT THE POND CLEAN I . 
THIS IS HIS DOMAIN 1 YOU HAVEN'T 
SEEN ANY OTHER WILD LIFE 
NEAR HERE1 THIS IS HIS 
PRIVATE PLACE!
NOW1, PONT FORGET
TO CALL THE GROCER.
AKIO PAY THE PAPER. BOY




NFCP TWO INGREDIENTS TO
PROSPER, JUUL’, FIRST— 
■ CUSTOMERS. PtENir OP 
THL'M. SECOND...
AND ELEVATOR 1
YES. HE’S A GAMBLER, 
PEPPER, HE WANTED
ME TO SUAVE POINTS
HE'S GOT ME OVER
A BARREL
I’M IN TROUBLE... FIG TROUBLE
I DON'T KNOW WHAT TO DO, PER 
UNLESS 1 QUIT THE TEAM








MANY OF THEM, I'iTT 
I NOUGII TO MAKIL IT
THf! CRIMINAl DONCr
Ulfc/Ye BEEN CAUGHT.
THEY EIGHT P1RTX JUIIE-ANP
THE:/ THINK PIATT! THE ONIY WAV
TO WIN. WEIL, IT'D NOT, AND I'M 
GOlNO TO HOW THTM HOW IT'S
OUN
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AROUND B.C
Search Goes On For Plane
PENTICTON (CPI — The 
search for a Piper Cherokee 
aircraft missing since last Fri­
day on a flight between Prince­
ton and Grand Forks continued 
Wednesday. Search planes so 
far have covered more than 
7,000 miles without sighting any 
trace of the missing plane or 
its pilot, Kenneth Thomas of 
Richmond.
TALKS BREAK DOWN
VANCOUVER (CP) — The 
school board and the city's 2,700 
teachers have asked the provin­
cial Education Department to 
apooint a' conciliator following 
a breakdown in contract talks 
Tuesday. A spokesman for the 
teachers said both sides had
cause of low morale in th' ser­
vice. The Prince George local 
□f the Prince George Correc-
tional Centre will vote Nov. 16 
on the recommendation.
DIRECTOR RESIGNS
VANCOUVER (CP> — Frank 
Reder, executive director of the 
British Columbia School Trus­
tees* Association, has resigned. 
Mr. Reder was general secre­
tary of the association until 1971 
when the post of executive di­
rector was created. He spent 17 




SAN DIEGO, Calif. (API - 
Black crew members of the 
U.S. aircraft carrier Constella­
tion were to meet with the 
ship's commanding officer 
today to discuss their claims of 
mistreatment, which include an 
assertion that the skipper twice
tried to stage a violent incident, dents, 120 of them black, ashore 
Capt. J. D. Ward has made no
comment about the dissident 
sailors’ claim that Ward twice 
rent armed, riot-equipped secu­
rity guards storming into the 
ship’s assembly area to try to 
provoke violence.
The 80,000-ton carrier re­
turned abruptly from exercises 
off the California coast last Sat­
urday and left the 13O.dissi-
after protests about conditions 
on the ship.
The ship returned ht.e again 
Tuesday to allow Ward to meet 
with the men.
The Black Servicemen’s Cau­
cus, speaking for the sailors, 
said Wednesday blacks oboard 
the Constellation are punished 
more severely than whites for 
the same offence and "are con-
sistently give the menial and 
unskilled jobs which do not 
present the opportunity to ad­
vance either in rating or in edu­
cation."
In addition, the caucus said. 
Ward "by repeated ludicrous 
acts, tried to precipitate an inci­
dent of violence.”
directory has come out in Israel 
with nine Moshe Dayans listed 
under “D.” There’s Moshe 
Dayan the rabbi and Moshe 
Dayan the plumber, but nothing 
about Moshe Dayan the patch­
eyed defence minister. His num­
ber is secret.
SECRET NUMBER
TEL AVIV (AP) — The latest
English-language telephone
SASKATCHEWAN FARMS
As of June 1, 1971, there were 
76,970 farms in Saskatchewan.
agreed to a 9.16 per cent pay 
increase but that the board 
wanted elimination of some past 
benefits. The contract expiresI 
Dec. 31. 1
AGREE TO JOIN
ABBOTSFORD (CP) t- The 
owner-electors of Abbotsford 
and Sumas have voted in favor 
of amalgamating the two dis­
tricts. Following formal ap­
proval by the provincial munici-1 
pa!" affairs department, the new 
district will be kjjown as the 
District of Abbotsford. A dis­
trict council will be elected 
Dec. 9.
NAMED PRESIDENT
NEW WESTMINSTER (CP) 
—Jack"Sinister, president and 
general manager of Slumber 
Lodge Corp., was named presi­
dent of the British Columbia 
Motels, Resorts and Trailer 
Parks Association at the associ- 
l ation’s annual meeting Wednes-
i day. He replaces Al Wawryk,
manager of the Tsawwassen 
Motor Hotel.
DISMISSES CHARGE
GRAND FORKS (CP)—Prov- 
‘ ■ incial Court Judge O. B. Larsen 
i Wednesday dismissed a charge 
under Grand Forks’ anti-noise 
bylaiw brought against Bound­
ary Forest Products. Judge Lar-. 
Sen ruled the Crown had failed 
to prove that noise from the 
company’s mill had disturbed 
the peace, quiet, rest and enjoy- 
L ment of nearby residents. The 
charge was laid July 27.
OUSTER ASKED
* PRINCE GEORGE (CP) — 
The executive of the correc- 
I tional branch workers’ union
I Wednesday endorsed a request
I that the adirector of the correc-
| tional service, Selwyn Rocksbo-
s rough-Smith, be dismissed be-
Pollution Law | 
AHardship 
For Industry
• KAMLOOPS. B.C. (CP)-The 
president of the Western Food 
Processors Association told a 
pollution control board inquiry 
Wednesday that any attempt by 
the provincial government to 
for fruit and vegetable proces­
sing companies would cause 
great hardship to the industry.
Cornelius Penner said the in­
dustry is struggling to com­
pete with low-priced imported 
goods and that funds were 
limited for improving waste 
treatment facilities.
"We recommend that each 
waste discharge problem be 
evaluated independently," he 
said.
He added that "adoption of 
uniform requirements would not 
be in the public interest and 
could In a number of instances 
result in hardship to individual 
companies."
He said fruit and vegetable 
processors have peak production 
periods which makes waste 
treatment expensive. The as­
sociation represents virtually all |l 
the principal vegetable and fruit 
processors in British Columbia. Il 
Kenneth Jackson, who pre­
sented a brief for Environment j 
Canada, said weather conditions 
should be taken into account in | 
planning future industrial dcvel-1 
He said light winds and fro-1 
quent inversions—layers in the 1 
‘atmosphere that trap pollution 
-—contribute to the province's 
a'r pollution problems. Mr. 
Jackson advocated long-term 
"climatological monitoring” in 
considering sites for industry. ।
The inquiry ends today.
Chief Manuel
Hits Programs
I’lUNCE RUPERT, B C. (CPi 
-—Chief George Manuel lashed
oat at the "isolationistie and' 
tokenistic economic develop-1 
ment programs” of the federal 
department of Indian Affairs in j 
n speech to the annual Union I
of British Columbia Indian | 
Chiefs conference Wednesday, '
Chief Manuel, president o( the . 
National Indian Brotherhood, 
attacked the department's Econ­
omic Development Ixran Fund,■ 
saying that of the $10 million' 
handled nnhually by the fund, 
$H million is spent on consult-1 
ants’ fees, salaries and office1
He nl o noted that th*- !)<•- 
p.ii Intent of Itegional Economic 
Expaii.ion handed out $725 mil- 
1 on to l'i invc Edu .nd b land 
He said tins irpiC'cnted Sti.Son
p.ircd to $2.(100 in giants avail-
lie sat,I an Ind,tea.uih 
loinmittcc should tie set up to 




In Harvest Gold only $5 more (11276)
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Simpson, /I Q 9 8
Sears Price jJr White
2-speed 
4-program
o. Come see how little it costs to hove the brightest wash ever! 
Washer features normal, delicate and perm-press programs plus 
a pre-wash program to loosen extra-tough soil. Perm-press cool­
down prevents spin-set wrinkles. Roto-swirl agitator. 5 wash/ 
rinse temp, combinations. Variable water level control. Self­
clean lint filter. Second 'low' speed for sheers. Lid safety switch. 
Porcelain top (43020). With suds saver $20 more (53020)
b. Kenmore Fabric Master Dryer lets'you select degree of 
dryness you want for every kind of fab'ric!
Simpsons-Sears Low Price 199.98 (83020)
Both Kenmore washer and dryer are available in Harvest Gold, 
Avocado — $10 more (83024-6)
Automatic 3-program Kenmore 
washer with perm-press cool-down
Simpsons- 
Sears Price 269?8
c. Normal, delicate and perm-press programs. 3 wash/rinse 
temp, combinations. Roto-swirl agitator. Lid safety switch. P.ump 
guard. Wipe-clean porcelain top. Washing instructions printed 
inside. (41010)
d. 2-program Kenmore dryer has perm-press cool-down to 
tumble out heat-set wrinkles. Variable temp, control. Top­
mounted lint screen.. Door safety switch.
Simpsons-Sears Low Price 179.98 (81010)
Washer Prices include installation to approved plumbing.
* Advertised Prices in effect 'til 9:00 p.m. Fri.,Nov. 10, 1.972.















11,1b. capacity. Roto swirl agitator. 20- 
nun electric timer with bell signal. Safe 
T-Stop ?" wringer rolls. Pump automnli 
rally drains tub. Porcelain top. (11270)
Simpsons-Sears *1
Low Price I Nf Jr
White
Compact, 24" dryer plugs into any 1 10V 
outlet Fully automatic with special cool 
down for perm-press fabrics. Up to 120 
min. drying time. Lint filter. Door safety 









lime. 15 min. wash and 5 min. drying 
tuners 2-way impeller washing action. 
(21100). "
1‘lismr l <i11 i«-•>: Kelow na if.'I SSI I.
Pork Free While You Shop Simpsons Scors, Orchard Park, Kelowna.
Aho Available through Catalogue Sales Offices 
Throughout B.C. and the Yukon.
Catalogue
Merchandise
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